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Abstract

Semantic and Qualitative Physics-Based Formal

Reasoning for Functional Decomposition in

Mechanical Design
by

Xiaoyang Mao

Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical Engineering

Dr. Chiradeep Sen, Major Advisor

Function modeling plays an essential role in academy design studies, yet a

lack of acceptance in industry. A possible reason is that the designer must have well

understand of the controlled vocabularies and grammars to utilize this method. The

research presented in this dissertation is to fill this gap so that designers can use

function-based design method without relevant knowledge. In graph-based function

models, the function verbs and flow nouns are usually chosen from predefined

vocabularies. The vocabulary class definitions, combined with function modeling

grammars defined at various levels of formalism, enable function-based reasoning.

However, the text written in plain English for the names of the functions and

flows is presently not exploited for formal reasoning. This dissertation presents

a formalism (representation and reasoning) to support semantic and physics-based

reasoning on the information hidden in the plain-English flow terms, esp. for
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automatically decomposing black-box function models and to generate multiple

design alternatives. First, semantic reasoning infers the changes of flow types, flow

attributes, and the direction of those changes between the input and output flows

attached to the black-box. Then, a representation of qualitative physics is used to

determine the material and energy exchanges between the flows and the function

features needed to achieve them. Finally, the topological layer provides reasonings

to infer multiple options of composing those function features into topologies and to

thus generate multiple alternative decompositions of the functional black-box. The

data representation formalizes flow phases, flow attributes, qualitative value scales

for the attributes, and qualitative physics laws. A three-layer algorithm manipulates

this data for reasoning. The dissertation shows four validation case studies to

demonstrate the workings of this formalism.
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Research Questions

The author poses the following research questions which show the current

knowledge gap related to the research topic:

RQ-1 Can the designer-written names of flows in black-box models be used to

decompose and generate detailed function models?

RQ-2 Can multiple functional design options be generated though a formal

representation and reasoning?

RQ-3 How can the ability of this approach to support automated model decomposi-

tion, as outlined above, be demonstrated and validated?
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Claim of Originality

The author claims the originality of the research results presented in this

dissertation, the following being the most significant:

1. The approach for decomposing black-box model using semantic and quali-

tative physics reasoning, and generating multiple detailed function models

[1, 2]

2. The formal representations of material and energy flows, their attributes, and

their qualitative values, as needed to support automatic model decomposition

[1, 2]

3. The protocol for codifying qualitative physics from physics knowledge and

quantitive euqations

4. The formal representations of qualitative physics knowledge including

compressible fluid, incompressible fluid, Ohms law, Joule heating law and

mass heating

5. The formal reasoning and reasoning algorithms for the semantic layer [1, 2]

6. The formal reasoning and reasoning algorithms for the qualitative physics

layer

7. The mapping grammar rules for mapping causal principle to function
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8. The formalization of two energy symbols ( Energy_Increase and

Energy_Decrease) and two features (Energize_CHG_M and DeEner-

gize_CHG_M)

9. The generative grammar rules and connectivity rules as well as the topological

reasoning algorithms for the topological layer

10. The semantic and physics-based decomposition software [1], and the Qualita-

tive Physcis Reasoning Tool
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this introductory chapter, the background, motivation, and the subject of this

dissertation are discussed, along with relevant research work in the area of function

modeling, physics-based reasoning in design, and computer-aided design. The

objectives and scope, and the brief overview of the solution, and contributions

of this research are presented.

1.1 Motivation and Research Gap

Recent collaborative reviews of the usage of function modeling reveal a community-

wide consensus on the importance of function-based thinking in design, yet a lack

of acceptance of function modeling in industry. A possible reason behind this gap is

the lack of user-friendly and useful computer tools that make it formal and easier

to implement function-based design and therefore realize its benefits [7]. This gap

in the current state of the art provides the overall motivation behind this research.

Further, while multiple long-standing research efforts have attempted to formalize

function modeling and reasoning through vocabularies such as the Functional Basis
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[8], formal languages and grammars such as [3, 9, 10], computer tools such as

the FBS modeler [11] and the Concept Modeler [3, 10]. The vocabulary terms

and their definitions within these formalisms encode the semantics of specialized

nouns such as Liquid or Mechanical Energy, or the verbs such as Convert or Transfer,

into formal or semi-formal definitions [8]. Consequently, during a given modeling

session, reasoning is limited to these definitions, as previously shown in [3, 9, 10].

However, none of the research provides a formalism to exploit the design

information hidden in the semantics of the user-written names (in plain English)

of the flows and functions, which are rich sources of design intent described at

a level more specific than vocabulary terms. Moreover, the hidden information is

not so far used in formal reasoning. For example, flows that are named “air”, “cold

air”, or “hot flowing air” would be commonly modeled, under the current practice,

using the same flow class such as Gas, which is a term within the Functional Basis

vocabulary [8] and support reasoning to the extent afforded by the definition of

the generic term, Gas. However, these plain-English nouns and adjectives contain

much more contextual information than that carried by the term Gas – information

that a human designer could use to develop or decompose the model, or to explore

alternative designs, but the computer currently cannot. This semantic information

has not so far been exploited in formal reasoning to help with modeling or reasoning

in a computational manner, which articulates the research gap addressed in this

dissertation. The goal of the presented research is to develop a formalism to use

the semantics of these designer-assigned plain-English information to perform

reasoning, esp. to decompose a function model and generate design alternatives.

With such a system, novice designers, or even non-technical customers, could

possibly develop detailed design architectures from customer needs stated as

functional sentences. For example, a functional requirement stated in the English

sentence: “produce hot flowing air from cold air and electricity” could be first
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translated to a corresponding black-box function model, as shown in Figure 1.1.

Next, using the method presented in this dissertation, this model could be

decomposed to produce multiple solution alternatives similar to the one shown

in Figure 1.2 , without asking for additional information from the novice or non-

technical user. While the first step in the above scenario, that of translating the

English sentence to the black-box model, is not in the scope of this dissertation, the

second step of design synthesis from black-box to decomposition is presented here.

EE

cold air
hot flowing air

Figure 1.1: Black-box Model of an Air-heating Device Input to the Reasoning
Algorithm

EE

EE

cold air

hot flowing air

Convert_E

Distribute_E Energize_M

Energize_M

hot air

Convert_EEE

ThE

MW

Figure 1.2: A Function Model of an Air-heating Device

1.2 Frame of Reference

Function models are a popular representation used in early engineering design,

where the designed system is modeled in terms of the desired transformative

actions on flows of material, energy, and information passing through it [6, 12]. By

modeling the function of each component or subsystem and connecting the flows
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between those subfunctions, a system-level model can be obtained. An example

is the function model of a device that produces a hot flowing stream of air, as

shown in Figure 1.2, where the blocks are the subfunctions and the arrows are

the flows between them. In this figure, EE means electrical energy, Convert_E and

Distribute_E are functions that operate on energy flows to change their type and to

distribute them into multiple flows, respectively, and Energize_M is a function that

operates on material flows and adds an energy flow to it. These terms are parts of a

formal vocabulary of function features [4, 9] and are discussed in more detail later.

In attempts to formalize this graph-based representation of functions and to

facilitate formal reasoning with them, previous research produced vocabularies [8,

13, 14], grammars [10, 15], formal languages and their software implementations

[3, 9, 10], and ontologies [16, 17].

Beside above research work, in order to provide further formalism to function

modeling and reasoning, a formal language has been proposed [3, 10, 18], which

ensures that the models are logically consistent and valid against the laws of

Layer 1: Logic physics layer
Formal definition of basic entities

Formal definition of basic relations
Grammar for logical behavior

Grammar for 0th, 1st, 2nd law of thermodynamics

Layer 2: Physics based minimal vocabulary
Functions for mass and energy operations

Boolean nodes for temporal relation

Layer 3: Feature based modeling
Feature definition of common functions

Layer 4: Physics-based semantic 
reasoning

Figure 1.3: Layered Architecture of the Formal Language [1]
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physics, esp. the laws of thermodynamics applied to transport phenomena [19].

This language has the extendable layered structure shown in Figure 1.3, where

the higher layers capture increasingly complex concepts and are founded on the

verified soundness of the lower layers.

Layer 1 formally defines the most basic concepts of function modeling such

as function, flow, state, system, and environment as first-order predicates and

implements them as object-oriented classes, shown in Figure 1.4. This layer contains

ten entities and 33 grammar rules, which control how those entities could be

assembled in a model in a consistent manner. This language can check models for

physics-wise feasibility, efficiency, losses, and irreversibility and has been validated

through ontological verifications and multiple modeling applications [10]. The 33

grammars developed in Ref. [3, 5] are the baseline of the grammars and rules

developed in this dissertation, which are summarized in Table 1.1.

 

Element

Node

Verb Environ
ment

is_a

is_a

1

1

1

1

1

1

is_a

Noun

is_a1

1

Material

1

is_a

1

is_a

1

1

Energy

is_a

1

Signal

1

TailNode

n
HeadNode

n

1

1

Given
Name

Child_M Child_E

mn m n

Head
PointTail

Point

XOR XOR

XOR

Carrier
Flow

n

1

Geometric
Center Anchor 

Point

Source Sink

is_a
1

1

1

1

is_a

XOR

Figure 1.4: Data Structure of Layer 1, Showing Entities, Relations, Attributes [3, 5]
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Table 1.1: List of the 33 Grammar Rules [3]

Rule 1 A flow of any subtype can be in HeadNode relation with at most
one node.

Rule 2 A flow of type Material (M) or Energy (E) can be in TailNode
relation with at most one node.

Rule 3 A flow of subtype Signal (S) must not be in TailNode relation with
any node.

Rule 4 Nodes (function, environment) cannot be input or output to each
other.

Rule 5 Flows cannot be input or output to each other.

Rule 6 A flow can have at most one carrier flow.

Rule 7 A flow of type Material or Energy can have null carrier (not a
carried flow).

Rule 8 A flow of type Signal must always have a carrier.

Rule 9 A Material flow can carry one or more flows of subtypes Energy
and Signal, but not Material.

Rule 10 An Energy flow can carry one or more flows of subtype Signal, but
not of Material or Energy.

Rule 11 A Signal flow cannot carry any flow of any subtype.

Rule 12 A flow can be the downstream of another flow (upstream) only
if the upstream is input to the function of which the downstream
flow is an output.

Rule 13 A Material flow can have one or more downstream flows, all of
which must be of type Material.

Rule 14 A Material flow can have one or more upstream flows, all of which
must be of type Material.

Rule 15 A set of Material flows can be the downstream flows of another
set of Material flows, where individual derivations between the
members of the input set and the output set are not captured in
the model.

Continued on next page
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Table 1.1 – continued from previous page

Rule 16 An Energy flow can have one or more downstream flows, all of
which must be of type Energy.

Rule 17 An Energy flow can have one or more upstream flows, all of which
must be of type Energy.

Rule 18 A set of Energy flows can be the downstream flows of another set of
Energy flows, where individual derivations between the members
of the input set and the output set are not captured in the model.

Rule 19 A Signal flow cannot be the downstream flow of any flow.

Rule 20 A Signal flow cannot have any downstream flow of any type.

Rule 21 A flow can be output from a node and input to a different node
only if it is of subtype Material or Energy.

Rule 22 A flow of any type cannot be output from and input to the same
node.

Rule 23 A flow of any type cannot have environment instances as both
HeadNode and TailNode.

Rule 24 A function has no restriction on the number and type of input
and output flows attached to it, as long as the flow constraints are
satisfied.

Rule 25a A Source can be related to a flow only through a TailNode relation.

Rule 25b A Sink can be related to a flow only through a HeadNode relation.

Rule 26 A carried Energy flow can be added to a carrier Material flow only
by the node that outputs the carrier Material flow.

Rule 27 A carried Energy flow must be extracted from a carrier Material
flow as input by the node that inputs the carrier Material flow.

Rule 28 A carried flow must have only one relation with a node (HeadNode
or TailNode).

Rule 29 A node can input a carried flow only if its carrier flow is also an
input to the node.

Rule 30 A node can output a carried flow only if its carrier flow is also
output by the node.

Continued on next page
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Table 1.1 – continued from previous page

Rule 31 A signal flow is never added to a carrier flow.

Rule 32 A carried signal flow can be extracted from its carrier by the same
or a different node that inputs the carrier flow.

Rule 33 There can be no set of flows {f1, f2, f3,. . . ,fn} such that f2 is carried
by f1, f3 is carried by f2, and so on, and finally, f1 is carried by fn.

Layer 2 provides a vocabulary of physics-based function verbs that corresponds

to the minimal set of interactions between matter and energy allowed in thermo-

dynamics [5, 20]. It contains five energy verbs at primary level, TypeChange_E

(changing the subtype of an energy flow), Transfer_E (changing the location of an

energy flow in geometric space), Change_E (changing the quantitative parameters

of an energy flow without changing its type), Store_E (storing an energy in a

material which is part of system), and Supply_E (obtaining energy from a material

which is part of system), and two energy verbs at secondary level, Conduct_E

(transferring energy using a material medium), and Radiate_E (transferring energy

without using a material medium). two balance nodes. Lgoical_Branch (stating that

the mass or energy parameter of one input flow equals the sum of that parameter

of a set of multiple other output flows) and Logica_Unite (stating that the mass or

energy parameter of a set of multiple input flows equals the sum of that parameter

of another output flow). Each verb is defined as first-order predicates, using the

vocabulary and grammar of Layer 1, thus ensuring that the logical soundness of the

lower layers ensures logical consistency of the upper layers.

Layer 3 represents these function verbs as features [9], which define complex

functional concepts by encapsulating the more basic concepts defined in the lower

layers so as to support feature-level reasoning. Currently supported features include:

Convert_E (converting the type of an input energy flow at the output), Distribute_E
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(producing multiple energy flows of the same type as one single input energy),

Conduct_E (transferring an incoming energy flow from one physical location to

another without needing any net transfer of material), Energize_M (adding an

incoming energy flow to an incoming material flow), and DeEnergize_M (removing

energy from incoming material flow and producing the de-energized material

and the separated energy as two output flows). More features are added to this

list in order to support more comprehensive modeling and reasoning, containing

Convergize_EM (changing the type of an energy flow to another type of energy

and then adding the energy to a material flow), Handover_E (transferring a type

of energy from one material flow to another material flow), Change_M (changing

a type of energy carried by a material flow to another type of energy and adding

back to the material flow), and Changeover_EM (changing a type of energy from a

material flow to another type of energy and transferring to another material flow)

[21].

The current state of this language, given in layers 1-3, is implemented in

a software program with a graphical user interface, called Concept Modeler, of

ConMod for short [3, 10]. The research presented in this dissertation is a new layer,

Layer 4, which rests on the demonstrated soundness and physics-wise validity of

the lower layers, and adds to this architecture the physics-based semantic reasoning

capability to perform automated model decomposition and generation of design

alternatives. This layer is shown at the top row of Figure 1.3.

1.3 Research Questions

Following research question are summarized and posed based on the discussion

above which show the current knowledge gap related to the research topic. There

are three main questions in this research, and each of the first two main questions
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has two sub-questions and the third main question answered through multiple

tasks. Table 1.2, Table 1.3, and Table 1.4 present these three research questions,

and hypotheses. The question is numbered as “RQ,” and the hypothesis is numbered

as “RH.” The sections present each task are also mentioned. Table 1.2 explains the

first research question, sub-questions, and hypothese.

Table 1.2: Research Question 1 and Hypotheses

Main
Research
Question

RQ-1. Can the designer-written names of flows in black-box
function models be used to decompose and generate
detailed function models?

Sub-
Questions
and
Hypothese

RQ-1.1. What data elements must be captured and formalized
to support the reasoning algorithms to do so?

RH-1. The representation of flow nouns, and flow attributes,
their qualitative values, as well as the representation of
qualitative physics laws can support the reasoning and
algorithms.

Reference: Sections 3.1, 4.1, 4.2.1.1, 4.2.1.2, 4.2.2.1, 4.2.2.2,
4.2.3.1 and 4.2.3.2

RQ-1.2. What automated reasoning and algorithms can be used
to decompose and generate detailed function models by
analyzing the designer-written names of flows?

RH-2. A set of semantic reasoning, qualitative physics reasoning,
rules for mapping physical actions to functions, and
topological grammar rules can be used to decompose and
generate detailed function models.

Reference: Sections 3.2, 4.2.1.3, 4.2.2.3, 4.2.3.3, 4.3, 6.2, 6.3
and Chapter 5

Table 1.3 explains the second research question, sub-questions, and hypotheses.
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Table 1.3: Research Question 2 and Hypotheses

Main
Research
Question

RQ-2. Can multiple functional design options be generated
though a formal representation and reasoning?

Sub-
Questions
and
Hypothese

RQ-2.1. What data elements must be captured and formalized to
support the discovery of multiple functional design options?

RH-3. The representation of qualitative physics laws can be
used to discover the design options corresponding to
physical actions. Additional formalization of functions and
features are also necessary to support discovering multiple
functional design options.

Reference: Section 3.1, 4.1, 4.2.1.1, 4.2.1.2, 4.2.2.1, 4.2.2.2,
4.2.3.1 and 4.2.3.2, 5.3.1 and 6.1

RQ-2.2. Which algorithmic process can be used to discover the
functional design space?

RH-4. Multiple physical solutions can be discovered through
qualitative physics reasoning, and multiple topologies can
be identified by applying a set of topological grammar rules
and algorithms.

Reference: Sections 4.2.1.3, 4.2.2.3, 4.2.3.3, 4.3, 6.2 and 6.3

Table 1.4 explains the third research question and its hypothesis.

Table 1.4: Research Question 3 and Hypotheses

Main
Research
Question

RQ-3. How can the ability of this approach to support automated
model decomposition, as outlined above, be demonstrated
and validated?

RH-5. The ability of this approach can be validated by first
developing a software program that implements this
approach, and then by comparing the function models
generated by that program with the function model of
a product stored in the Design Repository to check if
the stored model is one of the options generated by the
program.

Reference: Section 4.3 and Chapter 7
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The answers to these research questions are presented in the concluding chapter

(Chapter 8). Next, a brief overview of the solution is presented.

1.4 Solution Overview

The Objective of the research is to realize physics-based semantic reasoning for

function modeling using designer-written names (in plain English) of the flows

and functions in the early design stage, esp. to generate concept alternatives as

alternate function models and their topologies, using formal automated reasoning.

This objective will be realized by a formal language that will support reasoning

suitable for generating multiple decomposition options for a given black-box

model written in plain English, by applying three layer of reasoning on the

flow and function phrases: (1) semantic layer, (2) physics-based layer and (3)

Topological layer (as Figure 1.5 shows). This language will form a new layer

upon a layered architecture of formal languages for function modeling, which

ensures that the models are logically consistent and valid against the laws of

thermodynamics [3, 10]. The language will include a vocabulary and a formal

grammar. The vocabulary will include ontologies and other formal representations

of function modeling concepts such as flow nouns, function verbs, flow attributes,

their qualitative values, qualitative physics laws, and function verb features. A

formal grammar will operate on the vocabulary terms to support semantic reasoning

and physics-based reasoning necessary for generating the function model topologies.

The formalism presented in this dissertation derives decomposed function

models from given black-box function models through semantic and physics-based

reasoning on the flow terms. Black-box models are function models that contain

only one function block describing the overall action of the device, while multiple
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Layer 1: Semantic layer
Formal representation scheme of materials 
Formal representation scheme of energy

Formal representation scheme of attributes and qualitative values
Semantic reasoning and algorithms

Layer 2: Qualitative physics layer
A protocol for codifying qualitative physics

Formal representations of qualitative physics
Qualitative physics reasoning and algorithms

Mapping grammar rules for physics action–function 

Layer 3: Topological layer
Formalization of function verbs

Generative grammar rules
Connectivity rules

Topological algorithms

Figure 1.5: Layered Architecture of the Physics-based Semantic Reasoning

flows can be used at input and output to describe the device’s overall consumption

and production of material (M), energy (E), and signal (S) resources from the

environment. For example, Figure 1.1 (repeated in Figure 1.6) shows the black-box

model of a device that produces a hot stream of air. The modeler chose to use “air”

and “EE” (electrical energy) to describe the input flows and the term “hot flowing

air” to describe the output flow. The goal is to use the semantics of these plain-

English terms, along with the physics-based reasoning established [3, 9, 10, 22],

to derive a decomposed model that produces the black-box’s overall effect and,

preferably, derive various alternative models to that end. At present, reasoning

is limited to the semantic analysis of the text describing the flows only. The text

describing the function verb within the block is currently not used. In the future,

reasoning will be extended to the function terms, which will hopefully provide more

reliable and meaningful reasoning support.

One such alternative for this black-box is indeed the model shown in Figure 1.2

(repeated in Figure 1.7). Design space exploration is a key activity of early design
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EE

cold air
hot flowing air

Figure 1.6: Black-box Model of an Air-heating Device Input to the Reasoning
Algorithm

EE
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cold air

hot flowing air

Convert_E

Distribute_E Energize_M

Energize_M

hot air

Convert_EEE

ThE

MW

Figure 1.7: A Function Model of an Air-heating Device

and, consequently, it would be beneficial if the computer produced architecture

alternatives for the system similar to Figure 1.7 and more. For example, the overall

function of Figure 1.6 could probably be achieved by an alternate decomposition

different from the model in Figure 1.7 or by a different topology connecting the

same subfunctions. The goal is to generate those design alternatives and present

them to the designer, by algorithmically scanning the option space of subfunctions

and topologies. This reasoning is realized here using the following steps shown in

Figure 1.8, accompanied by the following explanation.

Semantic layer: The goal of this step is to determine the changes incurred by each

flow attribute across the black box, using the semantics of the flow phrases, so

that physics-based reasoning could be applied in the next step. For example, by

reading “cold air" at the input and “hot flowing air" at the output of Figure 1.6,

this step will determine that the flow is of air, which is a gaseous material,

and that two of its attributes, temperature and velocity, are increased across
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Figure 1.8: The Physics-Based Semantic Approach and the Output of Each Layer

the function. The system should be robust enough to perform this logic even

if the input flow was stated as “cold air" or “still air", or if the temperature

changed from “hot" in the input to “cold” in the output, or if there were

multiple material or energy flows in the model, and especially despite missing

the quantitative information of the flow attributes. This reasoning is realized

by first determining the parts of speech of the flow phrases and then by using

an ontological representation of flows, their states, their attributes, and the

qualitative values of those attributes to infer the changes in physical properties

incurred by the flows. The details are explained in Chapter 3.

Qualitative physics layer: Once the flow types and attribute changes are deter-

mined, physics-based reasoning is used to compute the functions needed

to realize them. For example, from the observation that temperature and

velocity of the air had increased, this step will infer that thermal and kinetic

energy should be added to the air, respectively, and that those actions could

be accomplished by the Energize_M function feature proposed in [9], as

stated earlier. This step should also generate options of physics principles

to increase the air’s temperature, as the algorithm already knows that air is

a gas and as there are more than one thermodynamic processes to increase

a gas’ temperature [19], namely adding heat or adding work. By contrast,
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had the flow been water, the algorithm would detect adding heat as the

only possible method to raise temperature, as adding work to water, an

incompressible liquid, would not raise its temperature. It should then derive

design alternatives for those processes or shortlist them based on commonly

used physics principles, which could be known by reviewing and indexing

archived function models such as those stored in the Design Repository [23–

25]. This step should also infer that the mechanical and thermal energies must

be obtained from the input electrical energy through the Convert_E feature

[9], as these energy types are not available as input to the model. Lastly,

this step should infer that the two electrical energy flows used to produce

mechanical and thermal energies could be produced by dividing a larger flow,

through a Distribute_E feature [9]. These details are captured in chapters 4

and 5. When this reasoning is completed, the model in Figure 1.7 could appear

by assembling these function features using topological reasoning, explained

next.

Topological layer: Once the subfunction-level features are known, they are

composed into a detailed model by matching input and output flows from

various functions. This step, combined with the alternate set of subfunctions

from the previous step, produces the design alternatives (see Chapter 6).

The next chapter reviews the existing research on related areas. Chapter 7

shows the current software implementation of this language and four case studies

validating the reasoning algorithms. Finally, Chapter 8 presents the closing remarks

and future extensions of this work.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, related research work of this dissertation is reviewed for supporting

this research, including function-based design, the Functional Basis and the Design

Repository, semantic reasoning and ontologies, and qualitative physics.

2.1 Function-Based Design

To serve specific needs, artifacts and systems are designed by human beings. The

technical functions of the artifacts or systems is an abstract means to describe

their actions intended by designers to satisfy the need [6, 12]. Multiple design

models have been produced by using the philosophy that design is a process to

derive form from function [26–32], and function was defined as the goal or purpose

of products by Freeman and Newell in [26]. Describing the artifacts or systems

using functions is especially useful in early engineering design, since during the

early conceptual stages of new design projects, modeling the system in terms of its

functions helps to keep the problem at an abstract level and thus prevents early

commitment to form or quantitative details, which could cause design fixation
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[33]. Function-based thinking helps designers understand the working principles of

devices [12], decompose design problems [11, 12, 34], expand design search spaces

[6, 12, 35], and archive existing designs for reuse [25, 36]. For further research and

doing those activities reliably, varieties of function representations and formalisms

have been proposed in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and engineering design research.

The AI viewpoint describes functions as the result of the interaction between

elements such as the artifact’s structure and behavior, the environment, and the user

[11, 27, 37, 38]. For instance, Gero describes functions as the required functions

of a system, and developed the Function-Behavior-Structure model (FBS) which

describes eight fundamental steps in a design process to argue that the difference

between the desired and actual behaviors of an artifact triggers design iteration

[27, 30, 39, 40]. The Function-Behavior-State model (FBSt) defines the function as

the desire or intent of the user [11, 29, 41, 42] extended to a design tool named FBS-

modeler [34]. The Structure-Behavior-Function (SBF) defines function as a set of

the input and output states of devices with behavior transforming the state and use

analogical reasoning on existing designs to enable creative ideation and innovation

[28, 32, 43]. In the Functional Representation (FR), functions are defined as the

artifact’s effect on the environment [38, 44, 45], and the FR supports failure

diagnosis via causal analysis [31] implemented as Causal Functional Representation

Language (CFRL) [46, 47]. In attempts to support reasoning based on this view

of functions, various formalisms have been proposed in previous research. For

example, the FBS Modeler [11, 34] supports problem decomposition, the IDeAL

and Kritik [28, 37, 43] tools support analogy-based search, Function and Behavior

Representation Language (FBRL) captures function and behavior [48, 49], and the

Causal Functional Representation Language (CFRL) [47, 50] describes functions as

cause-and-effect.
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Figure 2.1: The Graphic Tempalate of Function [6]
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Figure 2.2: A Function Structure of an Air-Heating Device

The function was defined as the transformations of material, energy, and

information flows through the system in engineering design [6, 12, 51]. A popular

graph-based representation of the function used in engineering design called the

Function Structure is widely studied [4, 6, 12, 35, 52–60], where the nodes are

transformative actions performed by the functional subunits of the system on flows

of material, energy, and signal passing through the system, and the edges are those

flows. For convenience, the Function Structure is called function model in this

dissertation. A generic graphic template of a function with all three types of input

and output flows is shown in Figure 2.1. The function model of an air-heating

device in Figure 1.2 (repeated in Figure 2.2) is a function structure model.

Various tools and models have been proposed that utilize this representation.

Examples include design space exploration [57, 61, 62], problem decomposition

[6, 12], solution search [35, 63], solution synthesis [58, 64, 65], concept generation
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[66–69], failure modelling [70–73], product similarity analysis [54], modelling

signal flows [15, 74], and reverse engineering tasks such as design archiving

[23, 36]. However, the representation underlying those tools and models is not

formalized, which makes the models cannot be suited for formal reasoning [3]. In

order to formalize the use of terms in function models, various vocabularies have

been proposed [13, 14], a popular one of which is the Functional Basis [4], which

will discuss next.

2.2 Functional Basis and the Design Repository

The Functional Basis (FB) is a controlled vocabulary developed by empirical

dissection of products’ functions and flows through reverse engineering by Stone

and Wood [4], and it was later reconciled by Hirtz et al. [8]. The functions and flows

were cataloged, until no new terms were necessary to describe subsequent products,

and were later reconciled with a similar effort at the National Institute of Standards

and Technology [75]. New terms were added during the reconciliation process for

providing full coverage. It currently contains 53 function verbs, as shown in Table

2.1, and 45 flow nouns, as shown in Table 2.2, organized in a three-level hierarchy:

Primary, Secondary and Tertiary, and a Correspondents category was created for

mapping from terms that are not in the Functional Basis to terms that are [8].

The Design Repository1, as shown in Figure 2.3, is a web-based archive of design

data of existing products that have been generated through systematic reverse

engineering at Oregon State University (OSU) [23, 24, 36]. This database currently

contains 184 products and 6906 unique components, with their functions, function

models created using FB, physics parts and other related information, to support

multiple research projects.

1 http://ftest.mime.oregonstate.edu/repo/browse, accessed on November 1, 2019
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Table 2.1: The Functional Basis Function Set from [4]

Class
(Primary)

Secondary Tertiary Class
(Primary)

Secondary Tertiary

Branch Separate Divide Convert Convert

Extract Provision Store Contain

Remove Collect

Distribute Supply

Channel Import Signal Sense Detect

Export Measure

Transfer Transport

Transmit Indicate Track

Guide Trnslate Display

Rotate Process

Allow DOF Support Stabilize

Connect Couple Join Secure

Link Position

Mix

Control
Magni-
tude

Actuate

Regulate Increase

Decrease

Change Increment

Decrement

Shape

Condition

Stop Prevent

Inhibit
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Table 2.2: The Functional Basis Flow Set from [4]

Class
(Primary)

Secondary Tertiary Class
(Primary)

Secondary Tertiary

Material Human Signal Status Taste

Gas Visual

Liquid Control Analog

Solid Object Discrete

Particulate Energy Human

Composite Acoustic

Plasma Biological

Mixture Gas-gas Chemical

Liquid-
liquid

Electrical

Solid-solid Electro-
magnetic

Optical

Solid-
liquid

Solar

Liquid-gas Hydraulic

Solid-
liquid

Magnetic

Solid-
liquid-gas

Mechanical Rotational

Colloidal Transla-
tional

Signal Status Auditory Pneumatic

Olfactory Radioac-
tive
(Nuclear)

Tactile Thermal
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Figure 2.3: Screenshot of the Design Repository1

The FB and the Design Repository have been widely used as a source for many

researches, methods, reasoning systems, tools and software for function modeling

and engineering concepts design. For example, problem decomposition methods

[6, 12] using FB, concepts generator tools [67, 68] using FB and function models of

similar products stored in the Design Repository as input to produce new concepts,

failure modelling [70–73] using information of components and certain functions

performed by those components within the Design Repository as a resource. These

databases have also been used for analyzing product similarity [54], modeling

signal flows [15, 74], and reversing engineering tasks such as design archiving

[23, 36].
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2.3 Semantic Reasoning and Ontologies

Semantics is the study of meanings concerned with the relationship between

signifiers, such as words, phrases, signs and symbols, and their denotation [76].

Semantic technology provides machine-understandable expressions of the meanings

of resources such as data, programs, systems, infrastructure, people, and com-

munities, with the help of ontologies, which enables computers to understand

and reason on these artifacts [76, 77]. The Semantic Web is an achievement of

semantic reasoning on the internet, where machine-understandable knowledge

about the world enables automated reasoning to support web-based activities such

as searches [78]. Several recent researches have already used semantic information

and reasoning to decompose overall function model or find conceptual design

solutions, such as using the semantic information added to material flows to

determine the changes of flows [79–82], and using semantic description of function

to select the principle solutions [79, 80, 82].

To support the Semantic Web, several Semantic Web languages have been

developed, such as the Resource Description Frameworks (RDF) [83] and the

Web Ontology Language (OWL) [84]. These languages are designed to construct

ontologies, which are formal representations of a domain of discourse in the real

world, in terms of the entities, relations, attributes, and instances in the domain

[85, 86]. This formalism allows systematic storage, update, sharing, merging,

reusing, and other management of the world knowledge stored in ontologies, and

thus supports semantic technologies [87]. Several ontologies have already been

built to support reasoning in engineering, including ontologies for engineering

design [81, 88, 89], a concept ontology for identifying functional structures of

artifacts [90], functional design knowledge ontologies developed by Kitamura et al.

[16, 91, 92], ontology-based representations of material and relation for conceptual
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design [81], a function-behavior-structure ontology [17], and a function-based

components ontology [93]. Ontologies are important in this research because the

formal representation of world-knowledge about the flows is achieved in ontology

form, although not in the OWL language yet.

2.4 Qualitative Physics and Reasoning in Design

Qualitative physics is a technique to capture knowledge about the physics of a

phenomenon in terms of qualitative relations between the quantities involved

[94, 95], instead of using quantitative equations. In the absence of quantitative

data, the approach can only study how the change of one parameter involved in the

process causes a corresponding change in other parameters. For example, Newton’s

laws of motion mandate that applying a force to an object causes acceleration.

Quantitative physics describes this phenomenon with precise equations such

as F � m � a. In qualitative physics, only the correlation of mutual changes

between those parameters is captured, such as, “a higher force will cause a higher

acceleration," or “a higher mass will experience a lower acceleration," etc. Therefore,

some behavior and properties of the modeled system could be still understood,

although not in quantitative precision. The initial motivation for qualitative physics

was to guide students to solve problems in physics [96]. Later, purely qualitative

reasoning was studied by researchers [97]. Based on those studies, Forbus et

al. proposed the Qualitative Process Theory [95, 98] and implemented it in a

program called SCHISM for solving the thermodynamics problem automatically

[99]. Recently, a variety of studies in qualitative physics were done to support

qualitative reasoning [100–102], qualitative kinematics [103], and qualitative

representation [2, 104, 105].
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Qualitative reasoning is especially important for function-based design. The

phase of the design process where function modeling is most used is the early

phase, where quantitative data about the design such as geometry, components,

dimensions, or specs typically do not exist. Therefore, any reasoning meant to

support this stage must rely on the information available at this stage, i.e.,

qualitative information. To this end, Sen et al. developed a formal language

for physics-based function modeling that was proposed and realized in software

[3, 10, 18]. This language ensures that function models are consistent with logic

and physics laws, esp. thermodynamics laws applied to transport phenomena [19].

Qualitative physics is applied in this language to check the models for consistency

with conservation and irreversibility laws [10], and multiple modeling applications

have been used to validate it [9,10]. Soon afterward, other recent research has

already used qualitative physics reasoning for creative conceptual design [79, 81]

and function decomposition [80, 82]. These efforts perform reasoning based on

preset semantic information assigned manually to flows, existing principle solutions,

and functional effects.

While some advances have been made in formalizing function modeling

languages and the semantic or physics-based reasoning on functions, there is still a

gap in fully realizing these capabilities. The current research advances the state of

this art in the following ways: (1) the proposed formalism removes the reasoner’s

dependency from user-assigned flow properties since the system infers flow states,

types, properties, and their changes from that model using semantic reasoning

automatically, (2) the reasoner identifies physical actions needed to perform those

changes, and (3) it generates alternative design architectures based on possible

alternate topological arrangements. Doing so significantly advances the state of the

art of automated reasoning support in function-based design, which underscores

the research gap addressed in this dissertation.
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Chapter 3

The Semantic Layer

The foundation and also the first step of the method developed in this research

is the semantic reasoning. The changes incurred by each flow attribute across

the black-box model are determined in this layer by using the semantics of the

flow phrases. The representation for supporting semantic reasoning, the semantic

reasoning algorithms, and the validation and implementation of this layer are

presented in this section.

3.1 Representation

The semantic reasoning in this research is based on the comparison between the

phrases of input flows and output flows assigned by the designer in the black-box

model. These phrases are assigned in plain-English which are more meaningful,

easy to understand, and full of information. In order to perform the semantic

reasoning, words or phrases used for describing flows in the black-box model during

earlier conceptual design should be formalized for the computer to understand the

knowledge and semantic information behind the words or phrases. To that end, a
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formalization approach for representing the knowledge data is presented in this

section.

Representation schemes of material flows, energy flows, and attributes and their

values are developed. Following those schemes, each representation is able to be

edited and extended by users. In this dissertation, only those data elements that are

used for demonstrating this research are formalized and presented in an ontology-

like format. Implementing this ontology in standard languages such as Protégé OWL,

and further formalization are reserved for future work. The current representation

includes four user-editable and user-extendable tables, as shown below.

3.1.1 Representation of Material Flows

A database containing various instances of material flows used/usable in function

modeling and mapped to their classes is shown in Table 3.1. Inspired by the

taxonomy of materials in the Functional Basis [8], three types of materials are

included: solid, liquid, and gaseous, which also represent the three commonly

encountered physical states of matter. For each class, several common instances

are added for illustration. This design supports looking up a material by name

and determining its class. At this stage of this research, the table form seems

to be the simplest data structure to offer the desired mix of user-editability,

maintainability, and human-interpretability of the data, yet one that supports

computational reasoning to the extent needed. Since the data structure shown

in this section is broadly and extension of the Functional Basis, it could be possibly

integrated as an extension of the Basis, when committed to the ontology form in

the future.

As shown in sections 3.2 and 3.3, the reasoning algorithm relies on the flow

nouns being available in this database. Yet, it is impractical to collect all nouns

required for all applications. To address this matter, the database will initially
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Table 3.1: Representation Scheme of Material Flows from [1]

Material Class Instances

gaseous steam air smoke

liquid water gasoline milk coffee

solid ice ground coffee paper rice fruit

Table 3.2: Representation of Phases for Materials with Unique Phase Names from
[1]

water

steam

water

ice

include nouns accumulated by exhaustively reviewing the flows used in legacy

function models such as those in the Design Repository [23–25], which should

produce a near-comprehensive set needed for function modeling. Further, the

software implementation of this language will provide an interface for the user

to add additional user-specific nouns to the database under proper classes during

modeling or program maintenance. Over time, the copies of this database residing

with different companies or designers would potentially accumulate their unique

set of personalized terms reflecting their modeling domains and preferences, similar

to personalized dictionaries used in word-processing programs.

In addition to the above database, some material nouns are collected in groups

representing the physical states of the same material, as shown in Table 3.2. This

grouping is needed to detect state changes of a flow, where different states are

described by different words. For example, if a function model shows water as input

and steam as output, the algorithm could infer that the change across the function

is not a change of material composition but only a change of state.
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Figure 3.1: Modified Taxonomy of Energy

3.1.2 Representation of Energy Flows

Similar to the material database, inspired by the taxonomy of energy in Functional

Basis vocabulary [8], a modified taxonomy of energy is created for this research,

shown in Figure 10. The modified taxonomy of energy only contains three primary

classes of energy, ME (mechanical energy), ThE (thermal energy), and EE (electrical

energy). ME includes three types of mechanical energy, MW (mechanical work),

KE (kinetic energy), and PE (potential energy), which are commonly used. The

reason for breaking down the mechanical energy to three different subtypes is that

(1) different types of mechanical energy corresponding different attributes, which

is used in the qualitative physics layer, (2) the MW is different from KE and PE,

since MW is defined as a form of mechanical energy in transition in physics[106].

In addition, KE is broken down into two subtypes of kinetic energy, (LKE) linear

kinetic energy and (RKE) rotational kinetic energy. PE is broken down into three

subtypes of potential energy, EPE (elastic potential energy), PPE (pressure potential

energy), and GPE (gravitational potential energy). These five additional subtypes of

energy are reserved for generating further detailed function models in future work.
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Table 3.3: Representation Scheme of Energy Flows from [1]

Energy Class Synonyms

ME Mechanical_Energy Mechanical Energy

MW Mechanical_Work Mechanical Work Work

KE Kinetic_Energy Kinetic Energy

PE Potential_Energy Potential Energy

ThE Thermal_Energy Thermal Energy Heat

EE Electrical_Energy Electrical Energy Electricity

According to the modified taxonomy of energy shown in Figure 3.1, a

representation scheme of energy flows is generated shown in Table 9. It supports

determining the formal class name of an energy flow from its literal description

in plain English, in order to support physics-based reasoning. For example, the

Stanford Parts Of Speech Tagger (POST) [107, 108] used in this research needs

the energy terms to be written with an underscore, as shown in the second column

of the table, in order for it to identify them as nouns. Thus, if a flow was written

in the model as “EE" or “electrical energy", a table lookup function could still pass

the string expected by the POST program. Similarly, this representation can be

customized and extended as needed.

3.1.3 Representation of Flow Attributes and Their Qualitative
Values

The reasoning algorithms will need to detect qualitative changes in the attributes

of the flows. For this purpose, a table of attributes and their qualitative values is

proposed, as shown in Table 3.4.

For each attribute such as temperature and velocity, a qualitative value scale

is used to rank the values of the attribute expressed as qualitative adjectives, in
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Table 3.4: Representation Scheme of Attribute and Qualitative Values from [1]
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increasing order from left to right. The eleven-point design of the scale shown

in this figure, ranging from -5 to +5, is only illustrative and is not meant to be

binding. It is meant to be a user-editable and user-extendable scheme, in which

the user could choose any number of points for an attribute and any keyword to

designate those points, based on the problem domain and the company’s vocabulary

preferences. For reasoning, only the order of the words along with the scale matters

and should properly reflect the user’s perception of that order. For example, if

a company perceives “cold" to be colder than “chilled", they should place “cold"

somewhere to the left of “chilled", unlike the example above. This flexibility is built

into the design to allow for individual preferences and customizability. However,

we propose that the number of points used in this scale should be informed by

prior research that shows that the distinction between the Likert points diminishes

beyond eleven points [109] due to over-choice issues [110, 111].

In qualitative reasoning, numeric values such as 22 °C are not useful. Instead,

algorithms must be able to infer that the adjectives “hot"’ or “boiling" imply

higher temperatures than “chilled" or “cold", at least when applied to the same

material. While this inference could be context-dependent, the database contains

common adjectives used by human engineers to refer to various qualitative values

of quantities commonly used in function modeling, in a manner similar to fuzzy sets

[112, 113]. Then, by comparing the location of the adjectives used in the input and

output flows on this scale, the algorithm could determine the directions of change

(increase, decrease) of the attributes across the function, which could then be used

to determine the physics principles needed to accomplish that change.

Similar to the table of nouns, the qualitative values are user-editable in software

implementation, in order to reflect the modeling community’s preferred diction. In

addition, synonyms are registered in order to reflect adjectives that imply similar

fuzzy ranges of values. For example, “static" and “still" both refer to objects at rest.
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3.2 Reasoning

Figure 3.2 shows the algorithm for semantic reasoning (steps 1-5). These steps are

explained below.

Step 1. Determine the parts of speech for each word in the 
input and output flow phrases

Input flow phrases of the black box model

Step 2. Determine the class of the input and output nouns 

Step 3. Test for noun matching between input and output

Step 4. Detect attributes from values in the matched nouns 

Step 5. Detect direction of attributes changes from the relative 
position of values on the qualitative scales 

Is the word Noun?

Is the word 
Adjective?

No

Yes

No SKIP

Yes

Qualitative physics layer 

Start

End

Topological layer 

Figure 3.2: Algorithm for Semantic Reasoning
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Step 1. Determine the Part of Speech of Each Word in the Input
and Output Flow Phrases

Once the input and output flow phrases of the black-box model are read in, the

part of speech of each word is determined. The Stanford parts of speech tagger

(POST) [107] is used for this purpose. For example, the phrase “hot flowing air"

is tagged as “hot_JJ flowing_JJ air_NN", where JJ and NN mean adjectives and

nouns, respectively. It should be pointed out that the tagger VBN in the Stanford

parts of speech tagger also refers to the adjective. Most flow phrases in function

models are likely to be noun phrases qualified by adjectives, as seen here. Verbs

and adverbs are unlikely to occur in flows and are more likely to occur in functions.

Pronouns, conjunctions, interjections, and the articles are unlikely to occur in either

of them and are therefore ignored. The algorithm tags all of these parts of speech

but currently use only nouns and adjectives for reasoning.

Step 2. Determine the Class of the Input and Output Nouns

For each flow phrase, the algorithm shown in Figure 3.3 identifies the noun from its

tag and determines its type to the highest detail possible, by looking it up in Table

3.1 and Table 3.3. For example, air is identified not only as a material but as the

gaseous subtype.

Step 3. Test for Noun Matching Between Input and Output

For each input flow of the material or energy type, all output flow nouns of the same

type are scanned, as shown in Figure 3.4. If a literal match is found, it is inferred

that the input flow results in the detected output. For example, in [1], the program

would infer that “hot flowing air" is derived from the input flow named “air", since

the string “air" matches between input and output. If a literal match is not detected,

the algorithm looks for a match within the same group (Table 3.2) and infers a
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Figure 3.3: Algorithm for Identifying the Noun and Attribute for Output (or Input)
Phrases from [1]
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int OutN = # of Phrases of output
int InN = # of Phrases of input

int x = 1 (index of output phrase)
int n=1 (index of paired set)

x <= OutN Yes
int y = 1 
(index of 

input phrase)

y <= InN

Yes

material of x 
phrase == material 

of y phrase

Yes

No

In same 
material data 

set Yes

Temp. changes. Detect 
energy or work changes 

(Add or Remove)

No

Detect relationship between 
Materials (Up coming)

y = y+1

No

x = x+1

Ontology
(database)

Ontology
(database)

No

Start

End

Pair and store x phrase 
and y phrase

n=n+1

MN = n
# of Paired 

sets 

Figure 3.4: Algorithm for Noun Matching Between Input and Output from [1]

phase change when a match is detected. For instance, in the model of Figure 3.5,

the algorithm would infer that both “hot water" and “steam" are derived from the

incoming water flow. After matching all exist flow nouns, a blank (non-attribute)

input material flow is created for and paired with each unpaired output material

flow only assigned the same material noun. For example, if the given black-box

model only contains an output material flow “hot water", an input material flow

“water" should be created, since an output material flow must have a material source

as input.
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EE

water hot water

steam

Figure 3.5: A Sample Black-Box Function Model

A few points are noted here in order to defend some features of the algorithm.

First, problems such as misspelling, which would falsely reject a valid literal match

between the input and output flow nouns, could be fixed easily by a standard

spellchecker and therefore are omitted in this algorithm. Second, the algorithm

would fail to correctly infer the derivation of flows if there were multiple identical

material nouns, say air, at input or output. However, this situation is rare: a review

of nineteen function models presented in a design text [12] revealed only two

models with one such occurrence at the output, while no model had this situation

at the input and none of the 327 subfunctions within those nineteen models had

this situation in either input or output. Nevertheless, if this situation occurred,

the modeling program could collect the derivation information from the user.

Third, note that semantic reasoning is being added as a new layer to an existing

architecture of formal languages [3, 9]. The physics-based reasoning supported by

those lower layers is available to the model when semantic reasoning is invoked.

For example, the model in Figure 3.5 would be flagged by the physics checks of

[3, 9] as a violation of energy balance by the formalism of the lower layers, since

the derivation from the incoming EE is not shown at the output. It would be flagged

for violating the first law of thermodynamics too, since a change of material state

has been modeled without explicitly showing the exchange of energy. Those physics

violations are intentionally ignored here to keep the discussion focused on semantic

reasoning. Thus, the algorithm of semantic reasoning does not need to check for
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physics-based validity. If a model failed the physics checks at the lower layers, the

semantic reasoning for decomposition need not be invoked.

Step 4. Detect Attributes from Values in the Matched Nouns

Once the derivations of flows are determined between the input and output, the

physical changes in the flows to be caused by the function are inferred from the

changes in the flow attribute values. For each flow, the noun is treated as an

entity and all adjectives preceding the noun without interruption by a different

part of speech are treated as qualitative values of its attributes, using a protocol

of separating the information types of plain text [114]. For example, in “hot

flowing air", “air" (noun) would be detected as the entity, while “hot" and “flowing"

(adjectives) are values to its attributes. In order to determine the attributes, of

which the adjectives are values, the algorithm in Figure 3.6 looks up the value from

the qualitative scales in Table 3.4 and determines the attribute from the first column

in the row where the value is found. Thus, “cold" and “flowing" would be detected

as values to the attributes temperature and velocity, respectively, and it would be

known to the algorithm that these two attributes are changed by the device.

Step 5. Detect Direction of Attributes Changes from the Relative
Position of Values on the Qualitative Scales

In this step, the value of each attribute of each flow at input and output are

compared using the qualitative value scales of Table 3.4 and by applying the

algorithm of Figure 3.6. Two scenarios could arise, which are handled as explained

using the example of Figure 1.1 (repeated in Figure 3.7), below:

 If an attribute is detected in both the input and the output for the same

noun, the direction of change is inferred by comparing their locations on the

qualitative scale of Table 3.4. For example, in Figure 3.7, since the output value
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Figure 3.6: Algorithm for Detecting the Attribute Values and Their Change
Directions from [1]
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EE

cold air
hot flowing air

Figure 3.7: Black-Box Model of an Air-Heating Device Input to the Reasoning
Algorithm

(“hot") is located to the right of the input value (“cold") in the temperature

row of Table 3.4, it is inferred that the temperature attribute increases from

input to output.

 If an attribute is detected in either the input or the output, but not both, then

a NULL value is accepted for the flow where the attribute is missing. For

example, in Figure 3.7, the adjective “flowing" in the output phrase is a value

of an implied attribute, namely velocity, for which the input phrase, “cold air",

does not contain a value. In this case, the velocity of the input flow is set as

NULL, which is available in the scale of Table 3.4. The comparison between

input and output values would then correctly reflect that the air’s velocity

increased from input to output. The NULL value for each attribute is set to

align with column 0 in Table 3.4 and indicates the default value that does not

deserve mentioning. For temperature, NULL refers to room temperature. For

velocity, NULL refers to the state of rest.

While the above discussion refers only to material flows, it should be noted that

the algorithm would operate identically on energy and detect attribute changes

when data is available. For instance, electrical energy could be qualified with

attributes such as voltage and current, and rotational kinetic energy could be

qualified with speed and torque. These attributes could assume qualitative values

such as “high voltage" or “low speed", and the changes of their directions could be

determined by this algorithm. In the interest of brevity, such details are omitted
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here. Power of most energy flows could be expressed as the product of an effort term

and a flow term, as done in bond graphs [115], and the lower layers of the formal

language presented in [3, 9] already supports such characterization of energy flows,

thus making it possible to extend Table 3.4 with energy terms.

3.3 Implementation

The data representation and semantic reasoning algorithm are implemented in

a Visual Basic program (VB). It reads the black-box model from a Microsoft

Excel file and produces attribute changes presented in a predefined format in the

Microsoft Excel file. In this section, two cases that present semantic reasoning for

two black-box models are used to illustrate the implementation and validate the

representation and algorithm.

3.3.1 A System Producing Hot Flowing Air

A black-box model can be created by adding input and output flows in a GUI

(Graphical User Interface) created in the Microsoft Excel file. Figure 3.8 shows the

interface of the VB program where the algorithm is implemented, which accepts

up to three input and three output flows in the black-box model. The flow phrases

can be written in plain English, as desired by the designer. Once the flow phrases

are entered to replicate Figure 3.7 (two input flows, “air" and ‘EE", and one output

flow, “hot flowing air") in this VB interface, the Run button is pressed to execute

the algorithm and produce the reasoning result.

The Sandford parts of speech tagger analysis results of the flows are presented in

Figure 3.9. As the limitation of this research, the maximum length of a flow phrase

is three words. For each flow, the original word is presented in the first row of each

flow such as “air" and “hot", and the tagged word is presented in the second row
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Figure 3.8: The User Interface of the Validation Program

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Word 1 Word 2 Word 3
cold air
cold_JJ air_NN

EE
EE_NN

hot flowing air
hot_JJ flowing_JJ air_NN

Flow 2

Flow 3

Output

Flow 1

Flow 2

Flow 3

Input

Flow 1

Figure 3.9: The POST Results of Flows in Figure 3.8

of each flow such as “air_NN" and “hot_JJ" in Figure 3.9. Presenting the results in

such format is not only for showing the result of the POST but also for checking if

the POST working properly.

The type of each word is then obtained and arranged in a table shown in

Figure 3.10 for later noun matching and attribute change detection.

The final result of attribute change detection is presented in Figure 3.11. For

each material flow, four kind attribute changes (velocity, temperature, pressure,

and height) are detected in current research, and more attributes will be included
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JJ_1 JJ_2 JJ_3 NN
Flow 1 cold air
Flow 2
Flow 3 EE
Flow 1
Flow 2 hot flowing air
Flow 3

Input

Output

Figure 3.10: Results of the Word Type Analysis for Words in Figure 3.9

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Velocity Temperature Pressure Height
V Increase Temp Increase

Attribute changesMaterial Flow

air

Figure 3.11: Results of the Semantic Reasoning for the Model in Figure 3.10

in future work as further representations of attributes developed. In this case,

two attribute changes are detected which are velocity increase and temperature

increase.

3.3.2 A System Producing Raised Flowing Water

A black-box model of a system producing raised flowing water with two input

flows “water" and “EE", and one output flow “raised flowing water" is created as

Figure 3.12 shows.

Figure 3.12: Black-box Model for a System Producing Raised Flowing Water
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Similar to the first case, Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 present the results of each

analysis. As mentioned before, the tagger VBN also refers to the adjective.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Word 1 Word 2 Word 3
water
water_NN

EE
EE_NN

raised flowing water
raised_VBN flowing_JJ water_NNOutput

Flow 1

Flow 2

Flow 3

Input

Flow 1

Flow 2

Flow 3

Figure 3.13: The POST Results of Flows in Figure 3.12

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JJ_1 JJ_2 JJ_3 NN
Flow 1 water
Flow 2
Flow 3 EE
Flow 1
Flow 2 raised flowing water
Flow 3

Output

Input

Figure 3.14: Results of the Word Type Analysis for Words in Figure 3.13

The final semantic reasoning results for the model in Figure 3.12 is presented in

Figure 3.15. Two attribute changes of water, velocity increase and height increase,

are detected.

In summary, this chapter presents a set of representation schemes for materials,

energies, and attributes and qualitative values for supporting the semantic reason-

ing algorithm. These representation schemes provide user-editability, maintainabil-

ity, and human-interpretability of the data, yet one that supports computational
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Velocity Temperature Pressure Height
V Increase H Increase

Material Flow Attribute changes

water

Figure 3.15: Results of the Semantic Reasoning for the Model in Figure 3.14

reasoning to the extent needed. Semantic reasoning algorithms are developed

and implemented in a Visual Basic program. Two cases are used to illustrate the

implementation and validate the representation and algorithms. For a given black-

box model, type of energy and material, material matching, and attribute changes

of material flows are detected and obtained as a result of the semantic layer for

further reasoning in the qualitative physics layer in Chapter 4 and the topological

layer in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4

The Qulitative Physics Layer

The main subfunctions of the decomposed model of the desired system are detected

and obtained in this qualitative physics layer using the result of the semantic layer

presented in the previous chapter. In this chapter, a protocol to codify qualitative

physics is first established. Six qualitative physics knowledge representations are

developed by using the protocol. Algorithms of qualitative physics that provide

formal reasoning using those representations to identify the options of physical

action sets of the given black-box model of the desired system. The physical action

sets will be then used for generating functions to decompose a given function model

and perform those decompositions automatically.

4.1 Protocol to Codify Qualitative Physics

This section proposes the four-step protocol shown in Figure 4.1 for abstracting

the conventional quantitative knowledge of physics to a qualitative form to support

physics-based reasoning within function modeling. These steps are explained next.
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Quantitive
Equations

Qualitative
Equations

Physics Knowledge Qualitative Representation 
Tables

Figure 4.1: The Qualitative Physics Representation Approach

Step 1. Obtain “Source Knowledge" from Physics Sources

The goal of this step is to identify the physics knowledge pertinent to a phenomenon,

system, or event of interest, and to collect it by reviewing well-recognized sources

such as physics textbooks. This state of knowledge, available in the raw form from

the sources, is called “source knowledge” in this dissertation, for ease of reference.

For example, the source knowledge for an incompressible fluid flowing through an

open system, as shown in Figure 4.2, includes equations and laws that are extracted

from physics texts [106]. This source knowledge is shown in Table 4.1.

Wout

Qout mout

zout

Win

Qin

min

zin

pin

vin
uin

voutuout pout

Figure 4.2: An Incompressible Fluid Flowing Through a Pipe

By combining the laws and equations presented above, which apply to various

special situations, a general equation for incompressible flows through an open

system can be obtained, where all of the above quantities are allowed to vary. This
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Table 4.1: Example of Source Knowledge Gathered from Physics Textbooks for the
Phenomenon in Figure 4.2

1. Conservation or balance law of mass: min � mout

2. Conservation or balance law of energy: Ein � Eout, which can take either
of the following two forms, depending on the applicable assumptions.

3. Bernoulli’s equation: v2

2
� p

ρ
� g � z � constant, where v, p, and ρ are

respectively the velocity, pressure, and density of the fluid, g is gravity
constant, and z is the height of the center of mass of the fluid mass where
the properties are measured. In this case, work and heat transfer are
assumed to be zero.

4. Energy equation: ∆Etotal � ∆U � ∆Q � ∆W , where ∆U is the change
of internal energy, ∆Q � Qin � Qout is the net heat gained, and ∆W �
Win �Wout is the net work done to the flow. In this special case, no change
in gravitational potential energy is assumed.

form is shown in equation 4.1.

Uin�mp
v2in
2
�
pin
ρ
�g �zinq�Qin�Win � Uout�mp

v2out
2
�
pout
ρ
�g �zoutq�Qout�Wout

(4.1)

Step 2. Abstract the Quantitative Equation to Qualitative Form

In this step, the quantitative equations obtained in the previous step are abstracted

and represented as qualitative equations by removing terms that do not affect

the relative dependency between the quantities in the equation, and by replacing

more complex quantities with simpler quantities that are measurable. For example,

equation 4.1 is simplified in the three steps below:

1. Since internal energy, U , is a function of temperature, T alone, Uin and Uout

in the equation are replaced with temperatures, Tin and Tout.

2. Since the density of the fluid does not change in the case of incompressible

flows, density (ρ) is removed.
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3. Finally, the following terms are removed because they are constants: (1) the

gravity constant, g, (2) the power of 2 on the velocity term, and (3) the

number 2 in the denominator of the same term.

As a result of these simplifications, the qualitative form of the physics equation

emerges, as shown below:

Tin � vin � pin � zin �Qin �Win � Tout � vout � pout � zout �Qout �Wout (4.2)

This step is an important one, because it is here that the qualitative form of physics

knowledge emerges for the first time. The qualitative equation, equation 4.2, has the

following characters, which distinguish it from conventional quantitative equations

used in physics:

 The equation is not homogeneous, i.e., the terms do not have the same

dimension. In the quantitative form given by equation 4.1, all terms have

the dimension of energy. In the qualitative form of equation 4.2, the first term

is temperature, and the second is velocity, etc.

 As a consequence of the above, the qualitative equation cannot be used in

a quantitative way. For example, it is nonsensical to enter the values of the

terms in equation 4.2, or to expect that doing so should produce the same

sum on both sides of the equality sign.

 In order to distinguish the qualitative equations from the quantitative ones,

we use the symbol (�), instead of the conventional equality symbol (�) that

implies quantitative equality.

 Despite the inhomogeneity of terms, the equation serves as a qualitative

representation of physics knowledge, because it is to be read in terms of the

relative direction of change of the quantities. For example, the terms on the
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left side of the equality do not mean that the sum of these non-homogeneous

terms is the total energy at the inlet of the control volume. Rather, it means

that if the temperature or velocity term (Tin, vin) was increased, the total

energy term at the inlet would increase. A negative term would similarly

imply a negative correlation.

Finally, equation 4.2 is rewritten as equation 4.3 below, so that the process terms

such as heat and work are separated from the state terms such as pressure and

temperature, and these two groups are placed on two opposing sides of the equality

sign.

Qin �Qout �Win �Wout � ∆T �∆v �∆p�∆z (4.3)

Step 3. Select Quantities for Causes and Effects

A table defined in this research arranges the parameters as possible causes and

desired effects. Classical physics is by nature an exercise in deductive reasoning

[116, 117], where a cause is known, and physics knowledge is used to determine

its effect. On the contrary, the design is mainly an exercise in abductive reasoning

[116, 117], because designers usually know what they want (i.e., the desired effect)

and try to find possible means, or causes, to produce that effect. Figure 4.3 illustrates

these opposing flows of reasoning between physics and design. The challenge is to

represent the knowledge of physics, optimized for the deduction, to support design

ideation, which is an abductive process. To this end, we use a table form to support

reasoning in both directions. Before codifying the qualitative equation in the tabular

form, the parameters for possible causes and desired effects are selected respectively.

Ideally, each parameter could be a cause or an effect. However, in practice, not all

of them can be a cause because they cannot be changed independently within the

phenomenon studied. For example, in equation 4.3, the change of velocity (∆v) is
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Cause Effect

Physics
(deductive)

Design
(abductive)

Figure 4.3: Opposing Reasoning Directions Between Physics and Design

not selected as a cause, as it cannot be changed directly, without exchanging heat

or work with the system.

In addition, it should be noted that the dichotomy between input and output in

function models is different from that of cause and effect, i.e., it would be incorrect

to think that causes are always related to the input and the effects to the output.

Figure 4.4 shows the function model of a water pump, where the Convert function

is executed by an electric motor and the Energize_M function is executed by a rotary

impeller that adds the mechanical energy available from the motor to the water.

Now, assume that the output water flow (Water 2) is somehow brought to a stop,

possibly by an obstruction in the pump’s discharge pipe. This stoppage of Water 2 is

an event, which acts as a cause that produces the effect of the incoming water flow

(Water 1) coming to a stop. Thus, the direction of the cause-and-effect propagation

(from Water 2 to Water 1) is opposite to the direction of the input and output flows

(Water 1 to Water 2). Thus, the direction of flows and the direction of causality are

unrelated. This causal reasoning relies upon the ability to automatically derive the

changes in the parameters of the system and its flows, which should be supported

by the tabular form of qualitative physics, as is shown later.
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Figure 4.4: Function Model for Stopping Output Water

Step 4. Represent the Qualitative Equation in Tabular Form

In this step, the qualitative physics equation is encoded in a tabular form, so that

reasoning algorithms can interpret them. For example, equation 4.3 is encoded in

Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Qualitative Physics Table for Capturing Equation 4.3

Desired Effects

∆v ∆T ∆p ∆z Qi Wi Qo Wo

∆p -1 -1 +1 -1 - - - -

∆z -1 -1 -1 -1 - - - -

Possible Qi +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1

Causes Wi +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1

Qo -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1

Wo -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1

In this table, quantities whose change could act as a cause, are on the left column,

while quantities that change as an effect of a cause are on the top row. A value of

“-1" or “+1" in a cell implies that the effect variable on the top row of the cell has

a negative or positive correlation, respectively, with the cause variable on the first

column of that cell, if all other variables remained unchanged in each case. For

example, the “+1" symbol in the intersection of Qi and ∆T indicate that, all other
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quantities remaining unchanged, an increase in Qi (more heat added) will cause

an increase in ∆T (temperature rise), etc.

This table can support reasoning in both the deductive direction (from cause to

effect) and the abductive direction (from the desired effect to possible causes), as

explained below:

 From possible cause to desired effect: Traversing a row of this table

from left to right supports deductive reasoning. For example, the shaded

row shows the effects of increasing the quantity on its first column, Qi

(heat input). The “+1" symbols imply that, all other quantities remaining

unchanged in each case, an increase in Qi will produce the effect of increasing

velocity, temperature, pressure, height, heat output, or work output. These are

“possible" effects, i.e., the table does not imply that these quantities will all

increase simultaneously. Instead, anyone of them, or a combination, could

increase as the effect. This is evidently true in real systems as the extra heat

added must manifest itself as the increment of some quantity indicative of

energy. The “-1" symbol implies that an increase in Qi will have an effect of

reducing the work consumed by the system, which represents that if some

additional energy is passed to the system as heat, the system does not need to

consume as much work as before to produce the same effects as before. Thus,

this row of the table correctly reflects the qualitative equation.

 From desired effect to possible cause: Traversing a column of this table

from top to bottom supports abductive reasoning. For example, in the shaded

column, the desired effect is to increase the quantity in the top row, i.e., the

temperature of the flow (positive ∆T ). Then, the “+1" symbols imply that the

temperature could be increased by increasing Qi or Wi, while the “-1" symbols
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imply that it could be increased by reducing work or heat output (Qo, Wo)

from their present values, or by reducing the pressure or height (p, z).

It should be noted that possible causes suggested by this reasoning are not always

realizable in practice. For example, although reducing the height of the flow reduces

its gravitational potential energy, in reality, this extra energy does not translate to a

rise in temperature.

The next section presents the qualitative physics tables for four different physical

phenomena. Section 4.3 presents an example algorithm for qualitative physics-

based reasoning in function modeling, esp. for a system that produces a stream

of hot flowing water using water and electricity, and a software implementation

using the physics representation to automatically generate all theoretically possible

solutions for both deductive and abductive reasoning.

4.2 Qualitative Physics Tables

This section presents the tabular form of qualitative physics knowledge for three

physical phenomena: (1) compressible fluids contained in closed systems, (2)

incompressible fluids flowing through control volumes in steady-state, and (3)

electrical circuits involving Ohm’s law and Joule’s law of resistive heating. In

each case, only the final tabular form is presented, and the four-step protocol

explained in the previous section has been omitted for brevity. These phenomena

are chosen for this dissertation because of two reasons: (1) they illustrate that the

approach applies to multiple phenomena of mechanical and electrical engineering,

and (2) these phenomena collectively provide for sufficiently interesting modeling

demonstrations in the next section. For each case, the restrictions applicable to the

use of the tables are presented, and the representation’s ability to support abductive

and deductive reasoning is illustrated.
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4.2.1 Compressible Fluid in a Closed System

4.2.1.1 Representation

Table 4.3 presents the qualitative physics representation of compressible fluids in

closed systems. The source knowledge for this table includes the conservation of

mass, energy balance, and the ideal gas laws.

Table 4.3: Qualitative Representation of Compressible Fluids in Closed Systems

Desired Effects

∆p ∆V ∆T Qi Wi Qo Wo

Qi +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1

Possible Wi +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1

Causes Qo -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1

Wo -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1

In Table 4.3, ∆ implies the change of the parameters, and p, V , T indicates

pressure, volume and temperature of the compressible fluid, respectively. Q and W

indicate heat and work done to the fluid by the environment (subscript i), or done

by the fluid to the environment (subscript o). Notably, work done to the system

by the environment is presented as a negative quantity in physics. However, all

quantities in this table are unsigned, since heat (Q) and work (W ) are already

separated by the subscripts.

4.2.1.2 Restrictions

In order to use this table for reasoning, the restrictions shown in Table 4.4 should

be borne in mind.
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Table 4.4: Restrictions for Using Table 4.3

1. Table 4.3 is applicable only to closed systems, because terms for mass flow
rate, kinetic energy, or potential energy are not included.

2. Conservation or balance law of energy: Ein � Eout, which can take either
of the following two forms, depending on the applicable assumptions.

3. The change of pressure, volume, and temperature (∆p, ∆V , ∆T ) cannot
be modeled as causes, since for a closed system, these quantities cannot be
changed without work or heat exchange with the surroundings.

4.2.1.3 Reasoning

Table 4.3 supports qualitative physics-based reasoning of both deductive and

abductive types, on closed systems. For example, Figure 4.5 shows a gas stored

in a cylinder-piston arrangement.

p
V

TQo

Wo

Qi

Wi

Figure 4.5: A Simple Closed System

Abductive reasoning: A desired effect, such as increasing the temperature of

the gas, which means ∆T ¡ 0 in Table 4.3, could be achieved by various causes

that can be extracted from the table, by traversing down the highlighted column of

the table. These options include: (1) add more heat (increase Qi), (2) do work to

the system by pushing the piston inward (increase Wi), (3) decrease heat lost by

the gas (Qo) if it exists, and (4) decrease the work output (Wo) if it exists.
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Note that each of these options is a “possible" cause, i.e., any one or a

combination of them could be used to achieve the desired effect. In the absence of

quantitative information about the variables in the table, only those causes can be

combined whose effects produce the same direction of change in the temperature.

If quantitative information were known, then even contradicting effects could be

combined. For example, it could be derived that the temperature could be increased

if heat was added, despite the fact that the piston is moving outward, as long as a

sufficiently large amount of heat was added to compensate for the cooling effect

produced by the work done by the gas pushing the piston out. Presently, such

reasoning is not possible.

Deductive Reasoning: Consider that the piston in Figure 4.5 is pushed inward

and we want to deduce the possible effects of that cause. In this case, work is done

to the gas by the environment, and thus Wi is increased in Table 4.3. The possible

effects could be determined by traversing from left to right on the shaded row of

Table 4.3. In this case, the table suggests that any or multiple of the following effects

could occur: (1) the pressure of the gas is increased (∆p ¡ 0), (2) the volume of the

gas is decreased (∆V   0), (3) the temperature is increased (∆T ¡ 0), (4) the gas

releases heat (Qo) to the surroundings, or (5) the gas produces work (Wo) across

the system boundary. Recall that each cell in the table describes the correlation

between the variables when all other variables are unchanged. Thus, any of the

above effects, or a combination of them, could result as the effect of the cause, in

reality.

4.2.2 Incompressible Steady Flow in a Control Volume

4.2.2.1 Representation

Table 4.5 encodes the qualitative physics of an incompressible fluid flowing through

a control volume in steady-state.
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Table 4.5: Qualitative Representation of Incompressible Fluid in a Steady State
Flow Through a Control Volume

Desired Effects

∆v ∆T ∆p ∆z Qi Wi Qo Wo

∆p -1 -1 +1 -1 - - - -

∆z -1 -1 -1 -1 - - - -

Possible Qi +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1

Causes Wi +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1

Qo -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1

Wo -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1

The source knowledge, in this case, is the four equations shown in 4.1. These

include mass balance, energy balance, Bernoulli’s equation, and the energy equation.

Note that in this case, “v" and “z" represent the velocity of the flow and the height

of the fluid above an arbitrary gravitational level used as the datum. There is no

volume term in this table.

4.2.2.2 Restrictions

Table 4.6 shows the restrictions applicable to this definition.

4.2.2.3 Reasoning

For illustration, Figure 4.6 shows a setup where a tank full of liquid is pushed by a

piston on the top of the tank such that the liquid leaves through the end of a flexible

pipe, as commonly occurs in hydraulic power transmission and actuation.

Deductive Reasoning: Work Wi is done to the liquid by pushing the piston in,

which means Wi is increased in Table 4.5. This increase is the cause, whose effects

can be found from the fourth row of the table. The “+1" symbols indicate that the

work input could cause an increase of the following quantities: velocity, pressure,
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Table 4.6: Restrictions for Using Table 4.5

1 Table 4.5 is only applicable to open systems and incompressible flows. For
gasses, flows are considered incompressible at velocities under 0.3 Mach.
Liquids are modeled as incompressible in most cases of engineering.

2 This table is for steady state analysis or reasoning.

3 The change of pressure and height (∆p, ∆z) can be causes, since they
can be varied without the exchange of energy or work between the flow
and the surroundings, if the flow path changes height in a gravitational
field by external causes, which is common in hydraulics (see Figure 4.6).
However, ∆p and ∆z cannot cause any exchange of heat or work, since the
change of p and z usually does not manifest as heat or work done to/by
incompressible flows such as liquids by/to the surroundings. This explains
the void cells in the top two rows of Table 4.5.

4 The change of velocity or temperature is not included as causes, since these
quantities cannot be controlled directly, without exchanging heat or work
with the environment.

p

Wi

v2

z1

z2
Figure 4.6: A Simple Open System

temperature, height, heat output, and work output, which obviously reflects reality.

The “-1" symbol suggests that an increase in Wi could reduce the heat input to the

flow, in the sense that since some of the energy is added to the flow as work,

the amount of heat added needs to decrease, if the total energy balance is to

remain unaltered. This last case may not be easily realizable in practice, but does

still uphold the energy balance principle. Realistically, considering the setup, the
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pressure will be increased (∆p ¡ 0), and the velocity will be increased (∆v ¡ 0)

too.

At the end of the pipe, when the liquid flows out of the device, the pressure of

the liquid is decreased to the atmospheric pressure, which means ∆p   0 in Table

4.5. The effects of this cause can also be extracted from the table’s first row, in

that the velocity of the liquid will be increased (∆v ¡ 0). In effect, this reasoning

upholds the commonly understood consequence of Bernoulli’s equation.

The overall reasoning of the system can be obtained that a high-speed liquid

will be sprayed out from the system by pushing the piston. This example shows

that the tabular qualitative representations can support continuous reasoning for

devices, systems, phenomena or events.

The representation is also able to support the reasoning between two different

configurations of the device or system. For example, in Figure 4.6, moving the pipe’s

end from height z1 to z2 (∆z   0), the table’s second row suggests that the velocity

of the liquid is increased (∆v ¡ 0). In other words, the system reasons that if the

velocity of the liquid exiting the pipe is not fast enough by pushing in the piston, the

velocity can be further increased by reducing the height of the pipe. Thus, in all of

the above cases, the qualitative physics knowledge captured in Table 4.5 produces

realistic predictions.

Abductive Reasoning: Any of the above scenarios could be reverted to illustrate

the table’s ability to support abductive reasoning. For example, following the table’s

first column, the possible causes of an observed effect: velocity has increased (∆v ¡

0) could be determined as (1) either work done to the system has increased (Wi ¡

0), or (2) the height of the nozzle has been lowered (∆z   0), etc.
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4.2.3 Ohms Law and Joule Heating

4.2.3.1 Representation

The qualitative physics knowledge of electrical impedance and Joule heating is

encoded in Table 4.7 to Table 4.10. The source knowledge used to generate these

tables includes Ohm’s law (U � I �R), resistive heating of a conductor because of the

Joule effect (P � I2 �R and P � Q
t
), and mass heating equations (Q � m �Cp �∆T )

[106]. In these tables, U, I, and R indicate the voltage drop across the resistor, the

current through the resistor, and resistance of the resistor. P indicates the electrical

power (energy/time) spent in the process, Q indicates the total heat produced by

Joule heating over time t, T indicates the temperature of the mass being heated,

and m indicates the mass of the substance being heated.

Table 4.7: Qualitative Representation of Ohm’s Law

U � IR
Desired Effects

∆U ∆I

Possible
∆U +1 +1

Causes
∆I +1 +1

∆R +1 -1

Table 4.8: Qualitative Representation of Joule Heating Law

P � I2 �R
Desired Effects

∆P ∆I

Possible ∆I +1 +1

Causes ∆R +1 -1
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Table 4.9: Qualitative Representation of Power, Heat, and Time

P � Q
t

Desired Effects

∆Q ∆t

Possible ∆P +1 -1

Causes ∆t +1 +1

Table 4.10: Qualitative Representation of Mass Heating

Q � m � Cp �∆T
Desired Effects

∆Q ∆m ∆T

Possible
∆Q +1 - +1

Causes
∆m - +1 -1

∆Cp - - -1

4.2.3.2 Restrictions

Table 4.11 shows the restrictions applicable to this definition.

4.2.3.3 Reasoning

For illustration, Figure 4.7 shows a setup where a bucket of water is heated by

a simple electric heater which uses a resistive heating coil to produce heat from

electricity.

Abductive Reasoning: The tables shown in this section (Table 4.7 to Table

4.10) can support progressive causal reasoning by propagating the causes or effects

determined from one table to the next, algorithmically. For example, possible causes

for a desired effect, such as boiling the water, can be computed as follows:

1. Water is a matter, which means it has mass, m. An increase in temperature

means ∆T ¡ 0. Thus, the algorithm searches for a table where m and T are
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Table 4.11: Restrictions for Using Table 4.7 Through Table 4.10

1 In Table 4.7, the change of resistance ∆R cannot be an effect, since the
resistance of a resistor cannot be affected by the other variables (neglecting
temperature effects).

2 In Table 4.8, the change of power ∆P cannot be a cause, since the power is
generated by the electric energy determined by the current and resistance
and cannot be changed independently.

3 In Table 4.9, the change of heat produced by the resistor, ∆Q, cannot be a
cause, and the change of thermal power ∆P cannot be an effect, because
heat is the result of the power spent by the circuit and time, and that power
is controlled by the current and resistance, which are not affected by the
heat and time.

4 In Table 4.10, the change of temperature ∆T cannot be a cause, since
temperature is the effect of heating the mass and will not change other
parameters in this table when it changes.

5 In Table 4.10, the change of specific heat ∆Cp cannot be an effect, since
specific heat is a fixed property of the substance, neglecting its dependency
on temperature.

6 In Table 4.10, the change of mass ∆m cannot be an effect, since it cannot
be changed by the other variables.

m

T

U

water

I

Q
R t

Figure 4.7: A Simple Electric Heater

related. This search yields Table 4.10, which suggests that a possible means

(cause) to achieve the desired effect is to add heat (∆Q ¡ 0 in row 1).

2. Next, the means (causes) to add heat Q is extracted by searching for a table

that relates Q to other terms, which yields Table 4.9. This table suggests the
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following possible means or causes to produce more heat: (1) either increase

the power the electric heater (∆P ¡ 0, in row 1), or (2) increase the heating

time (∆t ¡ 0, in row 2), either of which would produce more heat,Q. Typically,

increasing time is not a desired solution, so let the designer choose the option

of increasing the power of the heater.

3. Next, the algorithm looks for a table that relates power to other variables and

finds

4. Table 18, which suggests increasing the current (∆I ¡ 0, in row1) or

increasing the resistance of the coil (∆R ¡ 0, in row 2), keeping the current

constant. While either of these two approaches could increase the power, let

the designer choose the option to increase current.

5. Next, the algorithm looks for a table that relates current to other variables

and finds Table 4.7, which suggests that the means to increase current are (1)

increase voltage (∆U ¡ 0, in row 1), or (2) reduce the resistance(∆R   0 in,

row 3), keeping the same voltage. However, the resistance of the heating coil

is fixed. The only way, in this case, is to increase the input voltage applied to

the heating coil. Thus, the causal chain computed that the means to increase

the temperature of the water faster (keeping time constant, as chosen by the

designer above) is to increase the voltage applied to the heater.

4.3 Software Implementation and Validation

The representation of qualitative physics presented in this chapter is validated in

two different manners: (1) a suitable algorithm using the representation to support

function-based modeling and reasoning with human intervention and (2) a software

implemented another algorithm and the representation to automatically generate
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all theoretically possible solutions for both deductive and abductive reasoning with

given needs.

4.3.1 Physics-based Generation of Design Space for Function
Modeling

An algorithm to utilize the above-mentioned representation of qualitative physics

to support function-based modeling and reasoning are presented in this section.

Figure 4.8 shows the steps of the algorithm. Steps 1-2 determine the table of

qualitative physics to use and the direction of reasoning, e.g., deductive or abductive.

Steps 3-5 show the detailed reasoning process, which is repeated until the problem

is solved. These steps are explained and illustrated with a carrier example, below.

 

Step 1. Detect the system type and flows to 
determine the table of qualitative physics to use

Step 2. Determine the reasoning direction: 
deductive or abductive

Step 3. Determine changes in flow parameters

Step 4. Generate the design space from the 
tables of qualitative physics knowledge 

Step 5. Select preferred design options 

Is reasoning completed 
on whole system?

Start

EndYes

No

Figure 4.8: Qualitative Physics Reasoning Algorithm
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The algorithm is applied here to automatically generate the options to

decompose a given black-box function model. The options are generated by

identifying the possible means (causes) of the desired effect indicated by the

black-box model, using the reasoning approach illustrated in Section 4.2.3.3. This

process effectively generates the entire design space that is physics-wise possible for

that decomposition problem. This algorithm is also supported by a function-based

semantic reasoning algorithm in prior research [2], the details of which are not

presented here for brevity. However, the efficacy of the current algorithm is shown

irrespective of this semantic reasoner. The steps of this algorithm are illustrated

below.

Step 1. Detect the System Type and Flows to Determine the Table of
Qualitative Physics to Use

Once a target system is identified, the type of the system and flows are inferred, in

order to decide which qualitative physics table should be used. For example, the

black-box function model for a device to produce hot flowing water using electricity

is shown in Figure 4.9. The task is to generate multiple solutions to this problem by

producing multiple decompositions of this model.

EE

water
hot flowing water

Figure 4.9: Black-Box Model of a Water-Heating Device [1]

In this case, the semantic reasoning algorithm [1] can infer that water is a liquid

and EE is electrical energy. Informed with these inferences, the current algorithm

then determines that water is passing through an open system, since the model

has water as both input and output. This inference implies that the table for flows

through open systems (Table 4.5) is needed for physics-based reasoning. The tables
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related to electricity and heat (Table 4.7 through Table 4.10) are also needed,

because EE is consumed by the model.

Step 2. Determine the Reasoning Direction: Deductive or Abductive

Since the physics tables support both deductive and abductive reasoning, the

algorithm needs to determine which direction of reasoning to use based on the

identified causes and effects. For example, the target system presented in Step 4.3.1

must produce the output flows and their related adjectives such as hot and flowing.

Thus, the reasoning should be abductive, i.e., start from desired effects and proceed

to identify possible means (causes) to create those effects.

Step 3. Determine Changes in Flow Parameters

Once the reasoning direction is decided, the parameters for reasoning are

determined based on the inferences drawn by the semantic reasoning algorithm

mentioned earlier [1]. For instance, from the black-box model of Figure 4.9, the

semantic algorithm can infer that the output water has a higher velocity and a

higher temperature than the input water. This algorithm first infers flow types, e.g.,

water is a liquid and EE is electrical energy. Then, it compares adjectives used to

qualify the input and output flow to determine the parameters changed and the

direction of change. For example, from noticing the adjective flowing, the algorithm

infers that there is a change of velocity of the water involved. Then, flows that are

not qualified with adjectives are assigned a null value. For example, a change from

“null" velocity at the input to a “flowing" velocity at the output is recognized as

an “increase" in velocity. Similarly, the change from “null" temperature to “hot"

temperature is inferred as an increase in temperature. Thus, at the end of this step,

the desired effects of the black-box function model can be known as: ∆T ¡ 0 and

∆v ¡ 0.
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Step 4. Generate the Design Space from the Tables of Qualitative Physics
Knowledge

The design space is discovered by applying the causal reasoning to each change

of parameter to its corresponding table of qualitative physics. For example, the

physics knowledge captured in Table 4.5 is used to infer that to achieve the desired

effect of ∆T ¡ 0, several possible causes could be used, such as (see Figure 4.10):

decrease the pressure (∆p   0), reduce the height (∆z   0), add heat (increase

Qi), add work (increase Wi), reduce heat loss (decrease Qo), and decreased the

work output (decrease Wo). In addition, to obtain the desired effect of ∆v ¡ 0,

multiple possible solutions are possible from Table 4.5 (see Figure 4.11): decrease

the pressure (∆p   0), reduce the height (∆z   0), add heat (increase Qi), add

work (increase Wi), reduce heat loss (decrease Qo), and decreased the work output

(decrease Wo). It should be noted that not all the suggestions could be implemented

in reality, although it can be addressed ideally in the table or the equation, which

means manual interventions are needed to select the suitable solution, in the next

step, to progress with the decision process of the design.

Null  hot

∆T > 0

∆p < 0 ∆z < 0 Increase Qi Increase Wi Decrease Qo Decrease Wo

Figure 4.10: Design Space of Increasing Temperature Suggested by Physics Tables

Null  flowing

∆v > 0

∆p < 0 ∆z < 0 Increase Qi Increase Wi Decrease Qo Decrease Wo

Figure 4.11: Design Space of Increasing Speed Suggested by Physics Tables
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However, it should be emphasized that this step illustrates a novel means

to generate and traverse the design space during ideation. Traditional models

of ideation rely on reusing historical knowledge of past designs, either through

techniques such as brainstorming, analogy, or by looking up devices that deliver

similar functions from a design repository, etc. By contrast, this step shows a truly

physics-based approach, where all the possible parameter changes that physics

equations suggest as a means to achieve the effect are identified through this

reasoning. In this regard, this method is truly a new direction toward identifying

the design space and traversing through it.

Step 5. Select Preferred Design Options

After the full design space obtained, preferred solutions should be selected manually

to choose a strategy for decomposition. In the future, a more automated technique

for evaluating the options and choosing a suitable option will be developed and

integrated with this algorithm. For the model shown in Figure 4.9, let the designer

choose “increase Qi (add heat or thermal energy)" as the preferred means (cause)

to create the effect of ∆T ¡ 0. Based on this choice, the semantic algorithm [1]

can produce one step of functional decomposition for this model, as shown in

Figure 4.12, where ThE1is added to the water flow using the Energize_M functional

primitive introduced in earlier research [9].

water Energize_M

ThE

hot water

Figure 4.12: Model Decomposition for Achieving ∆T ¡ 0

1 ThE is the abbreviation of Thermal Energy, the same flow as Q, heat.
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The steps 3-5 are repeated to perform similar reasoning on all the parameters

until the entire system is covered. For instance, the algorithm determines next that

one suitable means (cause) to increase the speed of water is to increase Wi, i.e.,

add work or mechanical energy to the flow. This inference results in int the next

small step of decomposing the model, as shown in Figure 4.13.

water Energize_M

ThE

flowing water

Figure 4.13: Model Decomposition for Achieving ∆v ¡ 0

At this stage, the algorithm “knows" by inspecting the current state of the model

(Figure 4.12) that ThE is one of the flows needed in the model, which makes

the production of ThE a new desired effect. In this manner, causal reasoning can

propagate from desired effects to successively obtained causes. In this case, the

reasoning approach shown in section 4.2.3.3 can infer the followings:

1. For the desired effect “add ThE" and available resource EE Ñ find a table that

connects EE and ThE Ñ Table 4.8 (Joule’s law)

2. Joule heating, or resistive heating due to electric currents, is a physical

principle related to the function feature Convert_E described in prior research

Ñ Choose Convert_E

Ultimately, by returning these reasoning results to the semantic algorithm presented

in [1], a possible decomposition for producing ThE from EE can be obtained. And

finally, by connecting the pieces of decomposition shown above, the algorithm and

semantic physics-based reasoner presented in [1] can produce a more detailed

decomposed model, as shown in Figure 4.14.
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water Energize_M

ThE

hot water Energize_M

MW

hot flowing water

Convert_EEE

Figure 4.14: A Decomposition for the Model in Figure 4.9

Thus, it is demonstrated above that the qualitative physics knowledge captured

in the tables, when combined with the physics-based semantic reasoner [1], can

generate the design space that is physics-wise valid, scan the said design space,

and select paths by manual decisions (to be automated in the future), and finally

grow the function model from its black-box version to various decomposed versions

based on the designer’s decisions. In the future, when this approach is committed

to computer algorithms, all possible paths in the decision tree could be explored

simultaneously, thus presenting to the designer a variety of options for decomposing

the black-box model.

4.3.2 Software Implementation

Different from the algorithm presented in section 4.3.1, the algorithm implemented

in the software is for automatically generating all theoretically possible solutions

for both deductive reasoning and abductive reasoning with given needs using the

qualitative physics representation. The algorithm will scan the entire representation

tables based on the given need and present all possible solutions including different

permutations (e.g. “add heat then add work" and “add work then add heat" are

two different solutions). The solution generated by this software currently is not

a function model, it is only the changes of parameters for the given need. All

the possible solutions will be listed in the solution-area shown at the bottom

right of Figure 4.15. The need is the change (increase or decrease) of parameters
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designer want to change (for abductive reasoning) or will change (for deductive

reasoning), which can be selected from the selection-area shown at the bottom left

of Figure 4.15. Users first select the system type (fluid type) or physics law from the

tabs shown at the top of Figure 4.15, and then select the reasoning type (deductive

reasoning or abductive reasoning) from the menu bar. Giving the need by selecting

from the selection-area and clicking the solve button, a list of solutions will be

presented in the solution-area.

Figure 4.15: Qualitative Physics Reasoning Tool

In this section, two different cases, abductive and deductive reasoning, are

studied to demonstrate and validate that such software and algorithm could

generate all different possible design solutions and do abductive and deductive

reasoning analysis by using the qualitative physics representations presented in this

chapter.

4.3.2.1 Abductive Reasoning for Incompressible Fluid in Open System

In this case, a similar problem as presented in section 4.3.1 – to increase

temperature and speed of fluid – is studied. There are 72 possible means to increase

temperature and speed are found shown in Figure 4.16, and the highlighted one –
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{[INCR:T}{Increase Heat Input}} {[INCR:Vel]{Increase Work Input}}, which means

increase heat input for increasing temperature first and then increase work input

for increasing velocity – is the preferred solution selected in section 4.3.1.

Figure 4.16: Abductive Reasoning for Incompressible Fluid in Open System

Besides it, Table 4.12 presents five more solutions generated by the software

and function models created manually based on each solution, where the first

column is the number of solutions shown in the software, the second column

presents the solution, and the third column shows the function models of each

solution. The function models are created using features defined in previous

research: (1) Energize_M, which is a formalized feature verb used in function

model to denotes adding energy to material [9], (2) Change_M, which represents

changing the parameters of a material flow without changing its type [21], and a

feature formalized in Chapter 5 section 5.3.1, Energize_CHG_M, which describes a

combined functionality where a type of energy is added to a material flow and then

changed to another type of energy and added back to the material flow. It should

be pointed out that the function models presented in the table are created manually

for now, and this function model generation process will be automated by applying

grammar in the future.
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Table 4.12: Abductive Reasoning Solutions and Their Function Models

No. Solution Function Model

Increase Temperature

Energize_M
Principle: heater

ThE

hot
flowing
water

ThE
Increase Velocity

Energize_M
Principle: fan

MW

flowing
water

MW
water

41
{[INCR:Vel]{Increase Work Input}}

{[INCR:T]{Increase Heat Input}}

Energize_M
Principle: heater

Change_M
(Decrease p, 

principle: nozzle)flowing
water

hot
flowing
water

hot
faster
water

ThE

ThE

Increase Temperature Increase Velocity

PE

KE

6
{[INCR:T]{Increase Heat Input}}

{[INCR:Vel]{Decrease Pressure}}

Increase TemperatureIncrease Velocity

Change_M
(Decrease height, 

principle: penstock)

Energize_M
Principle: heater

water
flowing
water ThE

hot
flowing
water

ThE

PE

KE

17
{[INCR:Vel]{Decrease Height}}

{[INCR:T}{Increase Heat Input}}

Increase Temperature

Energize_CHG_M
Principle: frictional heat

MW
hot

water

ThE
Increase Velocity

Energize_CHG_M
Principle: coffee 

percolator

ThE

hot
flowing
water

KE

water

32
{[INCR:T]{Increase Work Input}}

{[INCR:Vel]{Increase Heat Input}}

Increase Temperature

Energize_CHG_M
Principle: frictional heat

MW

hot
water

ThE
Increase Velocity

Energize_M
Principle: fan

MW

hot
flowing
water

MW

water
44

{[INCR:T]{Increase Work Input}}

{[INCR:Vel]{Increase Work Input}}

Solution No. 41 is one of the most common solutions for the design problem,

increase the temperature and speed of the water flow. As the function model of this

solution shows, the mechanical energy is first added into the water flow to increase

the velocity and then the temperature is increased by adding heat (thermal energy).

A possible system of this solution is a combination principle of fan and heater.
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The solution No.6 is adding heat to the water to increase the temperature and

then decreasing the pressure to increase the velocity. The function model of this

solution clearly shows how it works. The water first passing throw a heater to add

heat and then passing throw a nozzle to increase the velocity. However, in this

solution, the water should have an initial velocity to pass throw the nozzle, where

the pressure will be decreased, and the velocity of the water will be increased from

“flowing water" to “faster water."

Solution No. 17 is increasing velocity by decreasing the height of the flow, and

then adding heat to increase the velocity. As shown in the function model, one

possible system is a combination principle of penstock and heater.

For solution No. 32, heat is added to the water by applying mechanical energy

to increase the temperature first, and then the mechanical energy is added by

applying thermal energy to increase the velocity of the water. A possible system is

a combination principle of frictional heat and coffee percolator.

For solution No. 44, heat is added to the water by applying mechanical energy to

increase the temperature first, and then the mechanical energy is added to increase

the velocity of the water. A possible system is a combination principle of frictional

heat and fan.

Although solutions No. 41, 6, 17, 32 and 44 are uncommon solutions for

increasing temperature and velocity of water in practice, they are indeed different

solutions and still can be implemented. It demonstrates that the software can

generate different solutions by using the tabular qualitative physics representations.

It should be pointed out that some of the 72 possible solutions generated by the

software are currently unacceptable or unattainable in practices but in theoretical.
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4.3.2.2 Deductive Reasoning for Compressible Fluid in Closed System

In this case, users want to see what will happen for other parameters if the heat input

is increased. The first three parameters, Pressure, Volume, and Temperature, are not

selectable for deductive reasoning (shown in Figure 4.17), as the restrictions for the

representation mentioned in section 4.2.1.24.2.1.2. There are six possible effects,

caused by increasing the heat input, can be found, shown in Figure 4.17, based on

the qualitative physics representation. It shows that adding heat (increasing the

heat input) to the system will cause (1) the pressure of the fluid increased, (2) the

volume of the fluid increased, (3) the temperature of the fluid increased, (4) the

work input to the fluid decreased if it exists, (5) the heat output from the fluid

increased if it exists, and (6) the work output from the fluid increased if it exists.

Figure 4.17: Deductive Reasoning for Compressible Fluid in Closed System

Therefore, it is validated above that the qualitative physics knowledge rep-

resentations presented in this chapter can be used to find all the possible

solutions for both deductive and abductive reasoning automatically by scanning

the representation tables. And all different possible solutions to the problem of

a need can be generated by using the qualitative physics representations. In the
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future, when combining this approach and the physics-based semantic reasoner [1]

as well as the future function model mapping laws (mapping the reasoning solution

elements to function blocks) and grammars (how to connect the function blocks),

all possible final detailed function models could be generated by the software

automatically without human intervention.

In summary, this chapter makes fundamental and novel contributions to the state

of early-stage design reasoning, esp. function-based design. First, it introduces a

novel approach to codify the knowledge of physics to support qualitative reasoning

in design. In the early stages of design, when quantitative data are absent,

qualitative reasoning plays a crucial role in solution search, yet no formal method

to that end was available. This chapter addresses this gap. Second, it illustrates the

approach by codifying the physics for a variety of phenomena involving closed and

open systems. In each case, it shows the model’s ability to support both deductive

and abductive reasoning. Third, it shows that this codified knowledge can support

algorithms to automatically generate the design space for a problem based on

physics, instead of historical methods. Collectively, the path shown by this chapter

can augment the state of physics-based reasoning in early design, esp. function-

based design, to support the reasoning that is heretofore unrealized.
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Chapter 5

Mapping Causal Principle to
Function

The representation of qualitative physics shown in Table 4.3 through Table 4.10

in the previous chapter describes the causal dependencies between the quantities

involved in various physical phenomena. It has been shown in the previous section

that an algorithm could determine the multiple means, or causes, for producing a

desired effect, and vice-versa. However, these “means" are known at the end of that

algorithmic process, merely as changes in physical quantities, but not as function

models. For example, Table 4.5 can suggest that one possible means for producing

the effect of increasing the velocity of a flow (“increase v") is to lower the height

of the flow path (“decrease z"). From this state of knowledge, a function model

describing this means for producing this effect must be produced. This chapter

presents the formal representations (mapping and rules) necessary for that purpose.

In this chapter, the term “causal principle" (CP) is defined as the physical

principle of realizing an effect as the result of a cause, each of which is described

as a change in a physical quantity. For example, the phrase “increase velocity by
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decreasing height" describes a causal principle. Here, the clause written after the

word “by" (i.e., decreasing height) is the effect of the clause written before the word

“by" (i.e., increase velocity). Each of these clauses describes a change in a quantity,

velocity and height, respectively, in this case. In section 5.2, standard constructs

or snippets of function modeling are developed for modeling the various causal

principles obtained from the tables of qualitative physics (Table 5.3, Table 5.5,

and Table 5.6). This standard library of function modeling constructs can then be

repeatedly instantiated (used) in function models, whenever such a principle needs

to be captured in the model.

5.1 Energy Symbols

Before we proceed with developing the aforesaid mapping, a representation for

changes in flow quantities needs to be developed. Current function modeling

practice offers only two binary options for representing the existence of a flow

in a model, in the sense that showing a flow arrow implies that the flow exists in

the system, and omitting it means that it does not exist in the system. This practice

does not provide a standard representation for showing a more subtle variation,

i.e., the changes to the quantity of an existing flow. However, in design ideation,

it is possible to imagine that a desired physical effect is obtained by introducing a

flow, or by changing the quantity of an existing flow. For example, the temperature

of a gas exiting a system could be increased by two methods: (1) adding heat to the

gas before it exits, or (2) lowering the heat rejected by the gas in preceding steps

of the process. The first is an example of solving the problem by introducing a new

energy flow, heat. The second is an example of solving the problem by decreasing

the quantity of an existing flow, that of the heat loss in a preceding step.
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A good ideation system should capitalize on both of these means, and

luckily, the qualitative physics representations shown in Table 4.7 through Table

4.10 are capable of supporting such reasoning. As a result, in this section, a

standard representation for capturing the changes in existing flow quantities are

developed. Table 5.1 describes the two symbols for changing flow quantities, called:

“Energy_Increase" and “Energy_Decrease".

Table 5.1: Definitions of Energy_Increase and Energy_Decresae

Name Energy_Increase Energy_Decrease

Symbol (+) (-)

Definition To state that the energy content
of a flow is increased

To state that the energy content
of a flow is decreased

Usage Adding this symbol to a flow
implies the designer’s intent to
increase the flow quantity.

Adding this symbol to a flow
implies the designer’s intent to
decrease the flow quantity.
The flow must be pre-existing.

5.2 Mapping Causal Principles to Function Snippets

In this section, two qualitative physics representation tables of fluids developed

in Chapter 4, repeated in Table 5.2 and Table 5.4, are analyzed for mapping

causal principles to function snippets. The other three electricity related qualitative

representations are not discussed here since they are not necessary for current

abstract level of function models discussed in this dissertation. The only function

related to those electricity tables used in function models is “Convert_E". Meanwhile,

some physical actions for solids flow are discussed as needed for generating function

models.

It should be pointed out that the causal principles or cells shadowed Table 5.2

and Table 5.4, are not involved, since the causal principles that change an energy
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input or output by changing another energy input or output without changing the

state parameters of the material is especially rare in practice. For example, when

trying to increase the heat input of a fluid by increasing the work input, the fluid

should be changed in some respects.

5.2.1 Compressible Fluids in Closed Systems

The causal principles (CPs) identified from Table 5.2 and their corresponding

function modeling snippets are shown in Table 5.3. The column one is cell numbers,

column two represents the abductive reasoning of each cell, column three is CP

numbers, column four presents the textual description of causal principle for each

cell, and column five shows the function modeling snippets for each causal principle.

There are twelve abductive reasoning cells and 24 causal principles in total (two

causal principles per cell). For each causal principle, a simple function modeling

snippet including a function or a set of functions with energy and material flows is

used to describe it, where gas is used to indicate the material flow is a compressible

fluid. The words “compressed" and “decompressed", “expanded" and “shrunken",

“hot" and “cold" are used to indicate the change of attributes (pressure p, volume V,

and temperature T) of the material flow. The words “more" and “less" are used to

Table 5.2: Qualitative Representation of Compressible Fluids in Closed Systems

Desired Effects

∆p ∆V ∆T Qi Wi Qo Wo

Qi +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1

Possible Wi +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1

Causes Qo -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1

Wo -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1
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indicate that the attribute state of current flow is higher or lower than its previous

state.

Table 5.3: Function Modeling Snippets for the CPs Obtained from Table 5.2

No.
Cell in

No.
Causal Principle

Function Modeling Snippet
Table 5.2 (CP)

1

Qi Ñ ∆p 1
Increase pressure
rise by increasing
heat input

Energize
_M

ThE(+)

ThE

Change
_M

ThE

PE

gas

more 
compressed

gas

(+) 2
Decrease pressure
rise by decreasing
heat input

Energize
_M

ThE(-)

ThE

Change
_M

ThE

PE

gas

less 
compressed

gas

2

Wi Ñ ∆p 3
Increase pressure
rise by increasing
work input

Energize
_M

MW(+)

MW

Change
_M

KE

PE

gas

more 
compressed

gas

(+) 4
Decrease pressure
rise by decreasing
work input

Energize
_M

MW(-)

MW

Change
_M

KE

PE

gas

less 
compressed

gas

3

Qo Ñ ∆p 5
Increase pressure
drop by increasing
heat output

Change
_M

PE

ThE

gas DeEnergize
_M

ThE

ThE(+)

more
decompressed

gas

(-) 6
Decrease pressure
drop by decreas-
ing heat output

Change
_M

PE

ThE

gas DeEnergize
_M

ThE

ThE(-)

less
decompressed

gas

4

Wo Ñ ∆p 7
Increase pressure
drop by increasing
work output

Change
_M

PE

KE

gas DeEnergize
_M

MW

MW(+)

more
decompressed

gas

Continued on next page
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Table 5.3 – continued from previous page

(-) 8
Decrease pressure
drop by decreas-
ing work output

Change
_M

PE

KE

gas DeEnergize
_M

MW

MW(-)

less
decompressed

gas

5

Qi Ñ ∆V 9
Increase volume
rise by increasing
heat input

Energize
_M

ThE(+)

ThE

Change
_M

ThE

PE

gas

more 
expanded

gas

(+) 10
Decrease volume
rise by decreasing
heat input

Energize
_M

ThE(-)

ThE

Change
_M

ThE

PE

gas

less 
expanded

gas

6

Wi Ñ ∆V 11
Increase volume
drop by increasing
work input

Energize
_M

MW(+)

MW

Change
_M

KE

PE

gas

more 
shrunken

gas

(-) 12
Decrease volume
drop by decreas-
ing work input

Energize
_M

MW(-)

MW

Change
_M

KE

PE

gas

less 
shrunken

gas

7

Qo Ñ ∆V 13
Increase volume
drop by increasing
heat output

Change
_M

PE

ThE

gas DeEnergize
_M

ThE

ThE(+)

more 
shrunken

gas

(-) 14
Decrease volume
drop by decreas-
ing heat output

Change
_M

PE

ThE

gas DeEnergize
_M

ThE

ThE(-)

less 
shrunken

gas

8

Wo Ñ ∆V 15
Increase volume
rise by increasing
work output

Change
_M

PE

KE

gas DeEnergize
_M

MW

MW(+)

more 
expanded

gas

Continued on next page
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Table 5.3 – continued from previous page

(+) 16
Decrease volume
rise by decreasing
work output

Change
_M

PE

KE

gas DeEnergize
_M

MW

MW(-)

less 
expanded

gas

9

Qi Ñ ∆T 17

Increase tempera-
ture rise by in-
creasing heat in-
put

Energize
_M

ThE(+)

ThE

gas
more

hot gas

(+) 18

Decrease temper-
ature rise by de-
creasing heat in-
put

Energize
_M

ThE(-)

ThE

gas
less

hot gas

10

Wi Ñ ∆T 19

Increase tempera-
ture rise by in-
creasing work in-
put

Energize
_M

MW(+)

MW

Change
_M

KE

ThE

gas
more

hot gas

(+) 20

Decrease temper-
ature rise by de-
creasing work in-
put

Energize
_M

MW(-)

MW

Change
_M

KE

PE

gas
less

hot gas

11

Qo Ñ ∆T 21

Increase tempera-
ture drop by in-
creasing heat out-
put

gas DeEnergize
_M

ThE

ThE(+)

more
cold gas

(-) 22

Decrease tempera-
ture drop by de-
creasing heat out-
put

gas DeEnergize
_M

ThE

ThE(-)

less
cold gas

12

Wo Ñ ∆T 23

Increase tempera-
ture drop by in-
creasing work out-
put

Change
_M

ThE

KE

gas DeEnergize
_M

MW

MW(+)

more
cold gas

Continued on next page
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Table 5.3 – continued from previous page

(-) 24

Decrease tempera-
ture drop by de-
creasing work out-
put

Change
_M

ThE

KE

gas DeEnergize
_M

MW

MW(-)

less
cold gas

By reviewing the Table 5.3, it should be noticed that causal principles 2, 4, 6, 8,

10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, and 24 only happen if there is pre-existing energy flow,

where the symbol “Energy_Decrease" is assigned to imply the designer’s intent to

decrease the flow quantity. As discussed in Chapter 3, the semantic reasoning and

physics reasoning used for determining material and energy changes are based on

the comparison between the phrases of output flows and input flows. However, for

these causal principles, the comparison is between the current state of the output

flow and its previous state, which means this type of causal principles are only

support the reasoning for pre-existing models. For example, for the causal principle

22 (decrease temperature drop by decreasing heat output), thermal energy (ThE)

is removed from the input flow (gas) to generated cold gas. The temperature of

output gas will be decreased caparisoning with the input flow no matter how much

thermal energy is removed from it. However, if the quantity of the output energy

(energy removed from the flow) is decreased, the temperature of the output gas will

higher than the temperature before decreasing the quantity of the output energy,

but it still lower than the temperature of the input gas.

Different from the causal principle discussed above, others can be results of

both the reasoning for new models (comparing the output flow and the input flow)

and the reasoning for pre-existing models (comparing the output flow and the

previous state of the output flow). For example, for the causal principle 17 (increase

temperature rise by increasing heat input), thermal energy (ThE) is added to the
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input flow (gas) to generate hot gas. The comparison results are the same, since

by adding more thermal energy, the temperature of output flow is higher than its

previous state and definitely higher than the input flow.

5.2.2 Incompressible Fluids in a Steady State Flow Through a
Control Volume

Similar to compressible fluids, the causal principles (CPs) identified from Table

5.4 and their corresponding function modeling snippets are shown in Table 5.5.

There are 22 abductive reasoning cells and 44 causal principles in total (two

physical actions per cell). For each causal principle, a simple function modeling

snippet including a function or a set of functions with energy and material flows

is used to describe it, where liquid is used to indicate that the material flow is an

incompressible fluid. The words “speed", “temperature", “pressure" and “level" are

used to indicate the change of attributes (speed v, temperature T, pressure p, and

height z) of the material flow. The words “higher" and “lower" are used to indicate

the changing direction of the attribute of the material flow.

Table 5.4: Qualitative Representation of Incompressible Fluids in a Steady State
Flow Through a Control Volume

Desired Effects

∆v ∆T ∆p ∆z Qi Wi Qo Wo

∆p -1 -1 +1 -1 - - - -

∆z -1 -1 -1 -1 - - - -

Possible Qi +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1

Causes Wi +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1

Qo -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1

Wo -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1
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Table 5.5: Function Modeling Snippets for the CPs Obtained from Table 5.4

No.
Cell in

No.
Causal Principle

Function Modeling Snippet
Table 5.2 (CP)

1

∆pÑ ∆v 1
Increase velocity
by decreasing pres-
sure

Change
_M

PE

KE

liquid

higher
speed
liquid

(-) 2
Decrease velocity
by increasing pres-
sure

Change
_M

KE

PE

flowing
liquid

lower
speed
liquid

2

∆z Ñ ∆v 3
Increase velocity
by decreasing
height

Change
_M

PE

KE

liquid

higher
speed
liquid

(-) 4
Decrease velocity
by increasing
height

Change
_M

KE

PE

flowing
liquid

lower
speed
liquid

3

Qi Ñ ∆v 5
Increase velocity
rise by increasing
heat input

Energize
_M

ThE(+)

ThE

Change
_M

ThE

KE

liquid

higher
speed
liquid

(+) 6
Decrease velocity
rise by decreasing
heat input

Energize
_M

ThE(-)

ThE

Change
_M

ThE

KE

liquid

lower
speed
liquid

4

Wi Ñ ∆v 7
Increase velocity
rise by increasing
work input

Energize
_M

MW(+)

MW

liquid

higher
speed
liquid

Continued on next page
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Table 5.5 – continued from previous page

(+) 8
Decrease velocity
rise by decreasing
work input

Energize
_M

MW(-)

MW

liquid

lower
speed
liquid

5

Qo Ñ ∆v 9
Increase velocity
drop by increasing
heat output

Change
_M

KE

ThE

DeEnergize
_M

ThE

ThE(+)

lower
speed
liquid

flowing
liquid

(-) 10
Decrease velocity
drop by decreas-
ing heat output

Change
_M

KE

ThE

DeEnergize
_M

ThE

ThE(-)

higher
speed
liquid

flowing
liquid

6

Wo Ñ ∆v 11
Increase velocity
drop by increasing
work output

lower
speed
liquidDeEnergize

_M

MW

MW(+)

flowing
liquid

(-) 12
Decrease velocity
drop by decreas-
ing work output

DeEnergize
_M

MW

MW(-)

higher
speed
liquid

flowing
liquid

7

∆pÑ ∆T 13
Increase tempera-
ture by decreasing
pressure

Change
_M

PE

ThE

liquid

higher
temperature

liquid

(-) 14
Decrease tempera-
ture by increasing
pressure

Change
_M

ThE

PE

lower
temperature

liquidliquid

Continued on next page
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Table 5.5 – continued from previous page

8

∆z Ñ ∆T 15
Increase tempera-
ture by decreasing
height

Change
_M

PE

ThE

liquid

higher
temperature

liquid

(-) 16
Decrease tempera-
ture by increasing
height

Change
_M

ThE

PE

lower
temperature

liquidliquid

9

Qi Ñ ∆T 17

Increase tempera-
ture rise by in-
creasing heat in-
put

Energize
_M

ThE(+)

ThE

liquid

higher
temperature

liquid

(+) 18

Decrease temper-
ature rise by de-
creasing heat in-
put

Energize
_M

ThE(-)

ThE

liquid

lower
temperature

liquid

10

Wi Ñ ∆T 19

Increase tempera-
ture rise by in-
creasing work in-
put

Energize
_M

MW(+)

MW

Change
_M

KE

ThE

liquid

higher
temperature

liquid

(+) 20

Decrease temper-
ature rise by de-
creasing work in-
put

Energize
_M

MW(-)

MW

Change
_M

KE

ThE

lower
temperature

liquidliquid

11

Qo Ñ ∆T 21

Increase tempera-
ture drop by in-
creasing heat out-
put

DeEnergize
_M

ThE

ThE(+)

lower
temperature

liquidliquid

Continued on next page
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Table 5.5 – continued from previous page

(-) 22

Decrease tempera-
ture drop by de-
creasing heat out-
put

DeEnergize
_M

ThE

ThE(-)

liquid

higher
temperature

liquid

12

Wo Ñ ∆T 23

Increase tempera-
ture drop by in-
creasing work out-
put

Change
_M

ThE

KE

DeEnergize
_M

MW

MW(+)

liquid

lower
temperature

liquid

(-) 24

Decrease tempera-
ture drop by de-
creasing work out-
put

Change
_M

ThE

KE

DeEnergize
_M

MW

MW(-)

liquid

higher
temperature

liquid

13

∆z Ñ ∆p 25
Increase pressure
by decreasing
height

Change
_M

PE

PE

liquid

higher
pressure

liquid

(-) 26
Decrease pressure
by increasing
height

Change
_M

PE

PE

lower
pressure

liquidliquid

14

Qi Ñ ∆p 27
Increase pressure
rise by increasing
heat input

Energize
_M

ThE(+)

ThE

Change
_M

ThE

PE

liquid

higher
pressure

liquid

(+) 28
Decrease pressure
rise by decreasing
heat input

Energize
_M

ThE(-)

ThE

Change
_M

ThE

PE

liquid

lower
pressure

liquid

15

Wi Ñ ∆p 29
Increase pressure
rise by increasing
work input

Energize
_M

MW(+)

MW

Change
_M

KE

PE

liquid

higher
pressure

liquid

Continued on next page
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Table 5.5 – continued from previous page

(+) 30
Decrease pressure
rise by decreasing
work input

Energize
_M

MW(-)

MW

Change
_M

KE

PE

liquid

lower
pressure

liquid

16

Qo Ñ ∆p 31
Increase pressure
drop by increasing
heat output

Change
_M

PE

ThE

DeEnergize
_M

ThE

ThE(+)

liquid

lower
pressure

liquid

(-) 32
Decrease pressure
drop by decreas-
ing heat output

Change
_M

PE

ThE

DeEnergize
_M

ThE

ThE(-)

higher
pressure

liquidliquid

17

Wo Ñ ∆p 33
Increase pressure
drop by increasing
work output

Change
_M

PE

KE

DeEnergize
_M

MW

MW(+)

liquid

lower
pressure

liquid

(-) 34
Decrease pressure
drop by decreas-
ing work output

Change
_M

PE

KE

DeEnergize
_M

MW

MW(-)

higher
pressure

liquidliquid

18

∆pÑ ∆z 35
Increase height
by decreasing
pressure

Change
_M

PE

PE

liquid

higher
level
liquid

(-) 36
Decrease height
by increasing
pressure

Change
_M

PE

PE

lower
level
liquidliquid

19

Qi Ñ ∆z 37
Increase height
rise by increasing
heat input

Energize
_M

ThE(+)

ThE

Change
_M

ThE

PE

liquid

higher
level
liquid

Continued on next page
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Table 5.5 – continued from previous page

(+) 38
Decrease height
rise by decreasing
heat input

Energize
_M

ThE(-)

ThE

Change
_M

ThE

PE

liquid

lower
level
liquid

20

Wi Ñ ∆z 39
Increase height
rise by increasing
work input

Energize
_M

MW(+)

MW

Change
_M

KE

PE

liquid

higher
level
liquid

(+) 40
Decrease height
rise by decreasing
work input

Energize
_M

MW(-)

MW

Change
_M

KE

PE

liquid

lower
level
liquid

21

Qo Ñ ∆z 41
Increase height
drop by increasing
heat output

Change
_M

PE

ThE

DeEnergize
_M

ThE

ThE(+)

liquid

lower
level
liquid

(-) 42

Decrease
height drop
by decreasing heat
output

Change
_M

PE

ThE

DeEnergize
_M

ThE

ThE(-)

higher
level
liquidliquid

22

Wo Ñ ∆z 43
Increase height
drop by increasing
work output

Change
_M

PE

KE

DeEnergize
_M

MW

MW(+)

liquid

lower
level
liquid

(-) 44

Decrease
height drop
by decreasing
work output

Change
_M

PE

KE

DeEnergize
_M

MW

MW(-)

higher
level
liquidliquid

Similar to the Table 5.3, causal principles 6, 8, 10, 12, 18, 20, 22, 24, 28, 30,

32, 34, 38, 40, 42, and 44 in Table 5.5 only happens if there is pre-existing energy

flow, and they are only support the reasoning for pre-existing models. Meanwhile,
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others can support for both the reasoning for new models and the reasoning for

pre-existing models.

There are some special causal principles 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 14, 15, 16, 25, 26, 35, 36.

Different from others, these causal principles do not involve net energy change. As

the function figures show, one kind of energy from the material flow is changed to

another kind of energy and added back to the material flow. Thus, these physical

actions are caused by the form or structure of the system and the environments that

the material flow passes through.

5.2.3 Solid

In the current research, only three attributes of solid are involved, which are

temperature (T), velocity (v), and height (z). For each attribute, two physical actions

are discussed as Table 5.6 shows.

Table 5.6: CPs and Their Function Modeling Snippets for Solid

Equation No.
Causal Principle

Function Modeling Snippet
(CP)

Q
�
m
�C

p
�∆

T 1

Increase
temperature
by adding thermal
energy

Energize
_M

ThE

ThE

solid hot solid

2
Decrease tempera-
ture by removing
thermal energy

DeEnergize
_M

ThE

ThE

solid cold solid

Continued on next page
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Table 5.6 – continued from previous page

K
�E

�
1 2
�m

�v
2

3
Increase velocity
by adding mechan-
ical work

Energize
_M

MW

MW

solid fast solid

4
Decrease velocity
by removing me-
chanical work

DeEnergize
_M

MW

MW

fast solid slow solid

G
P
E
�
m
�g
�z 5

Increase height by
adding potential
energy

Energize
_M

PE

PE

solid higher solid

6
Decrease height
by removing
potential energy

DeEnergize
_M

PE

PE

solid lower solid

Besides the causal principle and function modeling snippets involving attributes

change of materials, several other functions related to material flow are required

to decompose or generate function models in this research. Those functions will be

discussed in section 6.1, including Separate_M, Distribute_M, and Mix_M.

5.3 Mapping Grammar Rules

In order to generate function models automatically, functions should be determined

based on causal principles obtained by applying semantic and physics reasoning.

Thus, a set of mapping grammar rules for obtaining functions according to

qualitative physics representations is developed and listed in this section based

on the review of function modeling snippets for the CPs in section 5.2.
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5.3.1 Two Features: Energize_CHG_M and DeEnergize_CHG_M

By reviewing the function modeling snippets for the CPs presented in Table 5.3

and Table 5.5 in section 5.2, the two function modeling snippets that “Energize_M"

following “Change_M" and “Chenge_M" following “DeEnergize_M" are frequently

presented. Thus, two features for representing these two causal principles are

necessary to be defined and formalized for developing the mapping grammar rules.

Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 formally defined these two features, Energize_CHG_M and

DeEnergize_CHG_M.

The feature Energize_CHG_M is defined as a combination of function verbs

Energize_M and Change_M. As the expanded view shown in Table 5.7, the type of

input (E1) and output (E2) energy of function Energize_M are the same as the type

of input energy (E3) of function Change_M but different from the type of the output

energy (E4)of function Change_M. Meanwhile, the type of material flow does not

change passing through functions. Thus, the feature Energize_CHG_M contains one

input material flow (M1), one input energy flow (E1), one output material flow

(M2), and one output energy (E2) added to the material flow. It should be noted

that E2 is the corresponding energy of the attribute change of the material flow,

and E1 is different from E2.

The feature DeEnergize_CHG_M is defined as a combination of function verbs

Change_M and Energize_M. As the expanded view shown in Table 5.8, the type of

input (E3) and output (E4) energy of function DeEnergize_M are the same as the

type of output energy (E2) of function Change_M but different from the type of

the input energy (E1) of function Change_M. Meanwhile, the type of material flow

does not change passing through functions. Thus, the feature DeEnergize_CHG_M

contains one input material flow (M1), one input energy flow (E1) from the material

flow, one output material flow (M2), and one output energy (E2). It should be noted
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Table 5.7: Formal Definitions of Energize_CHG_M

Feature Name Energize_CHG_M

Function Structure
(Graphical
representation)

E1

M1

E2

M2Energize
_CHG_M

Description
A type of energy is added to a material flow and then
changed to another type of energy and added back to
the material flow.

Application
Attribute of material is changed by adding the energy
(E1) which is different from the corresponding energy
(E2, which is E4 in expanded view) of the attribute .

Expanded View

Energize
_M

E1

E2

Change
_M

E3

E4

M1 M2

E1.type = E2.type = E3.type <> E4.type

M1.type = M2.type

Grammar
Constraints

E1.type <> E2.type

M1.type <> M2.type

Example

Energize
_M

MW(+)

MW

Change
_M

KE

ThE

fluid

higher
temperature

fluid

MW(+)

ThE

fluid

high
temperature

fluidEnergize
_CHG_M
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Table 5.8: Formal Definitions of DeEnergize_CHG_M

Feature Name DeEnergize_CHG_M

Function Structure
(Graphical
representation)

E1

E2

M1 M2DeEnergize
_CHG_M

Description
A type of energy is changed to another type of energy
and then removed from to the material flow.

Application
Attribute of material is changed by removing the energy
(E2, which is E4 in expanded view) which is different
from the corresponding energy (E1) of the attribute.

Expanded View

Change
_M

E1

E2

DeEnergize
_M

E3

E4

M1 M2

E1.type <> E2.type = E3.type = E4.type

M1.type = M2.type

Grammar
Constraints

E1.type <> E2.type

M1.type <> M2.type

Example

Change
_M

ThE

KE

DeEnergize
_M

MW

MW(+)

fluid

ThE

MW(+)

lower
temperature

fluidfluid

lower
temperature

fluid

DeEnergize
_CHG_M
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that E1 is the corresponding energy of the attribute change of the material flow,

and E2 is different from E1.

5.3.2 Mapping Grammar Rules

Finally, the corresponding rule between parameter and energy type, and grammar

rules for mapping causal principles to functions are developed and listed in this

section. Table 5.9 presents the corresponding between parameter and energy type,

which used for determining the type of the energy flow added or removed from the

material flow based on the changing parameter. For example, if the temperature of

a flowing water is increased, ThE should be the energy flow added to the water.

Table 5.9: Correspondence Between Parameter and Energy Type

Parameter Energy Type

p (Pressure) PE

V (Volume) PE

T (Temperature) ThE

v (Velocity) KE

z (Height) PE

Q (Heat) ThE

W (Work) MW

Besides the corresponding rule, a set of grammar rules is also developed as

following shows:

1. Symbol (-) only happens when the energy already exists, and the comparison

of flow attributes is between the output flow and the previous state of the

output flow.
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2. If the user-selected causal principle requires adding or increasing Heat or

Work, then “Energize_M" is used.

3. If the user-selected causal principle requires removing or decreasing Heat or

Work, then “DeEnergize_M" is used.

4. If the type of external input energy does not match the output energy,

“Energize_CHG_M" or “DeEnergize_CHG_M" is used.

5. If there is no external energy input or output involved, and the cause and

effect parameters are different, “Change_M" is used.

6. “Distribute_M" is used for size change.

In summary, this chapter presents the formalization of two energy symbols and

two features for this research and the development of function mapping rules for

mapping causal principle to material functions or features. The main functions and

features of the given black-box model could be obtained by applying the function

mapping rules to the causal principle obtained from the qualitative physics layer.

These main functions and features will later be used by the topological rules and

algorithms developed in the next chapter to complete final function models.
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Chapter 6

The Topological Layer

By applying the representation and reasoning described in the previous two layers

(Semantic layer and Qualitative Physics layer), a black-box function model can be

partially decomposed, where the main functions needed in the decomposed model

are generated, along with the flows attached to them. However, the model is in a

disjointed state, i.e., flows between the functions are not connected in a topology

as normally expected in a completed function model. The goal of the topological

layer is to connect these disjointed function blocks and the flows into a completed

function model.

In order to build this topology, three sub-problems need to be solved: (1) Add

additional essential functions to the model: The disjointed model described

above includes only those essential functions that capture the interaction between

material and energy. In order to accomplish the system’s functionality, other

functions, such as Convert_E, Distribute_E, and Separate_M, are needed. Some

of these terms are currently defined in literature [5, 9, 20, 21], while some others

are defined in this section 6.1. The generative grammar rules to detect the need for
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these functions and add them to proper positions in the model are also presented

in Section 6.2. (2) Rename the flows: The flow names in the disjointed function

model described above are generic names based on the semantic and physics-based

reasoning used to generate the subfunctions, such as “water” on the input and “hot

water” or “flowing water” on the output of the subfunctions. In order to connect

the output from one function to the input of another, the corresponding flows

must literally match. For example, a “hot water” output from one function can be

connected to the input of another function only if the second function has an input

named “hot water”. For this reason, some flows within the disjointed model must be

renamed, and multiple renaming options must be computed, in order to generate

multiple connection options. This algorithm is presented in 6.2. (3) Compute the

combinatory options for topological connections: Once the additional functions

are added and the flow names are renamed, the model can still present multiple

options to connect the identically-named flows. For example, an EE output from

one function can equally be connected to any other function that inputs an EE

flow. These combinatory options for connecting the flows is computed in Section

6.2. Finally, the algorithm for achieving this topological reasoning is presented in

Section 6.3.

6.1 Formalization of Function Verbs for Additional
Essential Functions

In order to add the additional essential functions to the disjointed model, as

explained above, some new function verbs must be needed. Previous research has

already formalized several physics-based function verbs including six energy verbs,

two material verbs and two balance nodes [5, 20], and four physics-based function

features [9]. However, for this research, further more physics-based function verbs
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for energy and material must be formalized, in order to provide adequate modeling

coverage over a variety of physics phenomena, working principles, systems, and

devices. In order to discover these additional essential functions, the function

models of fifteen electromechanical products stored in the Design Repository1(listed

in Table 6.1) were reviewed.

Table 6.1: List of Reviewed Products

No. Product No. Product No. Product

1 Hairdryer 6 Palm sander 11 Cordless drill

2 Rice cooker 7 Electric iron 12 Fruit peeler

3 Room heater 8 Coffee maker 13 Dremel engraver

4 Coffee grinder 9 Popcorn popper 14 Mixer

5 Water pump 10 Jigsaw 15 Kenmore dryer

This review identified five additional material verbs, namely: “Separate_M”,

“Distribute_M”, “Mix_M”, “Couple_M”, and “Transfer_M”. These verbs are formally

defined in Table 6.2 through Table 6.6. In each table, the first row introduces

the verb’s name, the second row shows the definition in the Functional Basis, the

third row provides the Graphical representation, the fourth row presents textual

definition of the verb, the count and type of the attached flows is defined in the

fifth row, and the sixth row provide the grammar rules (constraints) imposed on

the flows. Finally, the last row identifies new flow attributes for these new verbs.

It should be noted that this research focuses on physical phenomena or working

principles. Thus, this research only discusses the function verbs related to the

interaction of energy and material. Therefore, signal-processing functions, such as

signal, control magnitude, and support are put aside currently. Table 6.2 describes

the function verb Separate_M.

1 http://ftest.mime.oregonstate.edu/repo/browse, accessed on November 1, 2019
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Table 6.2: Formal Definitions of Separate_M

Verb Name Separate_M

Definition
in FB

To isolate a flow (material, energy, signal) into distinct
components. the separated components are distinct from the
flow before separation, as well as each other

Function
Structure

E1

Separate
_M

M1 M3

M4

M2

E_loss

(Graphical
representa-
tion)

Textual
Definition

To separate a material flow to several different material flows

Input type
and count

One flow of type of M
(Material) Output type

and count

Multiple flows of dif-
ferent type of M (Ma-
terial)

One flow of type of E
(Energy)

One flow of Energy
loss

Grammar The input and all output flows are necessarily of different types.

Attributes Material type, indicated by the assigned name of the material

The Separate_M function captures the physical action that a type of mixture

material flow is separated to several different types of material flows and all the

type of input and output material flows are different with each other, which is

similar to the definition of the verb Separate in Functional Basis [8]. However,

as defined in the Functional basis, Separate involves more actions, such as the

separation of materials, energy and signal flows, whereas Separate_M only captures

the action applied to the material flow. Since any physical actions applied to the

material are required energy change, the separation of materials and energy cannot

be described using the same function verb for the sake of physics-wise consistency, in

this research. One type of energy flow should be involved to complete this physical
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action in this stage of research, since energy changes should be applied for any

change of material as the second law of thermodynamics requires. Other effects

of energy are described as E_loss, since it is not the main design intent. A similar

function verb Distribute_M is described in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Formal Definitions of Distribute_M

Verb Name Distribute_M

Definition
in FB

To cause a flow (material, energy, signal) to break up. The
individual bits are similar to each other and the undistributed
flow

Function
Structure

E1

Distribute
_M

M1 M3

M4

M2

E_loss

(Graphical
representa-
tion)

Textual
Definition

To change the count and size of a material flow to several small
parts of the flow

Input type
and count

One flow of type of M
(Material) Output type

and count

Multiple flows of the
same type of the in-
put M (Material)

One flow of type of E
(Energy)

One flow of Energy
loss

Grammar The input and all output flows are necessarily of the same type.

Attributes
Material type, indicated by the assigned name of material;
Size, indicated by the assigned attributes of material, such as
big, small; or attributes of material indicated the name of the
material.

Different from Separate_M, the function Distribute_M describes the physical

actions that a type of material flow is separated into several small parts of the same

type of material flow. The input flow and all output flows are the same type of

material, and the size or amount of each output flow is smaller than the input flow,
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and they add up to the input flow in totality. Similarly, a type of energy should be

applied to support this function and other effects of energy are presented as E_loss.

Next, Table 6.4 describes the function Mix_M.

Table 6.4: Formal Definitions of Mix_M

Verb Name Mix_M

Definition
in FB

To combine two flows (material, energy, signal) into a single,
uniform homogeneous mass

Function
Structure

E1

Mix_M
M4M2

M3

M1

E_loss

(Graphical
representa-
tion)

Textual
Definition

To combine several material flows into a single uniform
homogeneous material flow

Input type
and count

Multiple flows of dif-
ferent type of M (Ma-
terial)

Output type
and count

One flow of type of M
(Material)

One flow of type of E
(Energy)

One flow of Energy
loss

Grammar The output and all input flows are necessarily of different types.

Attributes Material type, indicated by the assigned name of material

In contrast to Separate_M and Distribute_M, the function Mix_M captures the

physical action that several different material flows are combined into one material

flow. The type of all material flows is different from each other. Same as function

Separate_M and Distribute_M, function Mix_M requires a type of energy input and

E_loss is used to capture other energy effects. Next, Table 6.5 defines a similar

function Couple_M.

Function Couple_M describes a physical action similar to Mix_M, but for

Couple_M, the material members in the output flow are still distinguishable from
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Table 6.5: Formal Definitions of Couple_M

Verb Name Couple_M

Definition
in FB

To join or bring together flows (material, energy, signal) such
that the members are still distinguishable from each other

Function
Structure

E1

Couple
_M

M4M2
M3

M1

E_loss

(Graphical
representa-
tion)

Textual
Definition

To bring together several mateiral flows such that the members
are still distinguishable from each other

Input type
and count

Multiple flows of dif-
ferent type of M (Ma-
terial)

Output type
and count

One flow of type of M
(Material)

One flow of type of E
(Energy)

One flow of Energy
loss

Grammar The output and all input flows are necessarily of different types.

Attributes Material type, indicated by the assigned name of material

each other. However, this function is not used in this research but for future work,

since the systems or devices involving this physical action is out of coverage on the

current stage of research.

Another function Transfer_M, which will be used in future work for generating

more detailed function models is described in Table 6.6. Transfer_M belongs to

the channel group of functions within the Functional Basis, which is not the main

function of a system or a device.
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Table 6.6: Formal Definitions of Transfer_M

Verb Name Transfer_M

Definition
in FB

To shift, or convey, a flow (material, energy, signal) from one
place to another

Function
Structure Transfer

_M
M1 M2

E_loss

E1

(Graphical
representa-
tion)

Textual
Definition

To change the location of an material flow in geometric space

Input type
and count

One flows of type of
M (Material) Output type

and count

One flow of type of M
(Material)

One flow of type of E
(Energy)

One flow of Energy
loss

Grammar
The input and output flows are necessarily of the same type.

The input and output flows have necessarily different locations.

Attributes Material flow location

6.2 Generative Grammar Rules and Connectivity
Rules

As indicated above, a set of generative grammar rules is needed to decide when and

in which position of the model the additional essential functions should be added.

In addition, rules are needed for renaming the flows and connecting the compatible

flows. This section presents those grammar rules.

These rules were discovered by manually decomposing the black-box models of

fifteen electromechanical products (Table 6.1), while simulating the decomposition

algorithm described in the previous two layers (semantic layer and physics layer).

In each case, a black-box model for the product, with designer-written flows, was
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created and used as a starting point of the process (i.e., simulating the input to the

algorithm). The goal of the manual process was to mimic the algorithmic process,

leading up to multiple decomposed models for the product. Through this process,

the generative grammar rules for adding the additional essential functions, the rules

for renaming the flows, and the rules for computing the combinatory connections

were discovered.

A function model of coffee maker is used to illustrate the discovery and

development of the generative grammars and connectivity rules, and the black-box

model of the coffee maker is presented in Figure Figure 6.1.

ground coffee

water

EE

hot flowing
mixture of water AND coffee

used coffee grounds

Figure 6.1: The Black-Box Model of a Coffee Maker

Before starting the analysis, a keyword “mixture of " need to be introduced

for the semantic layer to support the reasoning and the coverage of the fifteen

products for the analysis. The keyword “mixture of" is used to detect if there is a

mixture presented in the black-box model, what material are mixed, and if there is a

Mix_M function needed to produce the detailed function model. The “mixture of" is

followed by material names gathered with “AND." All the material names must exist

in the representation of material flow (Table 3.1). If there is a “mixture of" presented

in the output flow of the black-box model, the function “Mix_M" must be added.

For example, in Figure Figure 6.1, “mixture of water AND coffee" is presented in

the name of one output flow. Both the terms water and coffee must exist in the

nouns table, and a “Mix_M" function should be created for further function model

generation. Because of this extension, the semantic reasoning layer will have to

change in order to support the reasoning using mixtures. An additional step should
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be added before Step 2 (determine the class of the input and output nouns). It

will first look for “mixture of," then look for nouns from the flow table separated

by the keyword “AND." Then look for those nouns on the input side. If they are

found, then it can be inferred that the device must mix those ingredients using

some function within the decomposed model. If the mixture is found at the input,

but the ingredients are found at the output, then the mixture must be separated by

the system.

For the simulative process of completing the final function model, lets assumed

that a set of main functions for generating one of the detailed function models

of the coffee maker is selected (shown in Figure 6.2). These primary functions

are obtained by applying semantic reasoning, physics reasoning, and mapping the

causal principles to functions.

Energize
_M

ThE(+)

ThE

M1 hot M1

Env
water

Env

ground
coffee

Env EE

used coffee
grounds

Env

E_loss

Energize
_CHG_M

ThE(+)

KE

M2 flowing M2

hot flowing
mixture of

water AND coffee
Env

E_loss

E1

Mix_M
Mix

M4

M3

E_loss

Figure 6.2: A Set of Main Functions of a Coffee Maker
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Table 6.7: Generative Grammar Rules

Rule 1 Function Distribute_M must be added to the model if the number of
given input material flows is less than the number of given output
material flows of that same type.

Rule 2 If Mix_M is not present, then function Separate_M must be added to
the model if the number of given input material flows is less than the
number of given output material flows, and the type of all the material
flows are different.

Rule 3 If Mix_M is present, then Separate_M must be added to the model if
the number of given input material flows equals the number of given
output material flows, and at least one of the given output material
flows is not present among the given input material flows.

Rule 4 Function Distribute_E must be added to the model if the number of
given input energy flows of a specific type is less than the number of
input energy flows of that type required by the subfunctions.

Rule 5 Function Convert_E must be added to the model if the required input
energy flow of a subfunction is not included as a given input energy, or
is derived from the output energy flow of a different type from another
subfunction.

Obviously, the main functions in Figure 6.2 are not able to complete the

function model of the coffee maker. Thus, additional functions are required. Several

generative grammar rules for creating additional functions are discovered at this

point. These generative grammar rules are list in Table 6.7. To distinguish, the input

flow in the black-box model is called given input flow, and the output flow in the

black-box model is called given output flow.

By applying the generative grammar rules, a more complete function set is

obtained, shown in Figure 6.3. It should be noted that, at this time, the name

assigned for each flow of the subfunction is a preassigned default name based on

the given input and output flows and the effect of its function. For example, one of

the given output flows is “hot flowing mixture of water AND coffee,” which indicates

that the material flow is a mixture of water and coffee. For setting the default name
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of each flow of the subfunction, the first material name in a flow is selected for the

default material name. For each subfunction which is for changing the attribute of

material flow, the name of the output flow should be assigned as the combination

of the attribute changed by the subfunction and the name of the material, such as

“hot water”; while the input flow should be assigned same as the name of material,

such as “water” here. In addition, the “Mix” in Figure 6.3 indicates “a mixture”.

These preassigned names of flows will be adjusted later using name assigning rules

for the further function connection process.

Energize
_M

ThE(+)

ThE

M1 hot M1

Energize
Change

ThE(+)

KE

M2 flowing M2

Env
water

Env

ground
coffee

Env EE

used coffee
grounds

Env

Distribute
_EE3

E3

E3

Convert
_EE4 E5

E2

Separate
_M

Mix
M6

M5

E_loss

E1

Mix_M
Mix

M4

M3

E_loss

E_loss

E_loss

E_loss

E_loss

hot flowing
mixture of

water AND coffee
Env

Figure 6.3: A More Complete Set of Functions of the Coffee Maker

Functions are the process of a passing material flow; thus, the arrangement

sequence of functions does matter for assign the name of flow. Therefore, the flow

name assigning rules are based on the sequence of function placement and shown

in Table 6.8.
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Table 6.8: Flow Name Assigning Rules

Rule 1 Assign the name of given input flow to the input flow of the first
function, these two flows must be the same type.

Rule 2 Replace the material name in the output flow of a function to the input
name of the flow, if there are multiple input flow, assign the output
flow gathering the input flow name with “AND” as name1 AND name2
and. . . .

Rule 3 Replace the name of the input flow of the next function to the name of
the output flow of the previous one.

Basically, functions are connected by matching the name of flows. If a function’s

output and another function’s input contain the same material name, they could

be connected. However, the flow name of each function is adaptable, which is able

to be adjusted according to the output flow of its previous function. To summarize

the connection rules, a sample analysis for functions in Figure 6.3 is presented in

Figure 6.4.

Flow Function that output Function that input

Water

Env Energize_M

Energize_M EnergizeChange

EnergizeChange Mix_M

Mix_M Separate_M

Ground 
coffee

Env Mix_M

Mix_M Separate_M

Figure 6.4: Connection Analysis

The connection analysis is based on the 33 grammar rules for physics-based

computational reasoning developed in [3] and logic. As Figure 6.4 presents, the

first column shows the material flow passing through functions, the second column
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represents functions and sources that have water as output material flow, and the

third column represents functions and sinks that have water as input material flow.

Obviously, the output of a function cannot connect to the input of the function,

which conforms to rule 12 in [3]. Therefore, for the material flow water, there

are four possible connections for Env, three connections for Energize_M, three for

Energize_CHG_M, and three for Mix_M. In consequence, there are 4�3�2�1 � 24

possible connections in which all the functions and sources are connected, since

each function can only be used one time and Env must be placed first. However,

the material flow water is not a mixture; hence Separate_M can only be connected

after connecting Mix_M. As a result, there are nineteen possible fully connections

for water flow in total. Combining with the connection of ground coffee flow, the

number of possible fully connection of material flows is nineteen. The connection

analysis of energy flow is not discussed here since new energy functions will be

created and the name of energy flows will be adjusted as needed during connecting

functions, and the only rule for connecting energy functions is name matching. For

example, ThE (thermal energy) only can connect ThE (thermal energy). In summary,

besides the 33 grammar rules [3], several basic connection rules are listed in Table

6.9.

By applying the name assigning rules and function connection rules as well as

the generative rules, functions can be finally connected. Multiple final detailed

function model can be generated based on different selections and sequence

decisions according to those rules. For example, in Figure 6.3, to change water to hot

flowing water, one function Energize_M with hot water as output flow and another

function Energize_CHG_M with flowing water as output flow are preassigned. If

we decide to put Energize_M first following by Energize_CHG_M, then, Energize_M

should be sign water as input hot water as output (they do not need to change since

it is already preassigned). The name of output of function Energize_M hot water
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Table 6.9: Function Connection Rules

Rule 1 Input energy flow of a subfunction could come from three different
sources: (1) the given input energy flow (directly or converted from
the given input energies), (2) the output energy flow from another
subfunction, and (3) the environment.

Rule 2 A function can only be connected once

Rule 3 Function Separate_M can only be connected after connecting Mix_M,
if the material flow is not a mixture.

Rule 4 The given input and output should be connected first .

Rule 5 Functions can only be connected by connecting the same flow name.

Rule 6 Functions connection must follow the arrangement sequence of
functions. In other words, the fist placed function must connect to
the second and then connect to the third one and etc.

is then copied to the name of the out to input flow of function Energize_CHG_M.

Thus, the material name, water, in the name of output flow of Energize_CHG_M is

replaced by its input, hot water, to change the name of output flow as flowing hot

water. Additionally, in this case, function Distribute_E is picked for the first energy

function connected with source energy EE, thus the names of both input and output

flow are assigned as EE. As a result, there are two output EE and two input ThE

but only one Convert function exists. One more Convert is then created, and both

Convert function assigned EE as input flow and ThE and output flow. Finally, all

functions, sources and sink are connected by matching the assigned name of flows

as shown in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6. It should be pointed out that the energy

input E1 and E2 for supporting function Mix_M and Separate_M are connected to

Env to indicate that they are supported by other energy sources such as gravity, and

all E_loss are connected to Env.

Multiple final detailed function models could be generated based on the

selection and sequence decision. Table 6.10 and Figure 6.6 through Figure 6.10
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E_loss

E_loss

E_loss
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Figure 6.5: Final Name Assignment and Function Connection
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Figure 6.6: Final Function Model A
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show the model discussed above and four example models of different selection and

sequence decisions. Column one presents different selection and sequence decisions,

and column two shows the model number.

Table 6.10: Example of Final Function Models with Different Decisions

Selection and sequence decision options
Final
Function Model

1)Increase temperature 2)increase velocity of water 3)mix
1)Distribute2)convert 3)energy for Mix_M and Sepa-
rate_M from environment

A (Figure 6.6)

Similar to A but 1)increase velocity 2)increase tempera-
ture

B (Figure 6.7)

Similar to B but 1)convert 2)distribute C (Figure 6.8)

Similar to B but energy for Mix_M and Separate_M
converted from given input energy

D (Figure 6.9)

Similar to A but 1)mix2)increase temperature 2)increase
velocity of mixture

E (Figure 6.10)
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Figure 6.7: Final Function Model B
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As an additional illustration, three final detailed function model of hairdryer is

presented in Figure 6.11, Figure 6.12, Figure 6.13. These function models are

generated from a set of main functions, Energize_M that increases velocity by

adding MW and Energize_M that increase the temperature by adding ThE, which

obtained from the qualitative physics layer.

For model A, the velocity of air is increased first, and then the temperature is

increased. The input energy EE is first distributed to two potions and converted to

MW and ThE, respectively, for changing the velocity and temperature of the air.

MW

air flowing air
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Env

Env

Env
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E_loss E_loss
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Figure 6.11: Final Function Model of a Hairdryer A

For model B, the temperature of air is increased first, and then the velocity is

increased. The input energy EE is first distributed to two potions and converted to

ThE and MW, respectively, for changing the temperature and velocity of air.
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Figure 6.12: Final Function Model of a Hairdryer B

For model C, similar to model A, but the input energy EE is first converted to

ThE, and distributed to two potions. One of the ThE is converted to MW to increase

the velocity, and another ThE is added to increase the temperature.
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As a result, this process and rules could be implemented by topological

algorithms developed in the following section.

6.3 Topological Algorithms

An algorithm to utilize the above-mentioned rules to connect functions and

complete the function models is presented in this section. Figure 6.14 shows

the steps of the topological algorithm. This algorithm following the previous two

reasoning process, semantic reasoning, and qualitative physics reasoning, where

source and sink flows (input and output flows of the given black-box model) and

main functions to change material flows have been obtained already. To distinguish,

the input and output of the given black-box model are called as given input and

given output, respectively, in this dissertation.
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No

Start

End

Figure 6.14: Topological Algorithm

Step 1. Preassigned Flow Names of Functions That Change
Material Attributes

Once all functions or features that change the attributes of material flows obtained

by the previous process, semantics reasoning, and qualitative physics reasoning,

as well as function mapping discussed in previous sections, names of flows, are

preassigned in this step. It should be pointed out that, when obtaining functions and

features by applying qualitative physics reasoning and function mapping, the energy
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flows of each function or feature have been identified and named. For example, the

function for adding heat to increase temperature has certain input energy flow ThE

and output energy ThE added to material flow. Since the main functions or features

are determined by detecting the attribute changes of a material using semantic

reasoning and qualitative physics reasoning, each function or feature corresponds

to an attribute change of the material flow. In that case, the name of the input flow

of each function or feature is preassigned as the name of the material flow whose

attributes changed by the function or feature. The name of output is preassigned as

the attribute value (adjective), changed by the function or feature, in the name of

given output material flow and the name of the material with a space between them.

For example, the function Energize_M and the feature Energize_CHG_M presented

in Figure 6.2.

Step 2. Create Required Essential Material Functions If Needed,
and Preassign Flow Names

In this step, additional required material functions are created if necessary.

Following the generative grammar rules presented in Table 6.7, the requirement

of material functions Distribute_M, Separate_M, and Mix_M is identified, and the

required functions are created. The flow names of these created functions are

also pre-assigned in this step. Figure 6.15 presents the algorithm using generative

grammar rules and name assigning rules for this step. The Count_in refers to the

number of given input material flows, while the Count_out refers to the number of

given output material flows.
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Figure 6.15: Algorithm for Creating Material Function and Preassigning Name

Step 3. Determine the Arrangement Sequence of Material Func-
tions, and Assign Flow Names

Once all material functions or features are obtained with preassigned flow names,

the arrangement sequence of material functions is determined in this step, and

the flow names of each function and feature are adjusted based on the name

assigning rules presented in Table 6.8. For example, the function Energize_M

and feature Energize_CHG_M with preassigned flow names mentioned in Step

6.3, if the Energize_M is planned to connect first and then connect the feature

Energize_Change_M, the flow names of Energize_M will not change, but the

name of input flow of Energize_CHG_M will be replaced by the output flow

name of Energize_M, “hot water", and the material name “water" in the name

of output flow of Energize_CHG_M will be replaced by the name of the input flow

of Energize_CHG_M. Finally, the name of the output flow of Energize_CHG_M

becomes “flowing hot water."
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Step 4. Determine Energy Sources for Each Material Function,
and Create Required Energy Functions

An input energy flow of a material function could be supplied by three different

sources, (1) the given input energy flow (directly or convert from), (2) the output

energy flow from other function, and (3) the environment. The energy source of

each material function must be determined before creating the required energy

function, since different sources create different energy function requirements. For

example, if the energy flow is from given input energy or output energy from

other functions, function convert may be needed. If the energy flow is from the

environment, it will connect to the environment directly. After the energy source

determined, the required functions are then be created. For example, a subfunction

required a ThE input energy from the given input energy, but the given input energy

is EE. Thus, a Convert_E function should be created.

Step 5. Determine the Arrangement Sequence of Energy Func-
tions, and Assign Flow Names

In this step, the sequence of the energy functions is determined, and the flow

names of each energy function are assigned based on the sequence of function

arrangement. Meanwhile, additional energy functions will be added since some

sequences may raise additional requirements of energy functions. For example, if

there are two ThE sources required, but there is only one given energy input EE,

energy functions Distribute_E and Convert_E must be created. If the Convert_E is

planned to connect to the given input EE first, the name of input flow of Convert_E

will be assigned as EE, and the name of output flow will be assigned as ThE. The

flow names of the following function Distribute_E will be assigned as ThE. However,

if the Distribute_E planned to connect first, the flow names of Distribute_E will be

assigned as EE. As a result, there are two ThE source required, and two EE supplied.
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However, there is only one Convert_E function exists. Thus, one more Convert_E

function must be created. The name of input of all Convert_E will be assigned as

EE, and the name of output of all Convert_E will be assigned as ThE.

Step 6. Connect All Function Based on Flow Name Matching and
the Sequence of Function Placement

Once all functions are created and arranged in a specific sequence, and all flow

names are assigned, all functions are connected in this step. Functions are connected

by matching the flow name. Following the 33 grammar rules [3] and function

connection rules presented in Table 6.9, the same name of input flow of a function

and output flow of another function are connected. A final function model of the

given black-box model is then obtained. Examples of different final models are

presented in Figure 6.5 through Figure 6.10.

By applying these algorithms, different possible final function models (corre-

spond to arrangement sequence of functions) can be generated.

In summary, this chapter presents an extended formalization of function

verbs, the generative grammar rules, the name assigning rules, and the function

connection rules created for completing final function models for this research. An

example is illustrated for demonstrating the exploring process and the usage of the

formalizations and rules. Algorithms using those rules to generate function models

are also developed.
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Chapter 7

Implementation and Validation

In this chapter, an algorithm combining algorithms of the three layers presented in

previous chapters is tested against four cases that present four different challenges

of model decomposition and design generation. The overall algorithm is shown

in Figure 7.1. Case 1 presents the decomposition of the black-box model for a

commercial hairdryer product. Cases 2 and 3 present the decomposition of the

models for a hydroelectric power plant and a water pump, respectively, and thus

cover two opposing directions of energy conversion in mechanical systems. Case 4

shows the ability to generate design alternatives for novel and unfamiliar products,

starting from its black-box. To illustrate this last case visually, the design alternatives

produced by the algorithm are programmatically generated into graphical models.

As for implementation, the semantic layer (Step 1 – Step 5 in Figure 7.1)

and the physics-based layer (Step 6 in Figure 7.1) are implemented in a Visual

Basic program (VB). It reads the black-box model from a Microsoft Excel file and

produces three design alternatives as decomposed models in a predefined format

in Excel. The topological layer (Step 7 and Step 8 in Figure 7.1) is implemented
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in the Siemens NXTM CAD program1using a proprietary language for knowledge-

based systems named Knowledge FusionTM, which generates the graphical function

models for visualization.

Step 1. Determine the parts of speech for each word in the 
input and output flow phrases

Input flow phrases of the black box model

Step 2. Determine the class of the input and output nouns 

Step 3. Test for noun matching between input and output

Step 4. Detect attributes from values in the matched nouns 

Step 5. Detect direction of attributes changes from the 
relative position of values on the qualitative scales 

Step 6. Determine material and energy function features

Step 7. Determine model topology

Step 8. Determine topology options

Present topological function-based models

Is the word Noun?

Is the word 
Adjective?

No

Yes

No SKIP

Yes

Figure 7.1: The Overall Algorithm for Semantic and Physics-Based Reasoning

1 https://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/global/en/products/nx/, accessed on Nov. 6, 2018
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7.1 Validation 1: The Hairdryer

The models shown in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 (presented in Chapter 1)represent

a device producing a hot flow of air and can be recognized to represent a common

electric hairdryer (Figure 7.2) in black-box and decomposed forms, respectively. A

function model of this device generated through reverse engineering and stored

in the Design Repository several years prior to the current research is shown in

Figure 7.3. If the decomposed model generated by the algorithm (Figure 7.1) is

shown to be functionally equivalent to this legacy model, then the algorithm’s ability

to produce valid decompositions of realistic systems would be validated. This is the

burden of validation in this case.

Figure 7.2: Hairdryer2

Before proceeding, we first prune the model of Figure 7.3 to reveal its principal

functions. Pruning [118] is a technique that removes auxiliary functions such as

Transfer, Import, and Export from a model, leaving only the principal functions. It is

executed by applying nine rules [60] and has been experimentally shown to produce

models that have lower levels of detail but improved human-interpretability [118].

The diagonal pen strokes in Figure 58 show the subfunctions removed by pruning,

2 https://sites.psu.edu/siowfa16/2016/12/02/how-do-hairdryers-work/, accessed on April. 23,
2019
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Figure 7.3: Hairdryer Function Model with Line Strokes Showing Pruning Actions
[1]

while Figure 7.4 (left) shows the pruned model thus produced. Further, notice that

the Guide Gas function in Figure 7.4 (left) represents the addition of heat and

pneumatic energy to the air flow. In the formal language used in this research [9],

these two actions are separately shown as two instances of the verb Energize_M,

which produces the model of Figure 7.4 (right).

Distribute

Convert
EE to ME

Convert
EE to Th.E

Convert
ME to Pn.E

Guide Gas

EEEE

Air

Hot
Air

ME
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EE

Distribute
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Hot
Air
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EE Energize_M

Hot
Air

Figure 7.4: Pruned Function Model of Hairdryer (Left), and Modified per the Formal
Language (Right)

We posit that we should compare our algorithm’s output (Figure 7.1) with this

pruned version of the Design Repository model (Figure 7.4, right). Doing so is

acceptable because the auxiliary functions such as Transfer, Import, and Export

were present in Figure 7.3 only because that model was created through reverse

engineering, where components performing those functions were physically present

and thus registering them in the model was customary. Our algorithm is designed
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to support forward design (as opposed to reverse engineering), where the designer

wants to identify the main subfunctions of the system that describe its overall

working principles. The auxiliary functions are relatively less important in this case.

Thus, if the model produced by our algorithm matches the pruned model of the

hairdryer, the algorithm would be validated for this case.

To this end, Figure 7.5 shows the interface of the VB program where the

algorithm is implemented, which accepts up to three input and three output flows

in the black-box model. The flow phrases can be written in plain English, as desired

by the designer. Once the flow phrases are entered to replicate Figure 1.1 in this

VB interface, the Run button is pressed to execute the algorithm and produce the

decomposition.

Figure 7.5: The User Interface of the Validation Program

The decomposition results produced by the VB code are shown in Table 7.1.

Each row in the table represents a subfunction and its input and output flows,

including losses that are required by their formal definitions [9]. For example, row

1 represents the Distribute_E function with one input EE flow and two output EE

flows. In rows 2 and 3, these two EE flows are used as input to Convert_E functions,

producing ThE and ME flows needed to energize the air, etc.

The rows of this table collectively represent the decomposed model presented

in Figure 7.6. Both the tabular form of Table 7.1 and its graphical rendering of
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Table 7.1: Model Decomposition Results for Figure 7.5

Function Input1 Input2 Output1 Output2 Loss

Distribute_E EE EE EE Energy

Convert_E EE ThE Energy

Convert_E EE ME Energy

Energize_M cold NullV air ThE hot NullV air Energy

Energize_M hot NullV air ME hot flowing air Energy

Figure 7.6 match the target model (Figure 7.4, right), with a minor exception of

the function “Convert ME to Pn.E. (pneumatic energy)" in the pruned model. Since

“Pn.E." is a type of mechanical energy carried by gasses, there is no need to convert

ME to Pn. E. Instead, showing the addition of ME to the gas represents the P.E.

Thus, this comparison result validates that the algorithm presented in this research

generates solutions similar to existing pruned function models.
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Figure 7.6: Final State of the Decomposed Model

7.2 Validation 2: A Hydroelectric Power Plant

In this case, a hydroelectric power plant similar to Figure 7.7 is modeled. The

subfunctions of the different components are written on the figure. The burden of
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this validation is as follows: The turbine produces ME by de-energizing the flowing

water, i.e., by removing some of its kinetic energy, and the generator converts

that ME to EE. Thus, the input to this black-box should be “flowing water", while

the output should be “slow water" and “electric energy", written in plain English.

The algorithm should accept this black-box and generate subfunctions that imply

the removal of mechanical energy from water and the conversion of mechanical

energy to electrical energy. Note that the shaft and the electric wires shown in the

figure perform auxiliary functions, “Transfer Energy" in both cases, for ME and EE

respectively. These auxiliary functions would be captured if one performed reverse

engineering on this system. However, staying consistent with the pruning idea

discussed above, they are not required at the output of the algorithm.

Figure 7.7: Water Turbine3

The aforesaid input and output flows to the black-box were inserted in the VB

interface of Figure 7.5 and the decomposition results produced by the program are

shown in Table 7.2. The function “DeEnergize_M" and “Convert_E" represents the

desired subfunctions identified above and shown in Figure 7.7. Thus, it is validated

3 http://www.electricalmastar.com/hydro-turbine-working-principle/, accessed on April. 23, 2019
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Table 7.2: Model Decomposition Results for Figure 7.7

Function Input1 Input2 Output1 Output2 Loss

DeEnergize_M flowing water Slow water ME Energy

Convert_E ME EE Energy

that the algorithm produced the expected results in this case. The graphical model

is omitted for brevity.

7.3 Validation 3: An Electric Water Pump

The actions of an electric water pump, shown in Figure 7.8, are exactly opposite to

that of a hydroelectric power plant. It consumes EE and water at rest, while delivers

water at a raised location in flowing condition. Thus, the input to the black-box

model should be “EE" and “water," and output should be “raised flowing water."

Internally, the system converts the EE into ME using a motor, and adds that ME to

the water using an impeller. Thus, after decomposition by the algorithm, the model

should show the main subfunctions that imply “Convert EE to ME" and “raise and

speed up water." This is the burden of validation in this case.

The aforesaid input and output flows to the black-box were inserted in the VB

interface of Figure 7.5 and the decomposition results produced by the program are

shown in Table 7.2. Functions “Convert_E" and the two instances of “Energize_M"

represent “Convert EE to ME" and “raise and speed up the water," respectively. The

function “Distribute_E" is used to account for two subtypes of ME separately: (1) ME

for increasing height, as accomplished by adding gravitational potential energy, and

(2) ME for increasing the velocity, accomplished by adding kinetic energy. These

subtypes are all written as ME in the table because our current ontology does not

4 https://electricwaterpumpguide.com/how-does-a-water-pump-work/, accessed on April. 23,
2019
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Figure 7.8: Electric Water Pump4

Table 7.3: Model Decomposition Results for Figure 7.8

Function Input1 Input2 Output1 Output2 Loss

Convert_E EE ME Energy

Distribute_E ME ME ME Energy

Energize_M NullH NullV water ME raised NullV water Energy

Energize_M raised NullV water ME raised flowing water Energy

recognize these subtypes yet, but the algorithm is already capable of identifying

two different energy flows needed. All principal functions and flows of the system

presented in Figure 7.8 are obtained by this decomposition, thus validating the

algorithm’s ability to produce expected results in this case as well.

7.4 Validation 4: Functional Alternative Generation
for A Novel Complex System

In order to demonstrate the algorithm’s ability to generate valid models for more

complex and novel systems, the black-box model shown in Figure 7.9 is used as the
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input to the algorithm. This unnamed and novel system inputs EE and cold water,

while producing hot flowing water and a flow of ME.

Figure 7.9: Black-Box Model of a Novel, Unnamed System

The result of the decomposition is shown in Table 7.4. As expected, rows 1-3

are similar to the previous validation case. In rows 4 and 5, ThE and ME are added

to water. Rows 6-11 show the options for producing the outgoing energy flows. For

example, option 1 suggests that the incoming EE be first distributed (before the first

Distribute_E function in row 1) and one portion of it be used to produce the ME

using a Convert_E function. Option 2 suggests that the thermal energy produced

in row 2 be distributed into two portions, one of which is used to produce the

ME through a Convert_E feature. Finally, option 3 suggests that the desired output

ME be produced by distributing a portion of the ME produced in row 3 using a

Distribute_E function and conducting that ME flow out of the system boundary

using a Conduct_E function. Thus, the algorithm’s ability to produce design options

is also verified. These options vary both in the selection of functions and topology.

A Siemens NX program (see Figure 7.10) is developed for generating the

decomposed function models using the algorithm’s output. Once a black-box model

is constructed in NX using the program (top-left image of the figure), the program

exports the black-box model to the Excel file for producing the decomposition

options and imports the results to draw the decomposed models in NX space. The
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Table 7.4: Model Decomposition Results for Figure 7.9

Function Input1 Input2 Output1 Output2 Loss

1 Distribute_E EE EE EE Energy

2 Convert_E EE ThE Energy

3 Convert_E EE ME Energy

4 Energize_M cold NullV
water

ThE hot NullV
water

Energy

5 Energize_M hot NullV
water

ME hot flowing
water

Energy

6 Option 1 Distribute_E EE EE EE Energy

7 Convert_E EE ME Energy

8 Option 2 Distribute_E ThE ThE ThE Energy

9 Convert_E ThE ME Energy

10 Option 3 Distribute_E ME ME ME Energy

11 Conduct_E ME ME Energy

three models shown in the figure represent the three options mentioned in Table

7.4, produced by the NX program by following the algorithm of the topological

layer presented in Chapter 6. With the above four demonstrations, the research is

now validated.
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Figure 7.10: Function Model Design Alternatives for Table 7.4 on Siemens NX
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter answers the research questions, summarizes the results, conclusion,

and discusses the limitation for the presented research, and the reserved and extend

future work would build upon current research is also proposed.

8.1 Answers to Research Questions and Hypotheses

In this section, the research questions posed in Chapter 1 are answered and the

hypotheses are concluded. The questions are answered starting from the sub-

questions, leading up to the answer to the respective main questions, summarized

in Table 8.1 through Table 8.3.

The answers to the research questions and hypotheses are discussed and

concluded above. Overall, it is observed that the approach or the system presented in

this dissertation can decompose and generate multiple detailed function models by

using the designer-written name of flows in a black-box model. Next, the summary

of this dissertation is presented, and the limitations of this research are discussed.
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Table 8.1: Answers to Research Question 1

RQ-1.1 What data elements must be captured and formalized to support
the reasoning algorithms to do so?

RH-1 The representation of flow nouns, and flow attributes, their
qualitative values, as well as the representation of qualitative
physics laws can support the reasoning and algorithms.

Status Supported.

The hypothesis is tested by applying these representation data to
those reasoning algorithms in sections 3.3, 4.3.1, and 4.3.2. The
expected results are obtained as shown in those sections.

RQ-1.2 What automated reasoning and algorithms can be used to
decompose and generate detailed function models by analyzing
the designer-written names of flows?

RH-2 A set of semantic reasoning, qualitative physics reasoning, rules
for mapping physical actions to functions, and topological
grammar rules can be used to decompose and generate detailed
function models.

Status Supported.

This hypothesis is tested by implementing these reasoning
algorithms into the software in sections 3.3, 4.3, 6.3 and Chapter
7. The expected results are also obtained.

RQ-1 Can the designer-written names of flows in black-box models be
used to decompose and generate detailed function models?

Answer Yes.

Combining the knowledge representations and reasoning
algorithms of the three layers - semantic layer, qualitative physics
layer and topological layer - presented in chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6,
the detailed function models can be decomposed and generated
through using the flow names of the black-box model assigned by
the designer.
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Table 8.2: Answers to Research Question 2

RQ-2.1 What data elements must be captured and formalized to support
the discovery of multiple functional design options?

RH-3 The representation of qualitative physics laws can be used to
discover the design options corresponding to physical actions.
Additional formalization of functions and features are also
necessary to support discovering multiple functional design
options.

Status Supported.

The hypotheses is tested by applying these representations data to
those reasoning algorithms in sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2, 6.3, and
Chapter 7. The expected results are obtained.

RQ-2.2 Which algorithmic process can be used to discover the functional
design space?

RH-4 Multiple physical solutions can be discovered through qualitative
physics reasoning, and multiple topologies can be identified by
applying a set of topological grammar rules and algorithms.

Status Supported.

This hypothesis is tested by implementing these reasoning
algorithms into the software in sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2, 6.3, and
Chapter 7. Multiple functional design options are obtained as
expected.

RQ-2 Can multiple functional design options be generated though a
formal representation and reasoning?

Answer Yes.

Synthesizing the answers of the two sub-questions, multiple
functional design options can be generated as shown in Section
4.3.2 and Chapter 7.
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Table 8.3: Answers to Research Question 3

RQ-3 How can the ability of this approach to support automated model
decomposition, as outlined above, be demonstrated and
validated?

RH-5 The ability of this approach can be validated by first developing a
software program that implements this approach, and then by
comparing the function models generated by that program with
the function model of a product stored in the Design Repository to
check if the stored model is one of the options generated by the
program.

Status Supported.

The hypothesis is tested by implementing knowledge
representations and reasoning algorithms into software, and
comparing the obtained results with the function model stored in
the Design Repository, shown in Chapter 7.

8.2 Conclusion

This dissertation presents a formalism for semantic and physics-based reasoning

on function model graphs, esp. to automatically decompose black-box models and

to generate design alternatives. Semantic reasoning analyzes the plain-English

flow phrases in black-box models to determine the attribute changes necessary

in the model. The physics-based reasoning then computes the functions to be

used to achieve those changes. Finally, topological reasoning computes multiple

ways to connect the functions into a variety of decompositions. A data structure of

flows, functions, features, attributes, qualitative value scales, and qualitative physics

laws constitutes the formal representation. Mapping grammar rules, topological

connection rules and algorithms for the three layers manipulate this data to

perform reasoning. The formalism—representations and algorithms—is validated
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by incorporating it in VB and the NX Knowledge Fusion language, which produce

graph-based function models and design alternatives for four given test cases.

The design variants produced by the method may describe significantly different

physical realizations of the system. For example, in Case 4, option 1 relies on

distributing the energy while it is still in EE form and thus probably needs an

electrical junction for Distribute_E and motors for the Convert_E functions. By

contrast, option 3 relies on distributing the energy as ME, which would need devices

such as gearboxes, while the conduction of ME would need a shaft that delivers

the energy at system boundary. These design alternatives may not be all equally

desirable or feasible, based on other constraints, esp. quantitative information

residing outside the model. However, generating these design alternatives at the

functional level will help realize the benefits of exploring the design space while

the design process is still in the functional domain and before committing to form,

which is classically accepted the main purpose of function-based design [6, 12, 35].

With this research, this type of functional concept generation and exploration is

now feasible on the computer, which underscores the merits of this research.

While this research addresses an important gap, there are limitations. First, note

that all possible options of function models are not necessarily valid. Generating the

valid option space requires much additional world knowledge about the possible

working principles to realize each function and their behavior and performance

character, and is a significant research problem in itself. The current algorithm

demonstrates the ability to generate design options algorithmically, but not

necessarily all possible options, or all valid options. That extension is reserved

for future work.

Second, the representation, grammar rules are currently not fully developed. All

the reasonings, implementations and validations presented in this dissertation is

limited to the incomplete representation and grammar rules. The coverage of model
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ability will be increased along with further improvement of the representations and

grammar rules.

Finally, it is important to note that natural languages are inherently ambiguous,

and their correct interpretation relies upon explicit and implicit contexts. Natural

languages are complicated by the use of jargon, regional variations, slangs,

inclusions from other languages, assumptions, sarcasm, and the ever-evolving

nature characteristic of them. These effects make it difficult to write a static

algorithm to process them. Thus, this research does not claim that it achieved

semantic reasoning in the context of the fully-open version of natural English. For

this scheme to work, the modeler must commit to a subset of the English language.

This problem is addressed here by making the data elements user-extendable and

customizable. Such an adjustment may make this reasoning useful for a specific

user community but may reduce the interoperability between communities. Despite

this limitation, this research realizes new abilities of function-based design that are

not currently supported.

8.3 Future Work

While physics-based semantic reasoning for function modeling is demonstrated, the

following extensions are currently underway:

 The third step of the approach, namely the topological layer for computing

the model variants, is realized here in a limited capacity. The full realization of

this ability could be achieved by further development of data representations,

mapping rules and grammar rules, and functional features.

 The data structure is being implemented in Protégé OWL. In the final

form, this ontology will include a complete description of the qualitative

laws of physics, flow attributes, fuzzy value scales, and a thesaurus of
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synonyms. The reasoning relies on the nouns and adjectives being available

in the database. To ensure sufficient modeling coverage, all flow nouns and

adjectives harvested from the Design Repository will be included.

 A separate effort to extend this reasoning to the verb phrases in the function

blocks, which mainly contain verbs and adverbs, is also undertaken.

 Work is also underway to generate black-box function models from stated

functional requirements, so that they could be fed as input to the algorithm

presented here.

 A more objective way to filter the possible causes for a desired effect will be

created based on the availability of working principles for each cause-effect

combination.

 A method to evaluate and select the design options generated by the algorithm

will be created based on feasibility information.

 The set of function features is being further developed to provide sufficient

modeling coverage. The final end-usable tool will be written in a sharable

language platform and will provide all the features and benefits of the

lower-level function modeling language that ensures logical consistency and

physics-wise validity of the models, and further provide the physics-based

semantic reasoning used for automated decomposition and design alternative

generation, demonstrated here.
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Appendix A

Black-Box Model Decomposition
Code

This appendix contains the Excel VB code and the Siemens NX Knowledge Fusion

code for decomposing the black-box model. A tabular form of decomposition results

is obtained by using the VB code, and then the graphic representation is created in

the Siemens NX.

A.1 Excel VB Code

This section contains the Excel VB code that produce the decomposition results for

Seimens NX for further graphic representation.

''''''Main Program''''''
Sub Run()
Call Clear
'''''POS Tagger
Call WriteForTag1
Call ReadUnTag1
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Call TaggingAndWait("cmd.exe /S /C" & "C: & cd C:\Users\maox2012\
Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\stanford�postagger�full�2017�06�09 &
stanford�postagger models\english�bidirectional�distsim.tagger C:\
Users\maox2012\Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\PosInput.txt>C:\Users\
maox2012\Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\PosOutput.txt")

Call ReadTagged1

Call WriteForTag2
Call ReadUnTag2
Call TaggingAndWait("cmd.exe /S /C" & "C: & cd C:\Users\maox2012\

Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\stanford�postagger�full�2017�06�09 &
stanford�postagger models\english�bidirectional�distsim.tagger C:\
Users\maox2012\Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\PosInput.txt>C:\Users\
maox2012\Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\PosOutput.txt")

Call ReadTagged2

Call WriteForTag3
Call ReadUnTag3
Call TaggingAndWait("cmd.exe /S /C" & "C: & cd C:\Users\maox2012\

Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\stanford�postagger�full�2017�06�09 &
stanford�postagger models\english�bidirectional�distsim.tagger C:\
Users\maox2012\Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\PosInput.txt>C:\Users\
maox2012\Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\PosOutput.txt")

Call ReadTagged3

Call WriteForTag4
Call ReadUnTag4
Call TaggingAndWait("cmd.exe /S /C" & "C: & cd C:\Users\maox2012\

Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\stanford�postagger�full�2017�06�09 &
stanford�postagger models\english�bidirectional�distsim.tagger C:\
Users\maox2012\Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\PosInput.txt>C:\Users\
maox2012\Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\PosOutput.txt")

Call ReadTagged4

Call WriteForTag5
Call ReadUnTag5
Call TaggingAndWait("cmd.exe /S /C" & "C: & cd C:\Users\maox2012\

Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\stanford�postagger�full�2017�06�09 &
stanford�postagger models\english�bidirectional�distsim.tagger C:\
Users\maox2012\Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\PosInput.txt>C:\Users\
maox2012\Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\PosOutput.txt")

Call ReadTagged5

Call WriteForTag6
Call ReadUnTag6
Call TaggingAndWait("cmd.exe /S /C" & "C: & cd C:\Users\maox2012\

Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\stanford�postagger�full�2017�06�09 &
stanford�postagger models\english�bidirectional�distsim.tagger C:\
Users\maox2012\Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\PosInput.txt>C:\Users\
maox2012\Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\PosOutput.txt")

Call ReadTagged6
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'''''Compare
Call StoreJJ
Call StoreNN

Call Comp
Call WriteforNX
End Sub

'''''POSTagger'''''''''
Sub WriteForTag1()
Dim file As String
file = ThisWorkbook.Path & "\PosInput.txt"
Open file For Output As #1
Print #1, Range("D10")
Close #1

End Sub
Sub WriteForTag2()
Dim file As String
file = ThisWorkbook.Path & "\PosInput.txt"
Open file For Output As #1
Print #1, Range("D12")
Close #1

End Sub
Sub WriteForTag3()
Dim file As String
file = ThisWorkbook.Path & "\PosInput.txt"
Open file For Output As #1
Print #1, Range("D14")
Close #1

End Sub
Sub WriteForTag4()
Dim file As String
file = ThisWorkbook.Path & "\PosInput.txt"
Open file For Output As #1
Print #1, Range("H10")
Close #1

End Sub
Sub WriteForTag5()
Dim file As String
file = ThisWorkbook.Path & "\PosInput.txt"
Open file For Output As #1
Print #1, Range("H12")
Close #1

End Sub
Sub WriteForTag6()
Dim file As String
file = ThisWorkbook.Path & "\PosInput.txt"
Open file For Output As #1
Print #1, Range("H14")
Close #1
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End Sub

Sub ReadUnTag1()
Dim a, b, k%, i%, j%, q%
Dim file As String
file = ThisWorkbook.Path & "\PosInput.txt"
Open file For Input As #1

a = Split(StrConv(InputB(LOF(1), 1), vbUnicode), vbCrLf)
Close #1
k = UBound(a)
For i = 0 To k

b = Split(a(i), " ")
q = UBound(b)
For j = 0 To q
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 6, j + 19) = b(j)

Next
Next

End Sub
Sub ReadUnTag2()
Dim a, b, k%, i%, j%, q%
Dim file As String
file = ThisWorkbook.Path & "\PosInput.txt"
Open file For Input As #1

a = Split(StrConv(InputB(LOF(1), 1), vbUnicode), vbCrLf)
Close #1
k = UBound(a)
For i = 0 To k

b = Split(a(i), " ")
q = UBound(b)
For j = 0 To q
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 8, j + 19) = b(j)

Next
Next

End Sub
Sub ReadUnTag3()
Dim a, b, k%, i%, j%, q%
Dim file As String
file = ThisWorkbook.Path & "\PosInput.txt"
Open file For Input As #1

a = Split(StrConv(InputB(LOF(1), 1), vbUnicode), vbCrLf)
Close #1
k = UBound(a)
For i = 0 To k

b = Split(a(i), " ")
q = UBound(b)
For j = 0 To q
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 10, j + 19) = b(j)

Next
Next

End Sub
Sub ReadUnTag4()
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Dim a, b, k%, i%, j%, q%
Dim file As String
file = ThisWorkbook.Path & "\PosInput.txt"
Open file For Input As #1

a = Split(StrConv(InputB(LOF(1), 1), vbUnicode), vbCrLf)
Close #1
k = UBound(a)
For i = 0 To k

b = Split(a(i), " ")
q = UBound(b)
For j = 0 To q
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 14, j + 19) = b(j)

Next
Next

End Sub
Sub ReadUnTag5()
Dim a, b, k%, i%, j%, q%
Dim file As String
file = ThisWorkbook.Path & "\PosInput.txt"
Open file For Input As #1

a = Split(StrConv(InputB(LOF(1), 1), vbUnicode), vbCrLf)
Close #1
k = UBound(a)
For i = 0 To k

b = Split(a(i), " ")
q = UBound(b)
For j = 0 To q
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 16, j + 19) = b(j)

Next
Next

End Sub
Sub ReadUnTag6()
Dim a, b, k%, i%, j%, q%
Dim file As String
file = ThisWorkbook.Path & "\PosInput.txt"
Open file For Input As #1

a = Split(StrConv(InputB(LOF(1), 1), vbUnicode), vbCrLf)
Close #1
k = UBound(a)
For i = 0 To k

b = Split(a(i), " ")
q = UBound(b)
For j = 0 To q
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 18, j + 19) = b(j)

Next
Next

End Sub

Sub ReadTagged1()
Dim a, b, k%, i%, j%, q%
Dim file As String
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file = ThisWorkbook.Path & "\PosOutput.txt"
Open file For Input As #1
a = Split(StrConv(InputB(LOF(1), 1), vbUnicode), vbCrLf)
Close #1

k = UBound(a)
For i = 2 To k

b = Split(a(i), " ")
q = UBound(b)
For j = 0 To q
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 5, j + 19) = b(j)

Next
Next

End Sub
Sub ReadTagged2()
Dim a, b, k%, i%, j%, q%
Dim file As String
file = ThisWorkbook.Path & "\PosOutput.txt"

Open file For Input As #1
a = Split(StrConv(InputB(LOF(1), 1), vbUnicode), vbCrLf)
Close #1

k = UBound(a)
For i = 2 To k

b = Split(a(i), " ")
q = UBound(b)
For j = 0 To q
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 7, j + 19) = b(j)

Next
Next

End Sub
Sub ReadTagged3()
Dim a, b, k%, i%, j%, q%
Dim file As String
file = ThisWorkbook.Path & "\PosOutput.txt"

Open file For Input As #1
a = Split(StrConv(InputB(LOF(1), 1), vbUnicode), vbCrLf)
Close #1

k = UBound(a)
For i = 2 To k

b = Split(a(i), " ")
q = UBound(b)
For j = 0 To q
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 9, j + 19) = b(j)

Next
Next

End Sub
Sub ReadTagged4()
Dim a, b, k%, i%, j%, q%
Dim file As String
file = ThisWorkbook.Path & "\PosOutput.txt"

Open file For Input As #1
a = Split(StrConv(InputB(LOF(1), 1), vbUnicode), vbCrLf)
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Close #1
k = UBound(a)
For i = 2 To k

b = Split(a(i), " ")
q = UBound(b)
For j = 0 To q
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 13, j + 19) = b(j)

Next
Next

End Sub
Sub ReadTagged5()
Dim a, b, k%, i%, j%, q%
Dim file As String
file = ThisWorkbook.Path & "\PosOutput.txt"

Open file For Input As #1
a = Split(StrConv(InputB(LOF(1), 1), vbUnicode), vbCrLf)
Close #1

k = UBound(a)
For i = 2 To k

b = Split(a(i), " ")
q = UBound(b)
For j = 0 To q
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 15, j + 19) = b(j)

Next
Next

End Sub
Sub ReadTagged6()
Dim a, b, k%, i%, j%, q%
Dim file As String
file = ThisWorkbook.Path & "\PosOutput.txt"

Open file For Input As #1
a = Split(StrConv(InputB(LOF(1), 1), vbUnicode), vbCrLf)
Close #1

k = UBound(a)
For i = 2 To k

b = Split(a(i), " ")
q = UBound(b)
For j = 0 To q
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 17, j + 19) = b(j)

Next
Next

End Sub

Sub Tagging()
Shell ("cmd.exe /S /C" & "C: & cd C:\Users\maox2012\Desktop\

TestExcelSoftware\stanford�postagger�full�2017�06�09 & stanford�
postagger models\wsj�0�18�left3words�nodistsim.tagger C:\Users\
maox2012\Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\PosInput.txt>C:\Users\maox2012\
Desktop\TestExcelSoftware\PosOutput.txt")

End Sub
Function TaggingAndWait(cmd As String) As String
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Dim oShell As Object, oExec As Object
Set oShell = CreateObject("WScript.Shell")
Set oExec = oShell.exec(cmd)
ShellAndWait = oExec.StdOut.ReadAll

Set oShell = Nothing
Set oExec = Nothing

End Function

Sub Clear()
Range("R6:U19").ClearContents
Range("R24:U29").ClearContents
Range("N37:P39").ClearContents
Range("S36:Y44").ClearContents
Range("G37:P43").ClearContents
Range("R65:S100").ClearContents
Range("F50:L61").ClearContents
End Sub

'''''''Store Data''''''''
Sub StoreJJ()
' set check cell
Set a = Range("S7")
Set b = Range("T7")
Set c = Range("U7")

Set d = Range("S9")
Set e = Range("T9")
Set f = Range("U9")

Set g = Range("S11")
Set H = Range("T11")
Set i = Range("U11")

Set j = Range("S15")
Set k = Range("T15")
Set l = Range("U15")

Set m = Range("S17")
Set n = Range("T17")
Set o = Range("U17")

Set p = Range("S19")
Set q = Range("T19")
Set r = Range("U19")

'JJ for Input Flow 1
If InStr(a, "_JJ") Or InStr(a, "_VBG") Or InStr(a, "_VBN") Then

Range("R24") = Range("S6")
If InStr(b, "_JJ") Or InStr(a, "_VBG") Or InStr(a, "_VBN") Then
Range("S24") = Range("T6")
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If InStr(c, "_JJ") Or InStr(a, "_VBG") Or InStr(a, "_VBN") Then
Range("T24") = Range("U6")
Else
Range("T24").Value = ""
End If

ElseIf InStr(c, "_JJ") Or InStr(a, "_VBG") Or InStr(a, "_VBN") Then
Range("S24") = Range("U6")
Else
Range("S24").Value = ""
End If

ElseIf InStr(b, "_JJ") Or InStr(a, "_VBG") Or InStr(a, "_VBN") Then
Range("R24") = Range("T6")
ElseIf InStr(c, "_JJ") Or InStr(a, "_VBG") Or InStr(a, "_VBN") Then
Range("R24") = Range("U6")
Else
Range("R24").Value = ""
End If

'JJ for Input Flow 2
If InStr(d, "_JJ") Or InStr(a, "_VBG") Or InStr(a, "_VBN") Then

Range("R25") = Range("S8")
If InStr(e, "_JJ") Or InStr(a, "_VBG") Or InStr(a, "_VBN") Then
Range("S25") = Range("T8")

If InStr(f, "_JJ") Or InStr(a, "_VBG") Or InStr(a, "_VBN") Then
Range("T25") = Range("U8")
Else
Range("T25").Value = ""
End If

ElseIf InStr(f, "_JJ") Or InStr(a, "_VBG") Or InStr(a, "_VBN") Then
Range("S25") = Range("U8")
Else
Range("S25").Value = ""
End If

ElseIf InStr(e, "_JJ") Or InStr(a, "_VBG") Or InStr(a, "_VBN") Then
Range("R25") = Range("T8")
ElseIf InStr(f, "_JJ") Or InStr(a, "_VBG") Or InStr(a, "_VBN") Then
Range("R25") = Range("U8")
Else
Range("R25").Value = ""
End If

'JJ for Input Flow 3
If InStr(g, "_JJ") Or InStr(g, "_VBG") Or InStr(g, "_VBN") Then

Range("R26") = Range("S10")
If InStr(H, "_JJ") Or InStr(H, "_VBG") Or InStr(H, "_VBN") Then
Range("S26") = Range("T10")

If InStr(i, "_JJ") Or InStr(i, "_VBG") Or InStr(i, "_VBN") Then
Range("T26") = Range("U10")
Else
Range("T26").Value = ""
End If
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ElseIf InStr(i, "_JJ") Or InStr(i, "_VBG") Or InStr(i, "_VBN") Then
Range("S26") = Range("U10")
Else
Range("S26").Value = ""
End If

ElseIf InStr(H, "_JJ") Or InStr(H, "_VBG") Or InStr(H, "_VBN") Then
Range("R26") = Range("T10")
ElseIf InStr(i, "_JJ") Or InStr(i, "_VBG") Or InStr(i, "_VBN") Then
Range("R26") = Range("U10")
Else
Range("R26").Value = ""
End If

'JJ for Output Flow 1
If InStr(j, "_JJ") Or InStr(j, "_VBG") Or InStr(j, "_VBN") Then

Range("R27") = Range("S14")
If InStr(k, "_JJ") Or InStr(k, "_VBG") Or InStr(k, "_VBN") Then
Range("S27") = Range("T14")

If InStr(l, "_JJ") Or InStr(l, "_VBG") Or InStr(l, "_VBN") Then
Range("T27") = Range("U14")
Else
Range("T27").Value = ""
End If

ElseIf InStr(l, "_JJ") Or InStr(l, "_VBG") Or InStr(l, "_VBN") Then
Range("S27") = Range("U14")
Else
Range("S27").Value = ""
End If

ElseIf InStr(k, "_JJ") Or InStr(k, "_VBG") Or InStr(k, "_VBN") Then
Range("R27") = Range("T14")
ElseIf InStr(l, "_JJ") Or InStr(l, "_VBG") Or InStr(l, "_VBN") Then
Range("R27") = Range("U14")
Else
Range("R27").Value = ""
End If

'JJ for Output Flow 2
If InStr(m, "_JJ") Or InStr(m, "_VBG") Or InStr(m, "_VBN") Then

Range("R28") = Range("S16")
If InStr(n, "_JJ") Or InStr(n, "_VBG") Or InStr(n, "_VBN") Then
Range("S28") = Range("T16")

If InStr(o, "_JJ") Or InStr(o, "_VBG") Or InStr(o, "_VBN") Then
Range("T28") = Range("U16")
Else
Range("T28").Value = ""
End If

ElseIf InStr(o, "_JJ") Or InStr(o, "_VBG") Or InStr(o, "_VBN") Then
Range("S28") = Range("U16")
Else
Range("S28").Value = ""
End If
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ElseIf InStr(n, "_JJ") Or InStr(n, "_VBG") Or InStr(n, "_VBN") Then
Range("R28") = Range("T16")
ElseIf InStr(o, "_JJ") Or InStr(o, "_VBG") Or InStr(o, "_VBN") Then
Range("R28") = Range("U16")
Else
Range("R28").Value = ""
End If

'JJ for Output Flow 3
If InStr(p, "_JJ") Or InStr(p, "_VBG") Or InStr(p, "_VBN") Then

Range("R29") = Range("S18")
If InStr(q, "_JJ") Or InStr(q, "_VBG") Or InStr(q, "_VBN") Then
Range("S29") = Range("T18")

If InStr(r, "_JJ") Or InStr(r, "_VBG") Or InStr(r, "_VBN") Then
Range("T29") = Range("U18")
Else
Range("T29").Value = ""
End If

ElseIf InStr(r, "_JJ") Or InStr(r, "_VBG") Or InStr(r, "_VBN") Then
Range("S29") = Range("U18")
Else
Range("S29").Value = ""
End If

ElseIf InStr(q, "_JJ") Or InStr(q, "_VBG") Or InStr(q, "_VBN") Then
Range("R29") = Range("T18")
ElseIf InStr(r, "_JJ") Or InStr(r, "_VBG") Or InStr(r, "_VBN") Then
Range("R29") = Range("U18")
Else
Range("R29").Value = ""
End If

End Sub

Sub StoreNN()
' set check cell
Set a = Range("U7")
Set b = Range("T7")
Set c = Range("S7")

Set d = Range("U9")
Set e = Range("T9")
Set f = Range("S9")

Set g = Range("U11")
Set H = Range("T11")
Set i = Range("S11")

Set j = Range("U15")
Set k = Range("T15")
Set l = Range("S15")
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Set m = Range("U17")
Set n = Range("T17")
Set o = Range("S17")

Set p = Range("U19")
Set q = Range("T19")
Set r = Range("S19")

'NN for Input Flow 1
If InStr(a, "_NN") Then
Range("U24") = Range("U6")
ElseIf InStr(b, "_NN") Then
Range("U24") = Range("T6")
ElseIf InStr(c, "_NN") Then
Range("U24") = Range("S6")
Else
Range("U24").Value = ""
End If

'NN for Input Flow 2
If InStr(d, "_NN") Then
Range("U25") = Range("U8")
ElseIf InStr(e, "_NN") Then
Range("U25") = Range("T8")
ElseIf InStr(f, "_NN") Then
Range("U25") = Range("S8")
Else
Range("U25").Value = ""
End If

'NN for Input Flow 3
If InStr(g, "_NN") Then
Range("U26") = Range("U10")
ElseIf InStr(H, "_NN") Then
Range("U26") = Range("T10")
ElseIf InStr(i, "_NN") Then
Range("U26") = Range("S10")
Else
Range("U26").Value = ""
End If

'NN for Output Flow 1
If InStr(j, "_NN") Then
Range("U27") = Range("U14")
ElseIf InStr(k, "_NN") Then
Range("U27") = Range("T14")
ElseIf InStr(l, "_NN") Then
Range("U27") = Range("S14")
Else
Range("U27").Value = ""
End If
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'NN for Output Flow 2
If InStr(m, "_NN") Then
Range("U28") = Range("U16")
ElseIf InStr(n, "_NN") Then
Range("U28") = Range("T16")
ElseIf InStr(o, "_NN") Then
Range("U28") = Range("S16")
Else
Range("U28").Value = ""
End If

'NN for Output Flow 3
If InStr(p, "_NN") Then
Range("U29") = Range("U18")
ElseIf InStr(q, "_NN") Then
Range("U29") = Range("T18")
ElseIf InStr(r, "_NN") Then
Range("U29") = Range("S18")
Else
Range("U29").Value = ""
End If

'Range("V5") = Range("S18").Value
End Sub

'''''Attribute comperation'''''''
Sub Comp()
Dim x As Integer, y As Integer, i As Integer, j As Integer, k As

Integer, s As Integer, l As Integer, m As Integer, n As Integer, p
As Integer, q As Integer

Dim IEn As Integer, OEn As Integer, EinMn As Integer, EoutMn As Integer
, a As Integer, b As Integer, c As Integer

Dim AttriFT(1 To 90, 1 To 2, 1 To 2) As String, AttriFV(1 To 90, 1 To
2, 1 To 2) As String

Dim InF(1 To 3, 1 To 3), OutF(1 To 3, 1 To 3)
Dim Mchg(1 To 3, 1 To 3), Min(1 To 9), Mout(1 To 9), JJin(1 To 2, 1 To

2), JJ(1 To 2, 1 To 2), InE(1 To 3), OutE(1 To 3)
Dim Func(1 To 2, 1 To 3), funcIn(1 To 2, 1 To 2), funcInO(1 To 2, 1 To

2), funcOut(1 To 2, 1 To 2), DisF(1 To 4), DisIE(1 To 2), DisOE(1 To
2), EinM(1 To 2, 1 To 2), EoutM(1 To 2, 1 To 2), EstateIn(1 To 2),

EstateDe(1 To 2), State(1 To 2), fInO(1 To 2, 1 To 2), Eloss
Dim DisFS, FuncS, Comb(1 To 2)
'''''set check range
Set Mat = Worksheets("Noun").Range("H2:R4")
Set Eng = Worksheets("Noun").Range("G16:I22")
Set T = Worksheets("Attribute").Range("H4:R4")
Set V = Worksheets("Attribute").Range("H9:R9")
Set Pr = Worksheets("Attribute").Range("H12:R12")
Set H = Worksheets("Attribute").Range("H15:R15")
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Set Water = Worksheets("Noun").Range("H2:H4")
Set water2 = Worksheets("Noun").Range("B2:B4")
Eloss = "ThE"

'''''check if has value

'''''# of Noun input
Range("V24").FormulaR1C1 = "=COUNTA(RC[�1]:R[2]C[�1])"
m = 3 'Range("V24").Value

'''''# of Noun output
Range("V27").FormulaR1C1 = "=COUNTA(RC[�1]:R[2]C[�1])"
n = 3 'Range("V27").Value

'''''Store NN and JJ for compare, �> NN, JJ1, JJ2,
For i = 1 To m
If IsEmpty(Worksheets("Test").Cells(23 + i, 21)) Then

InF(i, 1) = "Null"
Else
InF(i, 1) = Worksheets("Test").Cells(23 + i, 21).Value

End If
For j = 2 To 3
If IsEmpty(Worksheets("Test").Cells(23 + i, 16 + j)) Then
Else
InF(i, j) = Worksheets("Test").Cells(23 + i, 16 + j).Value

End If
Next j

Next i

For i = 1 To n
If IsEmpty(Worksheets("Test").Cells(26 + i, 21)) Then
OutF(i, 1) = "Null"
Else
OutF(i, 1) = Worksheets("Test").Cells(26 + i, 21).Value

End If
For j = 2 To 3
If IsEmpty(Worksheets("Test").Cells(26 + i, 16 + j)) Then
Else
OutF(i, j) = Worksheets("Test").Cells(26 + i, 16 + j).Value

End If
Next j

Next i

k = 1
s = 1

'''''Compare Noun
For i = 1 To m
'''''' Compare Material
If Not Mat.Find(InF(i, 1), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing Then
For j = 1 To n
If Not Mat.Find(OutF(j, 1), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing Then

''''''''''''' store attribute changes result
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'''''' set Nulls
For p = 2 To 3

If Not T.Find(InF(i, p), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing Then
If Not T.Find(OutF(j, 2), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing Then
Else
If Not T.Find(OutF(j, 3), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing Then
Else
If OutF(j, 2) = "" Then
OutF(j, 2) = "NullT"

ElseIf OutF(j, 3) = "" Then
OutF(j, 3) = "NullT"

End If
End If

End If
End If
If Not V.Find(InF(i, p), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing Then
If Not V.Find(OutF(j, 2), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing Then
Else
If Not V.Find(OutF(j, 3), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing Then
Else
If OutF(j, 2) = "" Then
OutF(j, 2) = "NullV"

ElseIf OutF(j, 3) = "" Then
OutF(j, 3) = "NullV"

End If
End If

End If
End If

Next p

For q = 2 To 3
If Not T.Find(OutF(j, q), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing Then
If Not T.Find(InF(i, 2), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing Then
Else
If Not T.Find(InF(i, 3), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing Then
Else
If InF(i, 2) = "" Then

InF(i, 2) = "NullT"
ElseIf InF(i, 3) = "" Then
InF(i, 3) = "NullT"

End If
End If

End If
End If
If Not V.Find(OutF(j, q), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing Then
If Not V.Find(InF(i, 2), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing Then
Else
If Not V.Find(InF(i, 3), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing Then
Else
If InF(i, 2) = "" Then

InF(i, 2) = "NullV"
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ElseIf InF(i, 3) = "" Then
InF(i, 3) = "NullV"

End If
End If

End If
End If

Next q
End If

Next j
End If

Next i

''''''''
For i = 1 To m
'''''' Compare Material
If Not Mat.Find(InF(i, 1), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing Then
For j = 1 To n
If Not Mat.Find(OutF(j, 1), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing Then

If InF(i, 1) = OutF(j, 1) Then '''' if same material
Min(c + 1) = InF(i, 1) ''''' store material
Mout(c + 1) = OutF(j, 1)
Mchg(i, j) = "no change"

' MsgBox = ("Y")
x = 0
y = 0

'''''''Compare JJ
For p = 2 To 3
For q = 2 To 3
If Not T.Find(InF(i, p), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing

Then
If Not T.Find(OutF(j, q), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing

Then
If Worksheets("Attribute").Cells(3, T.Find(InF(i, p),

LookIn:=xlValues).Column).Value = Worksheets("
Attribute").Cells(3, T.Find(OutF(j, q), LookIn:=
xlValues).Column) Then

AttriFT(k + x, p � 1, q � 1) = "no change"
JJin(1, 1) = InF(i, p)
JJ(1, 1) = OutF(j, q)

ElseIf Worksheets("Attribute").Cells(3, T.Find(InF(i,
p), LookIn:=xlValues).Column).Value > Worksheets(

"Attribute").Cells(3, T.Find(OutF(j, q), LookIn:=
xlValues).Column) Then

AttriFT(k + x, p � 1, q � 1) = "Temp Decrease"
EoutM(1, 1) = "ThE"
JJin(1, 1) = InF(i, p)
JJ(1, 1) = OutF(j, q)
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ElseIf Worksheets("Attribute").Cells(3, T.Find(InF(i,
p), LookIn:=xlValues).Column).Value < Worksheets(

"Attribute").Cells(3, T.Find(OutF(j, q), LookIn:=
xlValues).Column) Then

AttriFT(k + x, p � 1, q � 1) = "Temp Increase"
EinM(1, 1) = "ThE"
JJin(1, 1) = InF(i, p)
JJ(1, 1) = OutF(j, q)

End If
x = x + 1

End If
' k = k + 1

End If
If Not V.Find(InF(i, p), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing

Then
If Not V.Find(OutF(j, q), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing

Then
If Worksheets("Attribute").Cells(3, V.Find(InF(i, p),

LookIn:=xlValues).Column).Value = Worksheets("
Attribute").Cells(3, V.Find(OutF(j, q), LookIn:=
xlValues).Column) Then

AttriFV(s + y, p � 1, q � 1) = "no change"
JJin(1, 2) = InF(i, p)
JJ(1, 2) = OutF(j, q)
ElseIf Worksheets("Attribute").Cells(3, V.Find(InF(

i, p), LookIn:=xlValues).Column).Value >
Worksheets("Attribute").Cells(3, V.Find(OutF(j,
q), LookIn:=xlValues).Column) Then

AttriFV(s + y, p � 1, q � 1) = "V Decrease"
EoutM(1, 2) = "ME"
JJin(1, 2) = InF(i, p)
JJ(1, 2) = OutF(j, q)

ElseIf Worksheets("Attribute").Cells(3, V.Find(InF(i,
p), LookIn:=xlValues).Column).Value < Worksheets(

"Attribute").Cells(3, V.Find(OutF(j, q), LookIn:=
xlValues).Column) Then

AttriFV(s + y, p � 1, q � 1) = "V Increase"
EinM(1, 2) = "ME"
JJin(1, 2) = InF(i, p)
JJ(1, 2) = OutF(j, q)

End If
y = y + 1

End If
' k = k + 1

End If
Next q

Next p

Else '''''if water
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If Not Water.Find(InF(i, 1), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing And
Not Water.Find(OutF(j, 1), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing
Then

Min(c + 1) = InF(i, 1)
Mout(c + 1) = OutF(j, 1)
State(1) = "Change"

If Worksheets("Noun").Cells(Water.Find(InF(i, 1), LookIn:=
xlValues).Row, 6).Value > Worksheets("Noun").Cells(Water
.Find(OutF(j, 1), LookIn:=xlValues).Row, 6) Then
Mchg(i, j) = "State change (Temp Increase)"
EstateIn(1) = "ThE"

ElseIf Worksheets("Noun").Cells(Water.Find(InF(i, 1),
LookIn:=xlValues).Row, 6).Value < Worksheets("Noun").
Cells(Water.Find(OutF(j, 1), LookIn:=xlValues).Row, 6)
Then
Mchg(i, j) = "State change (Temp Decrease)"
EstateDe(1) = "ThE"

End If '''''compare JJ
x = 1
y = 1

For p = 2 To 3
For q = 2 To 3
If Not T.Find(InF(i, p), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing

Then
If Not T.Find(OutF(j, q), LookIn:=xlValues) Is

Nothing Then
If Worksheets("Attribute").Cells(3, T.Find(InF(i, p

), LookIn:=xlValues).Column).Value = Worksheets(
"Attribute").Cells(3, T.Find(OutF(j, q), LookIn
:=xlValues).Column) Then

AttriFT(k, p � 1, q � 1) = "no change"
ElseIf Worksheets("Attribute").Cells(3, T.Find(InF(

i, p), LookIn:=xlValues).Column).Value >
Worksheets("Attribute").Cells(3, T.Find(OutF(j,
q), LookIn:=xlValues).Column) Then

AttriFT(k, p � 1, q � 1) = "Temp Decrease"
EoutM(1, 1) = "ThE"
JJin(1, 1) = InF(i, p)
JJ(1, 1) = OutF(j, q)

ElseIf Worksheets("Attribute").Cells(3, T.Find(InF(i,
p), LookIn:=xlValues).Column).Value < Worksheets(

"Attribute").Cells(3, T.Find(OutF(j, q), LookIn:=
xlValues).Column) Then
AttriFT(k, p � 1, q � 1) = "Temp Increase"
EinM(1, 1) = "ThE"
JJin(1, 1) = InF(i, p)
JJ(1, 1) = OutF(j, q)

End If
x = x + 1

End If
End If
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If Not V.Find(InF(i, p), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing
Then

If Not V.Find(OutF(j, q), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing
Then

If Worksheets("Attribute").Cells(3, V.Find(InF(i, p),
LookIn:=xlValues).Column).Value = Worksheets("

Attribute").Cells(3, V.Find(OutF(j, q), LookIn:=
xlValues).Column) Then

AttriFV(s, p � 1, q � 1) = "no change"
ElseIf Worksheets("Attribute").Cells(3, V.Find(InF(i,

p), LookIn:=xlValues).Column).Value > Worksheets(
"Attribute").Cells(3, V.Find(OutF(j, q), LookIn:=
xlValues).Column) Then

AttriFV(s, p � 1, q � 1) = "V Decrease"
EoutM(1, 2) = "ME"
JJin(1, 2) = InF(i, p)
JJ(1, 2) = OutF(j, q)

ElseIf Worksheets("Attribute").Cells(3, V.Find(InF(i,
p), LookIn:=xlValues).Column).Value < Worksheets(

"Attribute").Cells(3, V.Find(OutF(j, q), LookIn:=
xlValues).Column) Then

AttriFV(s, p � 1, q � 1) = "V Increase"
EinM(1, 2) = "ME"
JJin(1, 2) = InF(i, p)
JJ(1, 2) = OutF(j, q)

End If
y = y + 1

End If
End If

Next q
Next p

End If
End If

c = c + 1
k = k + 1
s = s + 1
End If

Next j
End If

Next i

''''' Check and store input and output energies

a = 0
For i = 1 To m

If Not Eng.Find(InF(i, 1), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing Then
InE(a + 1) = InF(i, 1)
a = a + 1

End If
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Next i
IEn = a

b = 0
For j = 1 To n

If Not Eng.Find(OutF(j, 1), LookIn:=xlValues) Is Nothing Then
OutE(b + 1) = OutF(j, 1)
b = b + 1

End If
Next j

OEn = b

'''''' Energy change and function selection for the change
'''''''''''' input and output energy
If IEn <> 0 Then
If OEn > IEn Then

For i = 1 To 2
DisIE(i) = InE(1)

Next i
DisF(1) = "Distribute_E"

For i = 1 To 2
For j = 1 To OEn
If InE(i) <> "" Then
If OutE(j) <> "" Then
If DisIE(i) = OutE(j) Then
Func(i, j) = "Conduct_E"

Else
Func(i, j) = "Convert_E"

End If
End If

End If
Next j

Next i
Else
For i = 1 To IEn
For j = 1 To OEn
If InE(1) <> "" Then
If OutE(1) <> "" Then
If InE(1) = OutE(1) Then
Func(1, 1) = "Conduct_E"

Else
Func(1, 1) = "Convert_E"

End If
End If

End If
Next j

Next i
End If

End If
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EinMn = 0
EoutMn = 0
For i = 1 To 2
If EinM(1, i) <> "" Then
EinMn = EinMn + 1
End If
If EoutM(1, i) <> "" Then
EoutMn = EoutMn + 1
End If

Next i

''''''''State change''''''''''''''
If State(1) = "Change" Then
DisFS = "Distribute_E"

End If
'''''''''''''''''''''''

''''''''' add energy
If EinMn > IEn Then
For i = 1 To 2

DisIE(i) = InE(1)
Next i

DisF(2) = "Distribute_E"
For i = 1 To 2

For j = 1 To EinMn
If InE(i) <> "" Then
If EinM(1, j) <> "" Then
Func(1, j + 1) = "Energize_M"
If DisIE(i) = EinM(1, j) Then
funcIn(1, j) = "Conduct_E"

Else
funcIn(1, j) = "Convert_E"

End If
End If

End If
Next j

Next i
Else
If EinM(1, 1) <> "" Then
For i = 1 To IEn
For j = 1 To EinMn
If InE(i) <> "" Then
If EinM(1, j) <> "" Then
Func(1, j + 1) = "Energize_M"
If InE(i) = EinM(1, j) Then
funcIn(1, j) = "Conduct_E"

Else
funcIn(1, j) = "Convert_E"

End If
End If

End If
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Next j
Next i

Else
For i = 1 To IEn

If InE(i) <> "" Then
If EinM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Func(1, 2 + 1) = "Energize_M"
If InE(i) = EinM(1, 2) Then
funcIn(1, 2) = "Conduct_E"

Else
funcIn(1, 2) = "Convert_E"

End If
End If

End If
Next i

End If
End If

'Range("I26") = EinM(1, 2)

''''''''remove energy
If OEn > EoutMn Then
For i = 1 To 2
DisOE(i) = EoutM(1, i)

Next i
DisF(3) = "Distribute_E"

For i = 1 To 2
For j = 1 To EoutMn
If EoutM(1, i) <> "" Then

Func(1, j + 1) = "DeEnergize_M"
If OutE(j) <> "" Then
If DisOE(i) = OutE(j) Then
funcOut(1, j) = "Conduct_E"

Else
funcOut(1, j) = "Convert_E"

End If
End If

End If
Next j

Next i
ElseIf OEn = EoutMn Then
If EoutM(1, 1) <> "" Then

For i = 1 To EoutMn
For j = 1 To OEn
If EoutM(1, i) <> "" Then

Func(1, i + 1) = "DeEnergize_M"
If OutE(j) <> "" Then
If EoutM(1, i) = OutE(j) Then
funcOut(1, i) = "Conduct_E"

Else
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funcOut(1, i) = "Convert_E"
End If

End If
End If

Next j
Next i

Else
For i = 1 To EoutMn

For j = 1 To OEn
If EoutM(1, 2) <> "" Then

Func(1, i + 1) = "DeEnergize_M"
If OutE(j) <> "" Then
If EoutM(1, 2) = OutE(j) Then
funcOut(1, i) = "Conduct_E"

Else
funcOut(1, i) = "Convert_E"

End If
End If

End If
Next j

Next i
End If

' Range("G26") = Func(1, 3)

ElseIf OEn < EoutMn Then
Comb(1) = "Combine_E"
For i = 1 To EoutMn
For j = 1 To OEn
If EoutM(1, i) <> "" Then

Func(1, i + 1) = "DeEnergize_M"
If OutE(j) <> "" Then
If EoutM(1, i) = OutE(j) Then

funcOut(1, i) = "Conduct_E"
Else
funcOut(1, i) = "Convert_E"

End If
End If

End If
Next j

Next i

End If

''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
If OEn + EinMn > IEn Then

DisF(4) = "Distribute_E"
End If

For i = 1 To OEn
For j = 1 To EinMn
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If EinM(1, j) <> "" Then
If OutE(i) <> "" Then
If EinM(1, j) = OutE(i) Then

fInO(1, j) = "Conduct_E"
Else
fInO(1, j) = "Convert_E"

End If
End If

End If
Next j

Next i

If EstateIn(1) <> "" Then
FuncS = "Energize_M"

ElseIf EstateDe(1) <> "" Then
FuncS = "DeEnergize_M"

End If

''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'''''''Present Energy Change and Function for NX
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
If Mout(1) = "" And Mout(2) = "" Then
''''''' functions for only energy changes without material
If DisF(1) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 7) = DisF(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 8) = InE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 10) = InE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 11) = InE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 12) = "Energy"

Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 7) = Func(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 8) = DisIE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 10) = OutE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 12) = "Energy"

Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 7) = Func(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 8) = DisIE(2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 10) = OutE(2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 12) = "Energy"

Else
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 7) = Func(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 8) = InE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 10) = OutE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 12) = "Energy"
End If

Else
'''''''''If has material
If InE(1) <> "" Then '''''''''''''' exist input energy
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If DisF(2) <> "" Then '''''''''''''' exist DisF(2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 7) = DisF(2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 8) = InE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 10) = DisIE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 11) = DisIE(2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 12) = "Energy"

Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 7) = funcIn(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 8) = DisIE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 10) = EinM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 12) = "Energy"

Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 7) = funcIn(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 8) = DisIE(2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 10) = EinM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 12) = "Energy"

If EstateIn(1) = EinM(1, 1) Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 7) = FuncS
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 8) = JJin(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1, 2)

+ " " + Min(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 9) = EoutM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 10) = JJin(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 2) <> "" And EinM(1, 1) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 7) = Func(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 8) = Worksheets("Test").Cells

(53, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 9) = EinM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 3) <> "" And EinM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(55, 7) = Func(1, 3)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(55, 8) = Worksheets("Test").Cells

(54, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(55, 9) = EinM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(55, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJ(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(55, 12) = "Energy"

End If
ElseIf Func(1, 2) <> "" And EoutM(1, 1) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 7) = Func(1, 3)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 8) = Worksheets("Test").Cells

(53, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 9) = EoutM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 3) <> "" And EoutM(1, 2) <> "" Then
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Worksheets("Test").Cells(55, 7) = Func(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(55, 8) = Worksheets("Test").Cells

(54, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(55, 9) = EoutM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(55, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJ(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(55, 12) = "Energy"

End If
End If
i = 55

Else
If Func(1, 2) <> "" And EinM(1, 1) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 7) = Func(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 8) = JJin(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Min(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 9) = EinM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 3) <> "" And EinM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 7) = Func(1, 3)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 8) = Worksheets("Test").Cells

(53, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 9) = EinM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJ(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 12) = "Energy"

End If
ElseIf Func(1, 2) <> "" And EoutM(1, 1) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 7) = Func(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 8) = JJin(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Min(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 9) = EoutM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 3) <> "" And EoutM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 7) = Func(1, 3)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 8) = Worksheets("Test").Cells

(53, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 9) = EoutM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJ(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(54, 12) = "Energy"

End If
End If
i = 54

End If
Else

''''''''' no DisF(2)
If EinM(1, 1) <> "" Then
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Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 7) = funcIn(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 8) = InE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 10) = EinM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 12) = "Energy"
If EstateIn(1) = EinM(1, 1) Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 7) = FuncS
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 8) = JJin(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Min(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 9) = EoutM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 10) = JJin(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 2) <> "" And EinM(1, 1) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 7) = Func(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 8) = Worksheets("Test").Cells

(51, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 9) = EinM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 3) <> "" And EinM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 7) = Func(1, 3)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 8) = Worksheets("Test").

Cells(52, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 9) = EinM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJ(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 12) = "Energy"

End If
ElseIf Func(1, 2) <> "" And EoutM(1, 1) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 7) = Func(1, 3)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 8) = Worksheets("Test").Cells

(51, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 9) = EoutM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 3) <> "" And EoutM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 7) = Func(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 8) = Worksheets("Test").

Cells(52, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 9) = EoutM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJ(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(53, 12) = "Energy"

End If
End If

i = 53
Else
If Func(1, 2) <> "" And EinM(1, 1) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 7) = Func(1, 2)
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Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 8) = JJin(1, 1) + " " + JJin
(1, 2) + " " + Min(1)

Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 9) = EinM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 3) <> "" And EinM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 7) = Func(1, 3)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 8) = Worksheets("Test").

Cells(51, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 9) = EinM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJ(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 12) = "Energy"

End If
ElseIf Func(1, 2) <> "" And EoutM(1, 1) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 7) = Func(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 8) = JJin(1, 1) + " " + JJin

(1, 2) + " " + Min(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 9) = EoutM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 3) <> "" And EoutM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 7) = Func(1, 3)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 8) = Worksheets("Test").

Cells(51, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 9) = EoutM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJ(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 12) = "Energy"

End If
End If

i = 52
End If

Else
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 7) = funcIn(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 8) = InE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 10) = EinM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 3) <> "" And EinM(1, 2) <> "" Then

Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 7) = Func(1, 3)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 8) = JJin(1, 1) + " " + JJin

(1, 2) + " " + Min(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 9) = EinM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJ(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 12) = "Energy"

ElseIf Func(1, 2) <> "" And EoutM(1, 1) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 7) = Func(1, 2)
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Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 8) = JJin(1, 1) + " " + JJin
(1, 2) + " " + Min(1)

Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 9) = EoutM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 3) <> "" And EoutM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 7) = Func(1, 3)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 8) = Worksheets("Test").

Cells(51, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 9) = EoutM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJ(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 12) = "Energy"

End If
End If

i = 52
End If

End If

'''''''''''relate to output energy

If OutE(1) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 6) = "Option 1"

Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 7) = DisF(4)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 8) = InE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 10) = DisIE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 11) = DisIE(2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 12) = "Energy"
j = 1
If DisIE(1) <> OutE(1) Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + j, 7) = "Convert_E"
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + j, 8) = DisIE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + j, 10) = OutE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + j, 12) = "Energy"

Else
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + j, 7) = "Conductt_E"
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + j, 8) = DisIE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + j, 10) = OutE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + j, 12) = "Energy"

End If
j = j + 1
If EinM(1, 1) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + j, 6) = "Option 2"
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + j, 7) = DisF(4)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + j, 8) = EinM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + j, 10) = EinM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + j, 11) = EinM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + j, 12) = "Energy"
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j = j + 1
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + j, 7) = fInO(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + j, 8) = EinM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + j, 10) = OutE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + j, 12) = "Energy"

k = j + 1
End If
If EinM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + k, 6) = "Option 3"
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + k, 7) = DisF(4)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + k, 8) = EinM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + k, 10) = EinM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + k, 11) = EinM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + k, 12) = "Energy"
k = k + 1
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + k, 7) = fInO(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + k, 8) = EinM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + k, 10) = OutE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1 + k, 12) = "Energy"

End If
End If

''''''''''
Else ''''''''''''' no input energy

If EoutM(1, 1) <> "" Then

If EstateDe(1) = EoutM(1, 1) Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 7) = FuncS
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 8) = JJin(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1, 2)

+ " " + Min(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 9) = EoutM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 10) = JJin(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 2) <> "" And EinM(1, 1) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 7) = Func(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 8) = Worksheets("Test").Cells

(50, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 9) = EinM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 3) <> "" And EinM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 7) = Func(1, 3)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 8) = Worksheets("Test").Cells

(51, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 9) = EinM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJ(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 12) = "Energy"

End If
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ElseIf Func(1, 2) <> "" And EoutM(1, 1) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 7) = Func(1, 3)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 8) = Worksheets("Test").Cells

(50, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 9) = EoutM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 3) <> "" And EoutM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 7) = Func(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 8) = Worksheets("Test").Cells

(51, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 9) = EoutM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJ(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 12) = "Energy"

End If
End If
i = 52

Else
If Func(1, 2) <> "" And EinM(1, 1) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 7) = Func(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 8) = JJin(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Min(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 9) = EinM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 3) <> "" And EinM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 7) = Func(1, 3)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 8) = Worksheets("Test").Cells

(50, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 9) = EinM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJ(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 12) = "Energy"

End If
ElseIf Func(1, 2) <> "" And EoutM(1, 1) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 7) = Func(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 8) = JJin(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Min(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 9) = EoutM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 3) <> "" And EoutM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 7) = Func(1, 3)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 8) = Worksheets("Test").Cells

(50, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 9) = EoutM(1, 2)
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Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJ(1,
2) + " " + Mout(1)

Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 12) = "Energy"
End If

End If
i = 51

End If

'''''''''''''''''relate to output energy

If OutE(1) <> "" Then
If EoutM(1, 1) <> "" Then

' Worksheets("Test").Cells(53 + j, 6) = "Option 1"
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 7) = funcOut(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 8) = EoutM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 10) = OutE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 12) = "Energy"
If EoutM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 2, 7) = funcOut(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 2, 8) = EoutM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 2, 10) = OutE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 2, 12) = "Energy"

End If
Else
If EinM(1, 2) <> "" Then

' Worksheets("Test").Cells(56 + k, 6) = "Option 2"
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 7) = funcOut(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 8) = EoutM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 10) = OutE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 12) = "Energy"

End If
End If

End If

Else
''''''''''''''''''''''''

If EstateDe(1) = EoutM(1, 2) Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 7) = FuncS
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 8) = JJin(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1, 2)

+ " " + Min(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 9) = EoutM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 10) = JJin(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 2) <> "" And EinM(1, 1) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 7) = Func(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 8) = Worksheets("Test").Cells

(50, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 9) = EinM(1, 1)
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Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJ(1, 2)
+ " " + Mout(1)

Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 3) <> "" And EinM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 7) = Func(1, 3)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 8) = Worksheets("Test").Cells

(51, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 9) = EinM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJ(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 12) = "Energy"

End If
ElseIf Func(1, 2) <> "" And EoutM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 7) = Func(1, 3)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 8) = Worksheets("Test").Cells

(50, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 11) = EoutM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJ(1, 2)

+ " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(51, 12) = "Energy"
If Func(1, 3) <> "" And EoutM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 7) = Func(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 8) = Worksheets("Test").Cells

(51, 10)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 11) = EoutM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJ(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(52, 12) = "Energy"

End If
End If
i = 52

Else
If Func(1, 2) <> "" And EinM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 7) = Func(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 8) = JJin(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Min(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 9) = EinM(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 12) = "Energy"

ElseIf Func(1, 2) <> "" And EoutM(1, 2) <> "" Then
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 7) = Func(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 8) = JJin(1, 1) + " " + JJin(1,

2) + " " + Min(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 11) = EoutM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 10) = JJ(1, 1) + " " + JJ(1, 2)

+ " " + Mout(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(50, 12) = "Energy"
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End If
i = 50

End If

'''''''''''''''''relate to output energy

If OutE(1) <> "" Then
If EoutM(1, 2) <> "" Then

' Worksheets("Test").Cells(53 + j, 6) = "Option 1"
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 7) = funcOut(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 8) = EoutM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 10) = OutE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 12) = "Energy"

Else
If EinM(1, 2) <> "" Then

' Worksheets("Test").Cells(56 + k, 6) = "Option 2"
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 7) = funcOut(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 8) = EoutM(1, 2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 10) = OutE(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(i + 1, 12) = "Energy"

End If
End If

End If

''''''''''''''''''''''
End If

End If
End If

''''''''present Energy change and function selection
If OEn > IEn Then
For i = 1 To IEn

For j = 1 To OEn
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + i, 11) = DisF(1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + i, 7) = InE(i)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + j, 16) = OutE(j)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + j, 12) = Func(1, j)

Next j
Next i

Else
For i = 1 To IEn

For j = 1 To OEn
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + i, 7) = InE(i)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + j, 16) = OutE(j)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + j, 12) = Func(1, j)

Next j
Next i

End If
''''''''''''''''''''
For i = 1 To m
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For j = 1 To n
Worksheets("Test").Cells(39 + i, 7) = Min(i)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(39 + j, 16) = Mout(j)

Next j
Next i
''''''present add E
If EinMn > IEn Then
For i = 1 To IEn

For j = 1 To EinMn
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + i, 7) = InE(i) ''''''''''''''test

Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + i, 8) = DisF(2)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + i, 12) = Func(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + j, 10) = EinM(1, j)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + j, 9) = funcIn(1, j)

Next j
Next i

Else
For i = 1 To IEn

For j = 1 To OEn
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + i, 7) = InE(i) '''''''''''''''test
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + i, 12) = Func(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + j, 10) = EinM(1, j)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + j, 9) = funcIn(1, j)

Next j
Next i

End If

''''''' present Remove E
If EoutM(1, 1) <> "" Then ''''''''''''''''
If OEn > EoutMn Then
For i = 1 To EoutMn

For j = 1 To OEn
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + i, 16) = OutE(i) '''''''''''''''

test
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + i, 14) = DisF(3)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + i, 13) = EoutM(1, i)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + i, 12) = Func(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + j, 15) = funcOut(1, j)

Next j
Next i

Else
For i = 1 To EoutMn

For j = 1 To OEn
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + i, 16) = OutE(i) '

''''''''''''''''''test
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + i, 13) = EoutM(1, i)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + i, 12) = Func(1, 1)
Worksheets("Test").Cells(36 + j, 15) = funcOut(1, j)

Next j
Next i

End If
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End If

'''''''''''''''''''
'''''' present Material changes
l = 1
For i = 1 To 3
For j = 1 To 3

Worksheets("Test").Cells(35 + l, 19) = Mchg(i, j)
l = l + 1

Next j
Next i

'''''' present temp changes
l = 1
For i = 1 To 90

For j = 1 To 2
For k = 1 To 2

' Worksheets("Test").Cells(64 + l, 19) = AttriF(1, 1, 2) ' test
Worksheets("Test").Cells(64 + l, 19) = AttriFT(i, j, k)
l = l + 1

Next k
Next j

Next i

'''''' present temp changes
l = 1
For i = 1 To 90

For j = 1 To 2
For k = 1 To 2

' Worksheets("Test").Cells(64 + l, 19) = AttriF(1, 1, 2) ' test
Worksheets("Test").Cells(64 + l, 18) = AttriFV(i, j, k)
l = l + 1

Next k
Next j

Next i

End Sub

A.2 Siemens NX Knowledge Fusion Code

This section contains the Siemens NX Knowledge Fusion code that produce the

graphic representation of the decomposition results.

#! NX/KF 9.0
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DefClass: conduct_e (function_block);

#=========
(integer modifiable) id:
@{

$refchain << ref(self:, "refchain:");
$idString << last(splitstring(last(splitString($refchain, ":")), "

conduct_e"));
floor(MakeNumber($idString));

};

(string parameter modifiable) label: "Conduct_E";

#=========
(name modifiable) inputEClass: energy; # format must be object name +

class
(child) inputE:
{

class, inputEClass:;
headEntity, child:NHA:;
headEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "A";
type, 1; # Energy
loss, false;
loss_SENS, 0;

};

(name modifiable) outputEClass: energy; # format must be object
name + class

(child) outputE:
{

class, outputEClass:;
tailEntity, child:NHA:;
tailEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "B";
type, inputE:type:; # ME
type_SENS, 0;
loss, false;
loss_SENS, 0;

};

(name modifiable) outputELossClass: energy;
(child) outputELoss:
{

class, outputELossClass:;
tailEntity, child:NHA:;
tailEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
# headPointHidden, child:NHA:center: + vector(0,�1,0) * 20;
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id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "C";
type, 1; # any type of Energy
type_SENS, 1;
loss, true;
loss_SENS, 0;

};

#=========
(list modifiable uncached) demandValue: {runtimeChecker:};

(boolean modifiable uncached) runtimeChecker:
@{

$allFlowsInModel << loop
{

for $child in root:FunctionModel:allChildrenInModel:;
if (isKindOf?($child, flow) == true) collect $child;

};

$allFlowsInputToSelf << loop
{

for $flow in $allFlowsInModel;
if (ref($flow, "headEntity:") == self:) collect $flow;

};

$allFlowsOutputFromSelf << loop
{

for $flow in $allFlowsInModel;
if (ref($flow, "tailEntity:") == self:) collect $flow;

};

$isExactlyOneInput? << if (length($allFlowsInputToSelf) == 1) then
(true) else (false);

$isInputTypeEnergy? << if (isKindOf?(first($allFlowsInputToSelf),
energy) == true) then (true) else (false);

$isExactlyTwoOutputs? << if (length($allFlowsOutputFromSelf) == 2)
then (true) else (false);

$isBothOutputsEnergy? << loop {
for $output in $allFlowsOutputFromSelf;
if (isKindOf?($output, energy) == false) return false;
return is true;

};

$isExactlyOneOutputLoss? << if (((ref(first($allFlowsOutputFromSelf
), "loss:") == true) && (ref(second($allFlowsOutputFromSelf), "
loss:") == false)) || ((ref(first($allFlowsOutputFromSelf), "
loss:") == false) && (ref(second($allFlowsOutputFromSelf), "loss
:") == true))

) then (true) else (false);
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$isTheUsableOutputSameType? << @{
$usableOutput << loop

{
for $output in $allFlowsOutputFromSelf;
if (ref($output, "loss:") == false) return $output;

};

if ((ref($usableOutput, "typeString:")) == (ref(first(
$allFlowsInputToSelf), "typeString:")))
then (true) else (false);

};

if ($isExactlyOneInput? && $isInputTypeEnergy? &&
$isExactlyTwoOutputs? &&
$isBothOutputsEnergy? && $isExactlyOneOutputLoss? &&

$isTheUsableOutputSameType?)
then (doNothing)
else @{
ug_printMessage({"Conduct_E must meet the following conditions:

" + "~n" +
"(1) Exactly one input flow." + "~n" +
"(2) The input type is energy." + "~n" +
"(3) Exactly two output flows." + "~n" +
"(4) Both output flow types are energy." + "~n" +
"(5) Exactly one output is marked a loss and is of

any subtype." + "~n" +
"(6) The usable flow (not marked loss) is of the

same subtype as the input."
});

operation_aborted();
};

true;
};

DefClass: convert_e (function_block);

#=========
(integer modifiable) id:
@{

$refchain << ref(self:, "refchain:");
$idString << last(splitstring(last(splitString($refchain, ":")), "

convert_e"));
floor(MakeNumber($idString));

};

(string modifiable) label: "Convert_E";

#=========
(name modifiable) inputEClass: energy; # format must be object name +

class
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(child) inputE:
{

class, inputEClass:;
headEntity, child:NHA:;
headEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "A";
type, 10; # EE
loss, false;
loss_SENS, 0;

};

(name modifiable) outputEClass: energy; # format must be object
name + class

(child) outputE:
{

class, outputEClass:;
tailEntity, child:NHA:;
tailEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "B";
type, 2; # ME
type_SENS, 1;
loss, false;
loss_SENS, 1;

};

(name modifiable) outputELossClass: energy; # format must be object
name + class

(child) outputELoss:
{

class, outputELossClass:;
tailEntity, child:NHA:;
tailEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
# headPointHidden, child:NHA:center: + vector(0,�1,0) * 20;
id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "C";
type, 1; # any type of Energy
type_SENS, 1;
loss, true;
loss_SENS, 0;

};

#=========
(list modifiable uncached) demandValue: {runtimeChecker:};

(boolean modifiable uncached) runtimeChecker:
@{

$allFlowsInModel << loop
{

for $child in root:FunctionModel:allChildrenInModel:;
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if (isKindOf?($child, flow) == true) collect $child;
};

$allFlowsInputToSelf << loop
{

for $flow in $allFlowsInModel;
if (ref($flow, "headEntity:") == self:) collect $flow;

};

$allFlowsOutputFromSelf << loop
{

for $flow in $allFlowsInModel;
if (ref($flow, "tailEntity:") == self:) collect $flow;

};

$isExactlyOneInput? << if (length($allFlowsInputToSelf) == 1) then
(true) else (false);

$isInputTypeEnergy? << if (isKindOf?(first($allFlowsInputToSelf),
energy) == true) then (true) else (false);

$isAtLeastTwoOutputs? << if (length($allFlowsOutputFromSelf) >= 2)
then (true) else (false);

$isAllOutputsEnergy? << loop {
for $output in $allFlowsOutputFromSelf;
if (isKindOf?($output, energy) == false) return false;
return is true;

};

$isAtLeasOneOutputLoss? << loop {
for $output in $allFlowsOutputFromSelf;
if (ref($output, "loss:") == true) return true;
return is false;

};

$isAtLeasOneOutputUsable? << loop {
for $output in $allFlowsOutputFromSelf;
if (ref($output, "loss:") == false) return true;
return is false;

};

$isAllUsableDiffTypeFromInput? << @{
$usableOutputs << loop
{
for $output in $allFlowsOutputFromSelf;
if (ref($output, "loss:") == false) collect $output;
};

$check << loop
{
for $usable in $usableOutputs;
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if (ref($usable, "typeString:") == ref(first(
$allFlowsInputToSelf), "typeString:")) return false;

return is true;
};
};

if ($isExactlyOneInput? && $isInputTypeEnergy? &&
$isAtLeastTwoOutputs? &&
$isAllOutputsEnergy? && $isAtLeasOneOutputLoss? &&

$isAtLeasOneOutputUsable? &&
$isAllUsableDiffTypeFromInput?)
then (doNothing)
else @{
ug_printMessage({"Convert_E must meet the following conditions

:" + "~n" +
"(1) Exactly one input flow." + "~n" +
"(2) The input type is energy." + "~n" +
"(3) At least two output flows." + "~n" +
"(4) All output flow types are energy." + "~n" +
"(5) At least one output is marked as loss and is of any

subtype." + "~n" +
"(6) At least one output is marked as usable flow (not

loss)." + "~n" +
"(7) All usable flows are of a different subtype than the

type of the input."
});

operation_aborted();
};

true;
};

DefClass: deenergize_m (function_block);

#=========
(integer modifiable) id:
@{

$refchain << ref(self:, "refchain:");
$idString << last(splitstring(last(splitString($refchain, ":")), "

deenergize_m"));
floor(MakeNumber($idString));

};

(string modifiable) label: "DeEngze_M";

#=========
(name modifiable) inputMClass: material; # format must be object name

+ class
(child) inputM:
{

class, inputMClass:;
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headEntity, child:NHA:;
headEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
# tailPointHidden, child:NHA:center: + vector(�1,0,0) * 20;
id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "A";
type, 1; # Material
type_SENS, 1;
# loss, false;
# loss_SENS, 0;

};

(name modifiable) inputEClass: energy; # format must be object name +
class

(child) inputE:
{

class, inputEClass:;
tailEntity, inputM:;
tailEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
headEntity, child:NHA:;
headEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
# tailPointHidden, child:NHA:center: + vector(0,1,0) * 20;
id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "B";
type, 1; # Energy
type_SENS, 1;
loss, false;
loss_SENS, 0;

};

(name modifiable) outputMClass: material; # format must be object name
+ class

(child) outputM:
{

class, outputMClass:;
tailEntity, child:NHA:;
tailEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
# headPointHidden, child:NHA:center: + vector(1,0,0) * 20;
id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "C";
type, inputM:type:;
type_SENS, 1; # type might change due to phase change
# loss, false;
# loss_SENS, 1;

};

(name modifiable) outputEClass: energy; # format must be object name +
class

(child) outputE:
{

class, outputEClass:;
tailEntity, child:NHA:;
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tailEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
# headEntity, outputM:;
# headEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "D";
type, inputE:type:;
type_SENS, 0;
loss, false;
loss_SENS, 1;

};

(name modifiable) outputELossClass: energy;
(child) outputELoss:
{

class, outputELossClass:;
tailEntity, child:NHA:;
tailEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
# headPointHidden, child:NHA:center: + vector(0,�1,0) * 20;
id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "E";
type, 1; # any type of Energy
type_SENS, 1;
loss, true;
loss_SENS, 0;

};

#=========
(list modifiable uncached) demandValue: {runtimeChecker:};

(boolean modifiable uncached) runtimeChecker:
@{

$allFlowsInModel << loop
{

for $child in root:FunctionModel:allChildrenInModel:;
if (isKindOf?($child, flow) == true) collect $child;

};

$allFlowsInputToSelf << loop
{

for $flow in $allFlowsInModel;
if (ref($flow, "headEntity:") == self:) collect $flow;

};

$allFlowsOutputFromSelf << loop
{

for $flow in $allFlowsInModel;
if (ref($flow, "tailEntity:") == self:) collect $flow;

};

#===========
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$allMaterialInModel << loop
{

for $child in root:FunctionModel:allChildrenInModel:;
if (isKindOf?($child, material) == true) collect $child;

};

$allMaterialInputToSelf << loop
{

for $flow in $allMaterialInModel;
if (ref($flow, "headEntity:") == self:) collect $flow;

};

$allMaterialOutputFromSelf << loop
{

for $flow in $allMaterialInModel;
if (ref($flow, "tailEntity:") == self:) collect $flow;

};

#===========

$allEnergyInModel << loop
{

for $child in root:FunctionModel:allChildrenInModel:;
if (isKindOf?($child, energy) == true) collect $child;

};

$allEnergyInputToSelf << loop
{

for $flow in $allEnergyInModel;
if (ref($flow, "headEntity:") == self:) collect $flow;

};

$allEnergyOutputFromSelf << loop
{

for $flow in $allEnergyInModel;
if (ref($flow, "tailEntity:") == self:) collect $flow;

};

#===========

$isExactlyTwoInputs? << if (length($allFlowsInputToSelf) == 2) then
(true) else (false);

$isExactlyOneInputM? << if (length($allMaterialInputToSelf) == 1)
then (true) else (false);

$isExactlyOneInputE? << if (length($allEnergyInputToSelf) == 1)
then (true) else (false);

$isExactlyThreeOutputs? << if (length($allFlowsOutputFromSelf) ==
3) then (true) else (false);

$isExactlyOneOutputM? << if (length($allMaterialOutputFromSelf) ==
1) then (true) else (false);
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$isExactlyTwoOutputsE? << if (length($allEnergyOutputFromSelf) ==
2) then (true) else (false);

$isExactlyOneGoodCarriedInE? << @{
$allGoodCarriedInE << loop
{
for $flow in $allEnergyInputToSelf;
if (

# ((ref($flow, "typeString:")) == (ref(first(
$allEnergyInputToSelf), "typeString:"))) &&

(ref($flow, "loss:") == false) &&
(ref($flow, "tailEntity:") == first($allMaterialInputToSelf

))
)
collect $flow;
};

if (length($allGoodCarriedInE) == 1) then (true) else (
false);

};

$isExactlyOneGoodOutE? << @{
$allGoodOutE << loop
{
for $outE in $allEnergyOutputFromSelf;
if (

((ref($outE, "typeString:")) == (ref(first(
$allEnergyInputToSelf), "typeString:"))) &&

(ref($outE, "loss:") == false) &&
(ref($outE, "headEntity:") != first(

$allMaterialOutputFromSelf)) &&
(ref($outE, "headEntity:") != first($allMaterialInputToSelf

))
)

collect $outE;
};

if (length($allGoodOutE) == 1) then (true) else (false);
};

$isExactlyOneOutputELossNotCarried? << @{
$outputELosses << loop {

for $output in $allEnergyOutputFromSelf;
if (
(ref($output, "loss:") == true) &&
(ref($output, "headEntity:") != first(

$allMaterialOutputFromSelf)) &&
(ref($output, "headEntity:") != first(

$allMaterialInputToSelf))
)

collect $output;
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};
if (length($outputELosses) == 1) then (true) else (

false);
};

#===========
if ($isExactlyTwoInputs? && $isExactlyOneInputM? &&

$isExactlyOneInputE? &&
$isExactlyThreeOutputs? && $isExactlyOneOutputM? &&

$isExactlyTwoOutputsE? &&
$isExactlyOneGoodCarriedInE? && $isExactlyOneGoodOutE? &&

$isExactlyOneOutputELossNotCarried?
)
then (doNothing)
else @{
ug_printMessage({"DeEnergize_M must meet the following

conditions:" + "~n" +
"(1) Exactly two input flows: one material, the other

energy." + "~n" +
"(2) The input energy is carried in by the input material"

+ "~n" +
" and is not a loss flow." + "~n" +
"(3) Exactly three output flows: one material, the other

two energy." + "~n" +
"(4) One output energy flow is usable and the other one is

a loss." + "~n" +
"(5) The usable energy flow is the same type as the input

energy and." + "~n" +
" is not carried by the outgoing material flow." + "~n"

+
"(6) The other (loss) energy flow can be of any energy

type and is not carried."
});

operation_aborted();
};

true;
};

DefClass: distribute_e (function_block);

#=========
(integer modifiable) id:
@{

$refchain << ref(self:, "refchain:");
$idString << last(splitstring(last(splitString($refchain, ":")), "

distribute_e"));
floor(MakeNumber($idString));

};

(string modifiable) label: "Distribute_E";
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#=========
(name modifiable) inputEClass: energy; # format must be object name +

class
(child) inputE:
{

class, inputEClass:;
headEntity, child:NHA:;
headEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "A";
type, 1; # Energy
loss, false;
loss_SENS, 0;

};

(name modifiable) outputE1Class: energy; # format must be object
name + class

(child) outputE1:
{

class, outputE1Class:;
tailEntity, child:NHA:;
tailEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
# headPointHidden, child:NHA:center: + vector(1,1,0) * 15;
id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "B";
type, inputE:type:;
type_SENS, 0;
loss, false;
loss_SENS, 0;

};

(name modifiable) outputE2Class: energy;
(child) outputE2:
{

class, outputE2Class:;
tailEntity, child:NHA:;
tailEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
# headPointHidden, child:NHA:center: + vector(1,�1,0) * 15;
id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "C";
type, inputE:type:;
type_SENS, 0;
loss, false;
loss_SENS, 0;

};

(name modifiable) outputELossClass: energy;
(child) outputELoss:
{

class, outputELossClass:;
tailEntity, child:NHA:;
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tailEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
# headPointHidden, child:NHA:center: + vector(0,�1,0) * 20;
id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "D";
type, 1; # any type of Energy
type_SENS, 1;
loss, true;
loss_SENS, 0;

};

#=========
(list parameter modifiable) demandValue: {runtimeChecker:};

(boolean modifiable uncached) runtimeChecker:
@{

$allFlowsInModel << loop
{

for $child in root:FunctionModel:allChildrenInModel:;
if (isKindOf?($child, flow) == true) collect $child;

};

$allFlowsInputToSelf << loop
{

for $flow in $allFlowsInModel;
if (ref($flow, "headEntity:") == self:) collect $flow;

};

$allFlowsOutputFromSelf << loop
{

for $flow in $allFlowsInModel;
if (ref($flow, "tailEntity:") == self:) collect $flow;

};

#===========
$isExactlyOneInput? << if (length($allFlowsInputToSelf) == 1) then

(true) else (false);
$isInputTypeEnergy? << if (isKindOf?(first($allFlowsInputToSelf),

energy) == true) then (true) else (false);
$isAtLeastThreeOutputs? << if (length($allFlowsOutputFromSelf) >=

3) then (true) else (false);

$isAllOutputsEnergy? << loop {
for $output in $allFlowsOutputFromSelf;
if (isKindOf?($output, energy) == false) return false;
return is true;
};

$isAtLeasOneOutputLoss? << loop {
for $output in $allFlowsOutputFromSelf;
if (ref($output, "loss:") == true) return true;
return is false;
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};

$isAtLeasTwoOutputsUsable? << @{
$usableOutputs << loop
{
for $output in $allFlowsOutputFromSelf;
if (ref($output, "loss:") == false) collect $output;
};

$check << if (length($usableOutputs) >= 2) then (true) else
(false);

};

$isAllUsableSameTypeAsInput? << @{
$usableOutputs << loop
{
for $output in $allFlowsOutputFromSelf;
if (ref($output, "loss:") == false) collect $output;
};

$check << loop
{
for $usable in $usableOutputs;
if (ref($usable, "typeString:") != ref(first(

$allFlowsInputToSelf), "typeString:")) return false;
return is true;
};
};

if ($isExactlyOneInput? && $isInputTypeEnergy? &&
$isAtLeastThreeOutputs? &&
$isAllOutputsEnergy? && $isAtLeasOneOutputLoss? &&

$isAtLeasTwoOutputsUsable? &&
$isAllUsableSameTypeAsInput?)
then (doNothing)
else @{
ug_printMessage({"Distribute_E must meet the following

conditions:" + "~n" +
"(1) Exactly one input flow." + "~n" +
"(2) The input type is energy." + "~n" +
"(3) At least three output flows." + "~n" +
"(4) All output flow types are energy." + "~n" +
"(5) At least one output is marked as loss and is of

any subtype." + "~n" +
"(6) At least two other outputs are marked as usable

flow (not loss)." + "~n" +
"(7) All usable flows are of the same subtype as the

input."
});

operation_aborted();
};
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true;
};

DefClass: energize_m (function_block);

#=========
(integer modifiable) id:
@{

$refchain << ref(self:, "refchain:");
$idString << last(splitstring(last(splitString($refchain, ":")), "

energize_m"));
floor(MakeNumber($idString));

};

(string modifiable) label: "Energize_M";

#=========
(name modifiable) inputMClass: material; # format must be object name +

class
(child) inputM:
{

class, inputMClass:;
headEntity, child:NHA:;
headEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
# tailPointHidden, child:NHA:center: + vector(�1,0,0) * 20;
id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "A";
type, 1; # Material
type_SENS, 1;
# loss, false;
# loss_SENS, 0;

};

(name modifiable) inputEClass: energy; # format must be object name +
class

(child) inputE:
{

class, inputEClass:;
headEntity, child:NHA:;
headEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
# tailPointHidden, child:NHA:center: + vector(0,1,0) * 20;
id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "B";
type, 1; # Energy
loss, false;
loss_SENS, 0;

};

(name modifiable) outputMClass: material; # format must be object name
+ class
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(child) outputM:
{

class, outputMClass:;
tailEntity, child:NHA:;
tailEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
# headPointHidden, child:NHA:center: + vector(1,0,0) * 20;
id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "C";
type, inputM:type:;
type_SENS, 1; # type might change due to phase change
# loss, false;
# loss_SENS, 1;

};

(name modifiable) outputEClass: energy; # format must be object name +
class

(child) outputE:
{

class, outputEClass:;
tailEntity, child:NHA:;
tailEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
headEntity, outputM:;
headEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "D";
type, inputE:type:;
type_SENS, 0;
loss, false;
loss_SENS, 1;

};

(name modifiable) outputELossClass: energy;
(child) outputELoss:
{

class, outputELossClass:;
tailEntity, child:NHA:;
tailEntitySelectedChild_SENS, 0;
# headPointHidden, child:NHA:center: + vector(0,�1,0) * 20;
id, child:NHA:id:;
idSubscript, "E";
type, 1; # any type of Energy
type_SENS, 1;
loss, true;
loss_SENS, 0;

};

#=========
(list modifiable uncached) demandValue: {runtimeChecker:};

(boolean modifiable uncached) runtimeChecker:
@{
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$allFlowsInModel << loop
{
for $child in root:FunctionModel:allChildrenInModel:;
if (isKindOf?($child, flow) == true) collect $child;
};

$allFlowsInputToSelf << loop
{
for $flow in $allFlowsInModel;
if (ref($flow, "headEntity:") == self:) collect $flow;
};

$allFlowsOutputFromSelf << loop
{
for $flow in $allFlowsInModel;
if (ref($flow, "tailEntity:") == self:) collect $flow;
};

#===========
$allMaterialInModel << loop
{
for $child in root:FunctionModel:allChildrenInModel:;
if (isKindOf?($child, material) == true) collect $child;
};

$allMaterialInputToSelf << loop
{
for $flow in $allMaterialInModel;
if (ref($flow, "headEntity:") == self:) collect $flow;
};

$allMaterialOutputFromSelf << loop
{
for $flow in $allMaterialInModel;
if (ref($flow, "tailEntity:") == self:) collect $flow;
};

#===========
$allEnergyInModel << loop
{
for $child in root:FunctionModel:allChildrenInModel:;
if (isKindOf?($child, energy) == true) collect $child;
};

$allEnergyInputToSelf << loop
{
for $flow in $allEnergyInModel;
if (ref($flow, "headEntity:") == self:) collect $flow;
};

$allEnergyOutputFromSelf << loop
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{
for $flow in $allEnergyInModel;
if (ref($flow, "tailEntity:") == self:) collect $flow;
};

#==========
$isExactlyTwoInputs? << if (length($allFlowsInputToSelf) == 2) then

(true) else (false);
# ug_printValues({$isExactlyTwoInputs?});
$isExactlyOneInputM? << if (length($allMaterialInputToSelf) == 1)

then (true) else (false);
# ug_printValues({$isExactlyOneInputM?});
$isExactlyOneInputE? << if (length($allEnergyInputToSelf) == 1)

then (true) else (false);
# ug_printValues({$isExactlyOneInputE?});
$isExactlyThreeOutputs? << if (length($allFlowsOutputFromSelf) ==

3) then (true) else (false);
# ug_printValues({$isExactlyThreeOutputs?});
$isExactlyOneOutputM? << if (length($allMaterialOutputFromSelf) ==

1) then (true) else (false);
# ug_printValues({$isExactlyOneOutputM?});
$isExactlyTwoOutputsE? << if (length($allEnergyOutputFromSelf) ==

2) then (true) else (false);
# ug_printValues({$isExactlyTwoOutputsE?});

$isExactlyOneGoodCarriedOutE? << @{
$allGoodCarriedOutE << loop

{
for $flow in $allEnergyOutputFromSelf;
if (

((ref($flow, "typeString:")) == (ref(first(
$allEnergyInputToSelf), "typeString:"))) &&

(ref($flow, "loss:") == false) &&
(ref($flow, "headEntity:") == first(

$allMaterialOutputFromSelf))
)
collect $flow;

};
if (length($allGoodCarriedOutE) == 1) then (true) else (

false);
};

# ug_printValues({$isExactlyOneGoodCarriedOutE?});

$isExactlyOneOutputELossNotCarried? << @{
$outputELosses << loop {

for $output in $allEnergyOutputFromSelf;
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if ((ref($output, "loss:") == true) && (ref(
$output, "headEntity:") != first(
$allMaterialOutputFromSelf)) &&(ref($output,
"headEntity:") != first(
$allMaterialInputToSelf)))

collect $output;
};

if (length($outputELosses) == 1) then (true)
else (false);

};
# ug_printValues({$isExactlyOneOutputELossNotCarried?});

#===========
if ($isExactlyTwoInputs? && $isExactlyOneInputM? &&

$isExactlyOneInputE? &&
$isExactlyThreeOutputs? && $isExactlyOneOutputM? &&

$isExactlyTwoOutputsE? &&
$isExactlyOneGoodCarriedOutE? &&

$isExactlyOneOutputELossNotCarried?
)
then (doNothing)
else @{
ug_printMessage({"Energize_M must meet the following

conditions:" + "~n" +
"(1) Exactly two input flows: one material, the

other energy." + "~n" +
"(2) Exactly three output flows: one material, the

other two energy." + "~n" +
"(3) One output energy flow is usable and the

other one is a loss." + "~n" +
"(4) The usable energy flow is the same type as

the input energy and." + "~n" +
" is carried by the outgoing material flow." +

"~n" +
"(5) The other (loss) energy flow can be of any

energy type and is not carried."
});

operation_aborted();
};

true;
};

DefClass: energy (flow);

#=========
(boolean parameter modifiable) loss: false;
(integer parameter modifiable) loss_SENS: 1;

(integer parameter modifiable) lineColor: if (loss: == true)
then (ug_askClosestColor(red))
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else (ug_askClosestColor(blue));

(name parameter modifiable) lineWidth: thin;

(integer parameter modifiable) id:
@{

$refchain << ref(self:, "refchain:");
$idString << last(splitstring(last(splitstring(last(splitString(

$refchain, ":")), "_")), "energy"));
floor(MakeNumber($idString));

};

(integer parameter modifiable) type: 1;
(list modifiable) type_LIST: {"Energy",

" ME",
" KE",
" LinKE",
" RotKE",
" PE",
" GrvPE",
" ElsPE",
" MWork",
" EE",
" EWork",
" ThE",
" EME",
" AcE",
" ChE"
};

(integer parameter modifiable) type_SENS: 1;

(string parameter modifiable) typeString: last(splitString(nth(type:,
type_LIST:), " "));

(list modifiable) typeListCleaned: loop
{

for $typeStr in type_LIST:;
collect (last(splitString($typeStr, " ")));

};

DefClass: entity (ug_base_part %ug_create_instance);
(name) apply_state: create;

#=========
(string parameter modifiable) label: "";

(name parameter modifiable) lineWidth: thin;
(name parameter modifiable) lineFont: solid;
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(integer parameter modifiable) lineColor: ug_askClosestColor(black);
(number parameter modifiable) textFontSize: 2.0;

(list modifiable) demandValue: {root:FunctionModel:runtimeChecker:};

(string parameter modifiable) typeString: ""; # overriden by solid,
liquid, ME, EE, ThE, etc. by subclasses

(string parameter modifiable) idSubscript: ""; # provision for creating
IDs like 17A for flows belonging to features

#=========

DefClass: environment (node);

#=========
(number parameter modifiable) diameter: 7;

#=========
(string modifiable) typeString: "Ev";

#=========
(integer parameter modifiable) id:
@{

$refchain << ref(self:, "refchain:");
$idString << last(splitstring(last(splitstring(last(splitString(

$refchain, ":")), "_")), "environment"));
floor(MakeNumber($idString));

};

(child) envObject:
{

class, ug_arc;
center, center:;
radius, diameter: / 2;
width, lineWidth:;
font, lineFont:;
color, lineColor:;

};

(child) idNote:
{

class, ug_note;
text, {typeString: + "�" + format("%d", id:) + idSubscript:};
origin, center:;
size, textFontSize:;
width, lineWidth:;
font, lineFont:;
color, lineColor:;

};
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DefClass: flow (entity);

#=========
(any parameter modifiable) tailEntitySelectedChild: "";
(any parameter modifiable) headEntitySelectedChild: "";

(integer parameter modifiable) tailEntitySelectedChild_SENS: 1;
(integer parameter modifiable) headEntitySelectedChild_SENS: 1;

(any parameter modifiable) tailEntity: if (tailEntitySelectedChild: ==
"") then ("")

else (tailEntitySelectedChild:NHA:);

(any parameter modifiable) headEntity: if (headEntitySelectedChild: ==
"") then ("")

else (headEntitySelectedChild:NHA:);

(point parameter modifiable) tailPointHidden: if (tailEntity: == "")
then

@{
if (headEntity: != "")
then (headEntity:center: + vector(�1,0,0) * 25)
else (point(0,0,0));
}

else (tailEntity:center:);

(point parameter modifiable) headPointHidden: if (headEntity: == "")
then

@{
if (tailEntity: != "")
then (tailEntity:center: + vector(1,0,0) * 25)
else (point(20,20,0));
}

else (headEntity:center:);
#=========
(name modifiable) lineFont: if ((tailEntity: == "") || (headEntity: ==

"")) then (dashed) else (solid);

#=========
(integer modifiable) id:
@{

$refchain << ref(self:, "refchain:");
$idString << last(splitstring(last(splitstring(last(splitString(

$refchain, ":")), "_")), "arrow"));
floor(MakeNumber($idString));

};

#=========
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(name modifiable) arrowStyle: if (((tailEntity: != "") && (isKindOf?(
tailEntity:, flow) == true)) || ((headEntity: != "") && (isKindOf?(
headEntity:, flow) == true)))

then (bent) else (straight);
# straight, bent

(child) arrowStemStraightHidden:
{

class, ug_line;
start_point, tailPointHidden:;
end_point, headPointHidden:;
suppress?, true;

};

(point modifiable) tailTrimPoint: if (tailEntity: == "") then (
tailPointHidden:)

else arrowTrimPoint:(tailEntity:,
arrowStemStraightHidden:);

(point modifiable) headTrimPoint: if (headEntity: == "") then (
headPointHidden:)

else arrowTrimPoint:(headEntity:,
arrowStemStraightHidden:);

(child) arrowStemStraight:
{

class, if (arrowStyle: == straight) then ug_line else nullDesign;
start_point, tailTrimPoint:;
end_point, headTrimPoint:;
width, lineWidth:;
font, lineFont:;
color, lineColor:;

};

(child) arrowStemBent_Leg1:
{

class, if (arrowStyle: == bent) then ug_line else nullDesign;
start_point, if ((isKindOf?(tailEntity:, flow) == true) && (

isKindOf?(headEntity:, function_block) == true))
then (tailEntity:anchorHead:)
else if ((isKindOf?(tailEntity:, function_block) == true) && (

isKindOf?(headEntity:, flow) == true))
then(ug_curve_askPointOnCurve(tailEntity:blockBottom:, 0.5))

else @{
# ug_printMessage({"Not a suitable case for bent arrow

style."});
point(0,0,0);
};

end_point, if ((isKindOf?(tailEntity:, flow) == true) && (isKindOf
?(headEntity:, function_block) == true))
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then (point(localX(child:start_point:), min(localY(child:
start_point:), localY(ug_curve_askPointOnCurve(
headEntity:blockBottom:, 0.5))) � 5, 0))

else if ((isKindOf?(tailEntity:, function_block) == true)
&& (isKindOf?(headEntity:, flow) == true))

then(point(localX(child:start_point:), min(localY(child:
start_point:), localY(headEntity:anchorTail:)) � 5, 0))

else @{
# ug_printMessage({"Not a suitable case for bent arrow

style."});
point(0,0,0);
};

width, lineWidth:;
font, lineFont:;
color, lineColor:;

};

(child) arrowStemBent_Leg2:
{

class, if (arrowStyle: == bent) then ug_line else nullDesign;
start_point, arrowStemBent_Leg1:end_point:;
end_point, if ((isKindOf?(tailEntity:, flow) == true) && (isKindOf

?(headEntity:, function_block) == true))
then (point(localX(headEntity:center:), localY(child:

start_point:), 0))
else if ((isKindOf?(tailEntity:, function_block) == true)

&& (isKindOf?(headEntity:, flow) == true))
then(point(localX(headEntity:anchorTail:), localY(child:

start_point:), 0))
else @{

# ug_printMessage({"Not a suitable case for bent arrow
style."});

point(0,0,0);
};

width, lineWidth:;
font, lineFont:;
color, lineColor:;

};

(child) arrowStemBent_Leg3:
{

class, if (arrowStyle: == bent) then ug_line else nullDesign;
start_point, arrowStemBent_Leg2:end_point:;
end_point, if ((isKindOf?(tailEntity:, flow) == true) && (isKindOf

?(headEntity:, function_block) == true))
then (ug_curve_askPointOnCurve(headEntity:blockBottom:,

0.5))
else if ((isKindOf?(tailEntity:, function_block) == true)

&& (isKindOf?(headEntity:, flow) == true))
then(headEntity:anchorTail:)
else @{
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# ug_printMessage({"Not a suitable case for bent arrow
style."});

point(0,0,0);
};

width, lineWidth:;
font, lineFont:;
color, lineColor:;

};

(child list) arrowHead:
{

class, ug_line;
quantity, 2;
start_point, if (arrowStyle: == straight) then (headTrimPoint:)

else (arrowStemBent_Leg3:end_point:);
end_point, @{

$arrowVec << if (arrowStyle: == straight)
then (unitVector2Points(tailTrimPoint:, headTrimPoint:))
else (vector(0,1,0));
$roatedVec << rotateVector($arrowVec, nth(child:index:,

{�160, 160}), vector(0,0,1));
child:start_point: + $roatedVec * 2;
};

width, lineWidth:;
font, lineFont:;
color, lineColor:;

};

(point modifiable) center: if (arrowStyle: == straight)
then (ug_curve_askPointOnCurve(arrowStemStraight:, 0.5))
else (ug_curve_askPointOnCurve(arrowStemBent_Leg2:, 0.5));

(point modifiable) anchorTail: if (arrowStyle: == straight)
then (ug_curve_askPointOnCurve(arrowStemStraight:, 0.2))
else (ug_curve_askPointOnCurve(arrowStemBent_Leg2:, 0.2));

(point modifiable) anchorHead: if (arrowStyle: == straight)
then (ug_curve_askPointOnCurve(arrowStemStraight:, 0.8))
else (ug_curve_askPointOnCurve(arrowStemBent_Leg2:, 0.8));

(child) flowIDString:
{

class, ug_note;
text, {"(" + typeString: + "�" + format("%d", id:) + idSubscript: +

") "};
x_axis, if (arrowStyle: == straight)

then (unitVector2Points(tailTrimPoint:, headTrimPoint:))
else (vector(1,0,0));

y_axis, rotateVector(child:x_axis:, 90, vector(0,0,1));
origin, if (arrowStyle: == straight)

then (center: + (child:y_axis:) * (child:size:))
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else (ug_curve_askPointOnCurve(arrowStemBent_Leg2:,
0.5) + (child:y_axis:) * (child:size:));

size, textFontSize:;
color, lineColor:;

};

(child) flowLabelString:
{

class, ug_note;
text, {label:};
x_axis, if (arrowStyle: == straight)

then (unitVector2Points(tailTrimPoint:, headTrimPoint:))
else (vector(1,0,0));

y_axis, rotateVector(child:x_axis:, 90, vector(0,0,1));
origin, if (arrowStyle: == straight)

then (center: � (child:y_axis:) * (child:size:))
else (ug_curve_askPointOnCurve(arrowStemBent_Leg2:,

0.5) � (child:y_axis:) * (child:size:));

size, textFontSize:;
color, lineColor:;

};

#=========
(point method modifiable) arrowTrimPoint:(any $trimmingEntity, any

$flow)
@{

$trimmingEntityBoundary << loop
{

for $child in ref($trimmingEntity, "children:");
if (

(isKindOf?($child, ug_line) == true) ||
(isKindOf?($child, ug_arc) == true)

) collect $child;
};

$paramOnFlow << loop
{

for $crv in $trimmingEntityBoundary;
for $intPointList is ug_curve_askCurveIntersection($flow, $crv,

0.01);
if (empty?($intPointList) == false) return first(first(

$intPointList));
return is 0;

};

ug_curve_askPointOnCurve($flow, $paramOnFlow);
};

#=========
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(list modifiable) allFlows: loop
{

for $child in root:FunctionModel:allChildrenInModel:;
if (isKindOf?($child, flow) == true)

collect $child;
};

(integer parameter modifiable) flowToConnectIndex: 1;

(list modifiable) flowToConnectIndex_LIST: loop
{

for $flow in setDifference(allFlows:, {self:});
for $flowTypeString is ref($flow, "typeString:");
if (

($flowTypeString == self:typeString:) &&
(

(
(self:tailEntity: != "") &&
(ref($flow, "tailEntity:") == "") &&
(ref($flow, "headEntity:") != self:tailEntity:)

) ||
(

(self:headEntity: != "") &&
(ref($flow, "headEntity:") == "") &&
(ref($flow, "tailEntity:") != self:headEntity:)

)
)
) collect $flow;

};

(any parameter modifiable) flowToConnect: nth(flowToConnectIndex:,
flowToConnectIndex_LIST:);

(boolean parameter modifiable) connect: # connect flows from different
functions head to tail

@{
if
(
(self:tailEntity: != "") &&
(ref(flowToConnect:, "tailEntity:") == "") &&
(ref(flowToConnect:, "headEntity:") != self:tailEntity:)
)
then @{

storeValue(flowToConnect:headEntity:, self:, destination);

if (flowToConnect:NHA: == root:)
then (ug_deleteInstance(flowToConnect:))
else @{

$reconCarrier << loop
{
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for $flow in allFlows:;
for $reconnectCarrierTail is if (ref($flow, "tailEntity

:") == flowToConnect:)
then (storeValue(self:, $flow, tailEntity))
else (doNothing);

for $reconnectCarrierHead is if (ref($flow, "headEntity
:") == flowToConnect:)

then (storeValue(self:, $flow, headEntity))
else (doNothing);

collect 0;
};

storeValue(nullDesign, flowToConnect:NHA:, makeName(last(
splitString(ref(flowToConnect:, "refchain:"), ":")) + "
Class"));

};

storeValue(destination:, self:, headEntity);
ug_updateKFObjects({});
# ug_printMessage({"The destination flow is deleted or

set to Null."});
}

else if
(
(self:headEntity: != "") &&
(ref(flowToConnect:, "headEntity:") == "") &&
(ref(flowToConnect:, "tailEntity:") != self:headEntity:)
)

then @{
storeValue(flowToConnect:tailEntity:, self:, destination);

if (flowToConnect:NHA: == root:)
then (ug_deleteInstance(flowToConnect:))
else @{

$reconCarrier << loop
{
for $flow in allFlows:;
for $reconnectCarrierTail is if (ref($flow, "tailEntity

:") == flowToConnect:)
then (storeValue(self:, $flow, tailEntity))
else (doNothing);

for $reconnectCarrierHead is if (ref($flow, "headEntity
:") == flowToConnect:)

then (storeValue(self:, $flow, headEntity))
else (doNothing);

collect 0;
};
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storeValue(nullDesign, flowToConnect:NHA:, makeName(
last(splitString(ref(flowToConnect:, "refchain:"), "
:")) + "Class"));

};

storeValue(destination:, self:, tailEntity);
ug_updateKFObjects({});
# ug_printMessage({"The destination flow is deleted or

set to Null."});
}

else @{
ug_printMessage({"Not a suitable case for connecting flows

.~nThe operation will be aborted."});
abort_operation(); # non�existent function call to abort

operation
};

ug_updateKFObjects({});

true;
};

(any modifiable) destination: 0;

DefClass: function_block (node);

#=========
(number parameter modifiable) blockLength: 15;
(number parameter modifiable) blockWidth: 10;

#=========
(string modifiable) typeString: "F";

#=========
(integer modifiable) id:
@{

$refchain << ref(self:, "refchain:");
$idString << last(splitstring(last(splitstring(last(splitString(

$refchain, ":")), "_")), "Block"));
floor(MakeNumber($idString));

};

(child) blockTop:
{

class, ug_line;
start_point, center: + vector(�1,0,0) * blockLength:/2 + vector

(0,1,0) * blockWidth:/2;
end_point, child:start_point: + vector(1,0,0) * blockLength:;
width, lineWidth:;
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font, lineFont:;
color, lineColor:;

};

(child) blockRight:
{

class, ug_line;
start_point, blockTop:end_point:;
end_point, child:start_point: + vector(0,�1,0) * blockWidth:;
width, lineWidth:;
font, lineFont:;
color, lineColor:;

};

(child) blockBottom:
{

class, ug_line;
start_point, blockRight:end_point:;
end_point, child:start_point: + vector(�1,0,0) * blockLength:;
width, lineWidth:;
font, lineFont:;
color, lineColor:;

};

(child) blockLeft:
{

class, ug_line;
start_point, blockBottom:end_point:;
end_point, blockTop:start_point:;
width, lineWidth:;
font, lineFont:;
color, lineColor:;

};

(child) blockOrigin:
{

class, ug_point;
position, center:;
suppress?, true;

};

(child) blockLabel:
{

class, ug_note;
text, {label:};
origin, center:;
size, textFontSize:;
width, lineWidth:;
font, lineFont:;
color, lineColor:;

};
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(child) blockID:
{

class, ug_note;
text, {"(" + typeString: + "�" + format("%d", id:) + ")"};
origin, center: + vector(�1,0,0) * (0.5*blockLength:/2) + vector

(0,1,0) * (0.7*blockWidth:/2);
size, textFontSize:;
width, lineWidth:;
color, lineColor:;

};

DefClass: Function_Model (ug_base_part %ug_create_instance);

(string) apply_name: "FunctionModel";
(name) apply_state: edit;

#=========
#
# CREATE A FUNCTION MODEL BY IMPORTING A TEXT FILE CONTAINING ITS DATA
#
#=========
(string parameter modifiable) pathToTXT_FILE: getEnv("

FUNCTION_MODELING_BASE_DIR") + "\Test_Cases\hairdryer_input.txt";

(string parameter modifiable) pathToTXT_DLG: pathToTXT_FILE:;

(boolean parameter modifiable) importModelFromTXT:
@{

$file << openFile(pathToTXT_FILE:, read);
$readFile << readSimpleDataFile($file);
storeValue($readFile, self:, TXTData);
closeFile($file);

decodeTXTData:;

storeValue(true, self:, FLAG_TXT_functions);
ug_updateKFObjects({});

storeValue(true, self:, FLAG_TXT_flows);
ug_updateKFObjects({});

storeValue(true, self:, FLAG_TXT_carriedFlows);
ug_updateKFObjects({});

true;
};

(list modifiable) TXTData: {};
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#========
(boolean modifiable) decodeTXTData:
@{

$functionData << loop
{

for $list in TXTData:;
if (first($list) == function) collect (rest($list));

};

$flowData << loop
{

for $list in TXTData:;
if (first($list) == flow) collect (rest($list));

};

$carriedFlowData << loop
{

for $list in TXTData:;
if (first($list) == carried) collect (rest($list));

};

storeValue($functionData, self:, TXT_function_data);
storeValue($flowData, self:, TXT_flow_data);
storeValue($carriedFlowData, self:, TXT_carriedFlow_data);

true;
};

(list modifiable) TXT_function_data: {};
(list modifiable) TXT_flow_data: {};
(list modifiable) TXT_carriedFlow_data: {};

#=====

(boolean modifiable) FLAG_TXT_functions: false;

(child list) TXT_functions:
{

class, if (FLAG_TXT_functions: == true) then first(nth(child:index
:, TXT_function_data:)) else (nullDesign);

quantity, length(TXT_function_data:);
label, makeString(second(nth(child:index:, TXT_function_data:)));
centerSelected, point(fourth(nth(child:index:, TXT_function_data:))

, fifth(nth(child:index:, TXT_function_data:)), 0);
};

#=====
(boolean modifiable) FLAG_TXT_flows: false;

(child list) TXT_flows:
{
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class, if (FLAG_TXT_flows: == true) then third(nth(child:index:,
TXT_flow_data:)) else (nullDesign);

quantity, length(TXT_flow_data:);
tailEntity, if (first(nth(child:index:, TXT_flow_data:)) == 0) then

("") else (nth(first(nth(child:index:, TXT_flow_data:)),
TXT_functions:));

headEntity, if (second(nth(child:index:, TXT_flow_data:)) == 0)
then ("") else (nth(second(nth(child:index:, TXT_flow_data:)),
TXT_functions:));

typeString, makeString(fourth(nth(child:index:, TXT_flow_data:)));
label, makeString(fifth(nth(child:index:, TXT_flow_data:)));

};

#=====
(boolean modifiable) FLAG_TXT_carriedFlows: false;

(child list) TXT_carriedFlows:
{

class, if (FLAG_TXT_carriedFlows: == true) then fifth(nth(child:
index:, TXT_carriedFlow_data:)) else (nullDesign);

quantity, length(TXT_carriedFlow_data:);

tailEntity, if (first(nth(child:index:, TXT_carriedFlow_data:)) ==
function)

then (nth(second(nth(child:index:,
TXT_carriedFlow_data:)), TXT_functions:))

else if (first(nth(child:index:,
TXT_carriedFlow_data:)) == flow)

then (nth(second(nth(child:index:,
TXT_carriedFlow_data:)), TXT_flows:))

else nullDesign;
headEntity, if (third(nth(child:index:, TXT_carriedFlow_data:)) ==

function)
then (nth(fourth(nth(child:index:,

TXT_carriedFlow_data:)), TXT_functions:))
else if (third(nth(child:index:,

TXT_carriedFlow_data:)) == flow)
then (nth(fourth(nth(child:index:,

TXT_carriedFlow_data:)), TXT_flows:))
else nullDesign;

typeString, makeString(sixth(nth(child:index:, TXT_carriedFlow_data
:)));

label, makeString(seventh(nth(child:index:, TXT_carriedFlow_data:))
);

};

#=========
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(boolean modifiable uncached) runtimeChecker:
@{

checkCarrierTopology:();
checkCarrierHierarchy:();
true;

};

(boolean parameter modifiable) checkUponRequest:
@{

checkOrphanFlows:();
ug_printValues({""});
checkBarrenFlows:();
ug_printValues({""});
checkPhysics:();
true;

};

#=========
(list modifiable uncached) demandValue: {runtimeChecker:};

#=========
(list modifiable) allChildrenInModel: allChildrenOfObject(root:);

#=========
(list parameter modifiable) entitiesToBeDeleted: {};
(list modifiable) entitiesToBeDeleted_MASK: {line, curve};

(boolean parameter modifiable) deleteSelectedEntities:
@{

$deleteObjects << loop
{

for $ent in entitiesToBeDeleted:;
for $objectToDelete is ref($ent, "NHA:");

for $checkForDependents is
@{

$inputFlows << loop {
for $child in allChildrenInModel:;
if (
(isKindOf?($child, flow) == true) &&
(ref($child, "headEntity:") == $objectToDelete)
)
collect $child;
};

$outputFlows << loop {
for $child in allChildrenInModel:;
if (
(isKindOf?($child, flow) == true) &&
(ref($child, "tailEntity:") == $objectToDelete)
)
collect $child;
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};

$action <<
if (isKindOf?($objectToDelete, node) == true)

then @{
$unAttachInputFlows << loop
{
for $inputFlow in $inputFlows;
for $action is
if (isKindOf?(ref($inputFlow, "tailEntity:"), flow)

== true)
then @{

ug_printValues({1});
ug_deleteInstance($inputFlow);
ug_updateKfObjects({});
}

else (storeValue("", $inputFlow,
headEntitySelectedChild));

collect 0;
};

$unAttachOutputFlows << loop
{
for $outputFlow in $outputFlows;
for $action is
if (isKindOf?(ref($outputFlow, "headEntity:"), flow

) == true)
then @{

ug_printValues({2});
ug_deleteInstance($outputFlow);
ug_updateKfObjects({});
}

else (storeValue("", $outputFlow,
tailEntitySelectedChild));
collect 0;
};

ug_deleteInstance($objectToDelete);
ug_updateKfObjects({});
}

else if (isKindOf?($objectToDelete, flow) == true)
then @{

$deleteInputFlows << loop
{
for $inputFlow in $inputFlows;
do ug_deleteInstance($inputFlow);
collect 0;
};

$deleteOutputFlows << loop
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{
for $outputFlow in $outputFlows;
do ug_deleteInstance($outputFlow);
collect 0;
};

ug_deleteInstance($objectToDelete);
ug_updateKfObjects({});
}

else (doNothing);
true;

};

collect 0;
};

true;
};

#=========
(boolean method modifiable) checkCarrierTopology:()
@{

$allFlows << loop
{
for $child in allChildrenInModel:;
if (isKindOf?($child, flow) == true) collect $child;
};

$allCarriedFlowsFromFlowToNode << loop
{
for $flow in $allFlows;
if (

(ref($flow, "tailEntity:") != "") &&
(ref($flow, "HeadEntity:") != "") &&
(isKindOf?(ref($flow, "tailEntity:"), flow) == true) &&
(isKindOf?(ref($flow, "headEntity:"), node) == true)

)
collect ($flow);

};

$allCarriedFlowsFromNodeToFlow << loop
{
for $flow in $allFlows;
if (

(ref($flow, "tailEntity:") != "") &&
(ref($flow, "HeadEntity:") != "") &&
(isKindOf?(ref($flow, "tailEntity:"), node) == true) &&
(isKindOf?(ref($flow, "headEntity:"), flow) == true)
)
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collect ($flow);
};

$check1 << loop
{
for $flow in $allCarriedFlowsFromFlowToNode;
for $check is if (ref($flow, "headEntity:") == ref(ref($flow, "

tailEntity:"), "headEntity:"))
then (1) else
@{

ug_printMessage({carrierTopologyMessage1:});
operation_aborted(); # non�existent function � used

to abort operation
0;
};

collect $check;
};

$check2 << loop
{
for $flow in $allCarriedFlowsFromNodeToFlow;
for $check is if (ref($flow, "tailEntity:") == ref(ref($flow, "

headEntity:"), "tailEntity:"))
then (1) else
@{

ug_printMessage({carrierTopologyMessage2:});
operation_aborted(); # non�existent function � used

to abort operation 0;
};

collect $check;
};

true;

};

#=========
(boolean method modifiable) checkCarrierHierarchy:()
@{

$allFlows << loop
{

for $child in allChildrenInModel:;
if (isKindOf?($child, flow) == true) collect $child;

};

$check << loop
{
for $flow in $allFlows;

for $check is if (
(isKindOf?($flow, material) == true) &&
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(
(ref($flow, "tailEntity:") != "") &&
(ref($flow, "HeadEntity:") != "") &&
((isKindOf?(ref($flow, "tailEntity:"), flow) == true)

||
(isKindOf?(ref($flow, "headEntity:"), flow) == true

))
)
)

then @{
ug_printMessage({carrierHierarchyMessage_M:});
appendToList($flow, entitiesToBeDeleted:);
0;
}

else if (
(isKindOf?($flow, energy) == true) &&
(
(ref($flow, "tailEntity:") != "") &&
(ref($flow, "HeadEntity:") != "") &&
((isKindOf?(ref($flow, "tailEntity:"), energy) ==

true) ||
(isKindOf?(ref($flow, "headEntity:"), energy) ==

true) ||
(isKindOf?(ref($flow, "tailEntity:"), signal) ==

true) ||
(isKindOf?(ref($flow, "headEntity:"), signal) ==

true))
)

)
then @{

ug_printMessage({carrierHierarchyMessage_E:});
operation_aborted(); # non�existent function �

used to abort operation
0;
}

else if (
(isKindOf?($flow, signal) == true) &&
(
(ref($flow, "tailEntity:") != "") &&
(ref($flow, "HeadEntity:") != "") &&
((isKindOf?(ref($flow, "tailEntity:"), signal) ==

true) ||
(isKindOf?(ref($flow, "headEntity:"), signal) ==

true))
)

)
then @{

ug_printMessage({carrierHierarchyMessage_S:});
operation_aborted(); # non�existent function �

used to abort operation
0;
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}
else if (

(isKindOf?($flow, signal) == true) &&
(ref($flow, "tailEntity:") != "") &&
(ref($flow, "HeadEntity:") != "") &&
(isKindOf?(ref($flow, "tailEntity:"), node) == true

) &&
(isKindOf?(ref($flow, "headEntity:"), node) == true

)
)

then @{
ug_printMessage({carrierHierarchyMessage_S2:});
operation_aborted(); # non�existent function �

used to abort operation
0;
}
else (1);

collect $check;
};

true;
};

#=========
(boolean method modifiable) checkOrphanFlows:()
@{

$allMEFlows << loop
{
for $child in allChildrenInModel:;
if (

(isKindOf?($child, material) == true) ||
(isKindOf?($child, energy) == true)
)
collect $child;

};

$allMEFlowsComingFromFunctions << loop # the orphan check should
be limited to flows coming from functions.

# flows coming from
environments and carrier
flows are not
considered orphans

# even if their tail
entities do not receive
inputs.

{
for $MEflow in $allMEFlows;
if (

(ref($MEflow, "tailEntity:") == "") ||
(isKindOf?(ref($MEflow, "tailEntity:"), function_block) == true

)
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)
collect $MEflow;
};

$checkOrphan << loop
{
for $flow in $allMEFlowsComingFromFunctions;
for $flowClass is ref($flow, "class:"); # material | energy
for $flowTail is ref($flow, "tailEntity:");

for $check is loop
{
for $otherMEFlow in setDifference($allMEFlows, {$flow});
if (

(ref($otherMEFlow, "class:") == $flowClass) &&
(ref($otherMEFlow, "headEntity:") == $flowTail)

)
return "pass";

return is "fail";
};

for $action is if (($check == "fail") || (ref($flow, "
tailEntity:") == ""))

then (ug_printValues({orphanFlowMessage: + format("%d",
ref($flow, "id:")) + ref($flow, "idSubscript:")}))

else (doNothing);
collect 0;

};

true;
};

#=========
(boolean method modifiable) checkBarrenFlows:()
@{

$allMEFlows << loop
{
for $child in allChildrenInModel:;
if (

(isKindOf?($child, material) == true) ||
(isKindOf?($child, energy) == true)
)
collect $child;

};

$allMEFlowsGoingToFunctions << loop # the barren check should be
limited to flows going to functions.

# flows going to environments and carrier flows
are not considered barren
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# even if their head entities do not produce
outputs.

{
for $MEflow in $allMEFlows;
if (

(ref($MEflow, "headEntity:") == "") ||
(isKindOf?(ref($MEflow, "headEntity:"), function_block) == true

)
)
collect $MEflow;

};

$checkOrphan << loop
{
for $flow in $allMEFlowsGoingToFunctions;
for $flowClass is ref($flow, "class:"); # material | energy
for $flowTail is ref($flow, "headEntity:");

for $check is loop
{
for $otherMEFlow in setDifference($allMEFlows, {$flow});
if (

(ref($otherMEFlow, "class:") == $flowClass) &&
(ref($otherMEFlow, "tailEntity:") == $flowTail)

)
return "pass";

return is "fail";
};

for $action is if (($check == "fail") || (ref($flow, "
headEntity:") == ""))
then (ug_printValues({barrenFlowMessage: + format("%d", ref

($flow, "id:")) + ref($flow, "idSubscript:")}))
else (doNothing);

collect 0;
};

true;
};

#=========
(boolean method modifiable) checkPhysics:()
@{

$allFunctions << loop
{
for $child in allChildrenInModel:;
if (isKindOf?($child, function_block) == true) collect $child;
};

$checkAgainstPhysics << loop
{
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for $func in $allFunctions;

for $inputMaterials is loop
{
for $child in allChildrenInModel:;
if (

(isKindOf?($child, material) == true) &&
(ref($child, "headEntity:") == $func)
) collect (format("%d", ref($child, "id:")) + ref($child, "

idSubScript:") + ", ");
};

for $inputEnergies is loop
{
for $child in allChildrenInModel:;
if (

(isKindOf?($child, energy) == true) &&
(ref($child, "headEntity:") == $func)
) collect (format("%d", ref($child, "id:")) + ref($child, "

idSubScript:") + ", ");
};

for $outputMaterials is loop
{
for $child in allChildrenInModel:;
if (

(isKindOf?($child, material) == true) &&
(ref($child, "tailEntity:") == $func)
) collect (format("%d", ref($child, "id:")) + ref($child, "

idSubScript:") + ", ");
};

for $outputEnergies is loop
{
for $child in allChildrenInModel:;
if (

(isKindOf?($child, energy) == true) &&
(ref($child, "tailEntity:") == $func)
) collect (format("%d", ref($child, "id:")) + ref($child, "

idSubScript:") + ", ");
};

for $outputEnergyLosses is loop
{
for $child in allChildrenInModel:;
if (

(isKindOf?($child, energy) == true) &&
(ref($child, "tailEntity:") == $func) &&
(ref($child, "loss:") == true)
) collect (format("%d", ref($child, "id:")) + ref($child, "

idSubScript:") + ", ");
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};

for $inferBalanceM is
if (

(!empty?($inputMaterials)) &&
(!empty?($outputMaterials))
)
then ug_printValues(flatten({

{"Material balance in function " + format("%d", ref
($func, "id:")) + ":~t" },

$inputMaterials,
{" ��> "},
$outputMaterials
})
)

else (doNothing);

for $inferBalanceE is
if (

(!empty?($inputEnergies)) &&
(!empty?($outputEnergies))

)
then ug_printValues(flatten({
{"Energy balance in function " + format("%d", ref(

$func, "id:")) + ":~t" },
$inputEnergies,
{" ��> "},
$outputEnergies
})

)
else (doNothing);

for $checkForViolationofFirstLaw is
if (

(!empty?($inputMaterials)) &&
(!empty?($outputMaterials)) &&
(empty?($inputEnergies)) &&
(empty?($outputEnergies))

)
then ug_printValues({violationOfFirstLawMessage: + format("

%d", ref($func, "id:"))})
else (doNothing);

for $checkForViolationofSecondLaw is
if (

(!empty?($inputEnergies)) &&
(!empty?($outputEnergies)) &&
(empty?($outputEnergyLosses))

)
then ug_printValues({violationOfSecondLawMessage: + format(

"%d", ref($func, "id:"))})
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else (doNothing);

# do ug_printValues({""});

collect 0;
};

true;
};

#=========
(string modifiable) carrierTopologyMessage1: "A carried flow can only

enter the function block where its carrier flow enters.";
(string modifiable) carrierTopologyMessage2: "A carried flow leaving a

function block must be carried by a flow that leaves the same
function block.";

(string modifiable) carrierHierarchyMessage_M: "A material flow cannont
be carried by another flow.~nIt can only by mixed with another

material using a function.";
(string modifiable) carrierHierarchyMessage_E: "An energy flow can be

carried only by a material flow.~nIt cannot be carried by an energy
or a signal flow.";

(string modifiable) carrierHierarchyMessage_S: "A signal flow can be
carried only by a material or an energy flow.~nIt cannot be carried
by another signal flow.";

(string modifiable) carrierHierarchyMessage_S2: "A signal flow cannot
exist on its own. It must be carried by a material or an energy
flow.";

(string modifiable) orphanFlowMessage: "Orphan flow (parent not found):
";

(string modifiable) BarrenFlowMessage: "Barren flow (child not found):
";

(string modifiable) violationOfFirstLawMessage: "Change in material
state requires exchange of energy: Function ";

(string modifiable) violationOfSecondLawMessage: "An energy�processing
function must incur a loss: Function ";

#=========
(any parameter modifiable) functionToDecompIndex: 1;
(list modifiable) functionToDecompIndex_LIST: loop
{

for $obj in allChildrenInModel:;
if (isKindOf?($obj, function_block) == true) collect $obj;

};

(instance modifiable) functionToDecomp: nth(functionToDecompIndex:,
functionToDecompIndex_LIST:);
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(string parameter modifiable) pathToExcel_FILE: getEnv("
FUNCTION_MODELING_BASE_DIR") + "\Application\Semantic\Semantic.xlsm"
;

#=========
(boolean parameter modifiable) exportDataToExcel:
@{

if (isExcelFileWritable?(pathToExcel_FILE:) == 0)
then
@{

ug_printMessage({"Cannot write to Excel program file."});
false;

}

else if (functionToDecomp:NHA: != root:) then
@{

ug_printMessage({"Cannot decompose a feature�level function."})
;

false;
}

else
@{

$inputList << loop
{
for $obj in allChildrenInModel:;
if (

(isKindOf?($obj, flow) == true) &&
(ref($obj, "headEntity:") != "") &&
(ref($obj, "headEntity:") == functionToDecomp:)
) collect ref($obj, "label:");

};

$outputList << loop
{
for $obj in allChildrenInModel:;
if (

(isKindOf?($obj, flow) == true) &&
(ref($obj, "tailEntity:") != "") &&
(ref($obj, "tailEntity:") == functionToDecomp:)
) collect ref($obj, "label:");

};

if ((length($inputList) < 1) || (length($inputList) > 3) ||
(length($outputList) < 1) || (length($outputList) > 3)

) then
@{

ug_printMessage({"Number of input flow must be between one
and three."});

false;
}
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else
@{

$dataForXLS_input << if (length($inputList) == 1)
then ({first($inputList), "", "", "", ""})
else if (length($inputList) == 2)
then ({first($inputList), "", "", "", second($inputList

)})
else ({first($inputList), "", second($inputList), "",

third($inputList)});

$dataForXLS_output << if (length($outputList) == 1)
then ({first($outputList), "", "", "", ""})
else if (length($outputList) == 2)
then ({first($outputList), "", "", "", second(

$outputList)})
else ({first($outputList), "", second($outputList), "",

third($outputList)});

$xls << ug_excel_open_file(pathToExcel_FILE:, write);

ug_excel_write_range($xls, flatten({1, # sheet ID
10, 4, # from cell D10
14, 4, # to cell D14
$dataForXLS_input

})
);

ug_excel_write_range($xls, flatten({1, # sheet ID
10, 8, # from cell D10
14, 8, # to cell D14
$dataForXLS_output

})
);

ug_excel_close_file($xls, true);

ug_printMessage({"Semantic information written to Excel
program."});

true;
};

};
};

#=========
(boolean parameter modifiable) importDataFromExcel:
@{

$xls << ug_excel_open_file(pathToExcel_FILE:, read);

$data << ug_excel_read_range(
$xls, # port
1, # sheet ID
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50, # start row
6, # start column
100, # end row # this number is hard

coded.
# should reflect the last row in xls

containing data
12 #end column
);

ug_excel_close_file($xls, true);

if (mod((length($data) � 5), 7) != 0)
then ug_printValue({"WARNING: ~nUnexpeced number of data items

found in decomposition results."})
else (doNothing);

$organizedData << loop
{

for $i from 6 to length($data) by 7;

for $dataSet is loop
{

for $j from $i to ($i + 6);
collect nth($j, $data);

};

if (second($dataSet) != "") collect $dataSet;
};

$featureDataMandatory << loop
{

for $dataSet in $organizedData;
if (first($dataSet) != "") return $collector; # will work as

long as the first row is not an Option row
collect $dataSet into $collector;
return is $collector;

};

$featureDataOptional << loop
{

for $i from (length($featureDataMandatory)+1) to length(
$organizedData);

for $optionData is nth($i, $organizedData);
collect ($optionData);

};

$optionsSeparated <<
@{

$optionRowIndices << loop
{

for $i from 1 to length($featureDataOptional);
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for $dataSet is nth($i, $featureDataOptional);
if (first($dataSet) != "") collect $i;

};

# ug_printValues({$optionRowIndices});

$numOptions << length($optionRowIndices);

storeValue($numOptions, self:, numberOfOptions);

$optionRowIndicesPlusLast << flatten({$optionRowIndices, (
length($featureDataOptional) + 1)});

$optionDataSets << loop
{

for $i from 1 to $numOptions;

for $optionRowIndex is nth($i, $optionRowIndicesPlusLast);
for $nextOptionRowIndex is nth($i+1,

$optionRowIndicesPlusLast);

for $optionDataSet is loop
{

for $j from ($optionRowIndex) to ($nextOptionRowIndex �
1);

collect nth($j, $featureDataOptional);
};

collect $optionDataSet;
};

};

storeValue($organizedData, self:, decompData);
storeValue($featureDataMandatory, self:, decompDataMandatory);
storeValue($optionsSeparated, self:, decompDataOptions);

ug_printMessage({"Decomposition results imported from Excel program
."});

true;
};

(list modifiable) decompData: {};
(list modifiable) decompDataMandatory: 0;
(list modifiable) decompDataOptions: {};
(integer modifiable) numberOfOptions: 0;

(integer parameter modifiable) designOption: 1;

(list modifiable) designOption_LIST: loop
{
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for $i from 1 to numberOfOptions:;
collect ("Option " + format("%d", $i));

};

#=========
(boolean parameter modifiable) decomposeModel:
@{

$decompDataWithOption << decompDataMandatory: + nth(designOption:,
decompDataOptions:);

# ug_printValues($decompDataWithOption);

$decompClasses << loop
{

for $featureData in $decompDataWithOption;
for $className is makeName(second($featureData));
collect $className;

};

#===========
# Create decomposed function features
#===========

storeValue($decompClasses, self:, decompClassNames);
ug_updateKFObjects({});

ug_printMessage({"Decomposed function features created."});

#============
# Edit flow types of decomposed function features
#============

$assignFlowTypes << loop
{

for $i from 1 to length(decompFeatures:);
for $dataSet is nth($i, $decompDataWithOption);
for $feat is nth($i, decompFeatures:);

for $assign is assignFlowTypesInFeature:($dataSet, $feat);

collect $assign;
};

ug_updateKFObjects({});
ug_printMessage({"Flow types assigned to features."});

#===========
# Connect topology of decomposed function features
#===========

connectDecomposedModel:(decompFeatures:);
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ug_updateKFObjects({});
ug_printMessage({"Model topology created between features."});

#============
# Create environment objects
#============

$danglingTailFlows << loop
{

for $child in allChildrenInModel:;
if (

(isKindOf?($child, flow)) &&
(member(ref($child, "headEntity:"), decompFeatures:)) &&
(ref($child, "tailEntity:") == "")

)
collect $child;

};

$danglingTailPoints << loop
{

for $flow in $danglingTailFlows;
collect ref($flow, "tailTrimPoint:");

};

$danglingHeadFlows << loop
{

for $child in allChildrenInModel:;
if (

(isKindOf?($child, flow)) &&
(member(ref($child, "tailEntity:"), decompFeatures:)) &&
(ref($child, "headEntity:") == "")

)
collect $child;

};

$danglingHeadPoints << loop
{

for $flow in $danglingHeadFlows;
collect ref($flow, "headTrimPoint:");

};

storeValue((length($danglingTailFlows) + length($danglingHeadFlows)
), self:, envQuantity);

storeValue((flatten({$danglingTailPoints, $danglingHeadPoints})),
self:, envCenterLocations);

ug_updateKFObjects({});
ug_printMessage({"Environment objects created."});

#===============
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# Connect dangling flow topologies to environment objects
#===============

$joinDanglingTailsToEnv << loop
{

for $i from 1 to length($danglingTailFlows);
for $flow is nth($i, $danglingTailFlows);
for $env is nth($i, envFeatures:);

do storeValue($env, $flow, tailEntity);

collect 0;
};

$joinDanglingHeadsToEnv << loop
{

for $i from 1 to length($danglingHeadFlows);
for $flow is nth($i, $danglingHeadFlows);
for $env is nth(($i + length($danglingTailFlows)), envFeatures

:);

do storeValue($env, $flow, headEntity);

collect 0;
};

ug_updateKFObjects({});
ug_printMessage({"Environment objects connected."});

#============
# return true
#=============

true;
};

#=========
# (list modifiable) allFeaturesInProgram: {convert_e, conduct_e,

distribute_e, energize_m, deenergize_m};
#=========

(list modifiable) decompCenterLocations: {
(functionToDecomp:center: + vector(0,�1,0) * (40) + vector

(1,0,0) * (�40)),
(functionToDecomp:center: + vector(0,�1,0) * (55) + vector

(1,0,0) * (0)),
(functionToDecomp:center: + vector(0,�1,0) * (40) + vector

(1,0,0) * (40)),
(functionToDecomp:center: + vector(0,�1,0) * (80) + vector

(1,0,0) * (�40)),
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(functionToDecomp:center: + vector(0,�1,0) * (95) + vector
(1,0,0) * (0)),

(functionToDecomp:center: + vector(0,�1,0) * (80) + vector
(1,0,0) * (40)),

(functionToDecomp:center: + vector(0,�1,0) * (120) + vector
(1,0,0) * (�40)),

(functionToDecomp:center: + vector(0,�1,0) * (135) + vector
(1,0,0) * (0)),

(functionToDecomp:center: + vector(0,�1,0) * (120) + vector
(1,0,0) * (40)),

(functionToDecomp:center: + vector(0,�1,0) * (150) + vector
(1,0,0) * (�40)),

(functionToDecomp:center: + vector(0,�1,0) * (165) + vector
(1,0,0) * (0)),

(functionToDecomp:center: + vector(0,�1,0) * (150) + vector
(1,0,0) * (40))

};

(list modifiable) decompClassNames: {nullDesign};

(child list) decompFeatures:
{

class, nth(child:index:, decompClassNames:);
quantity, length(decompClassNames:);
centerSelected, nth(child:index:, decompCenterLocations:);

};

#=========
(boolean method modifiable) assignFlowTypesInFeature:(list

$importedDataSet, instance $feature)
@{

$classOfFeature << ug_askInstanceClass($feature);

if ($classOfFeature == distribute_E) then
@{

$typeString << third($importedDataSet);
$typeIndex << position($typeString, ref($feature, "inputE:

typeListCleaned:"));

storeValue($typeIndex, ref($feature, "inputE:"), type);
}
else doNothing;

if ($classOfFeature == convert_E) then
@{

$typeStringIN << third($importedDataSet);
$typeStringOUT << fifth($importedDataSet);
$typeIndexIN << position($typeStringIN, ref($feature, "inputE:

typeListCleaned:"));
$typeIndexOUT << position($typeStringOUT, ref($feature, "

outputE:typeListCleaned:"));
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storeValue($typeIndexIN, ref($feature, "inputE:"), type);
storeValue($typeIndexOUT, ref($feature, "outputE:"), type);

}
else doNothing;

if ($classOfFeature == conduct_E) then
@{

$typeString << third($importedDataSet);
$typeIndex << position($typeString, ref($feature, "inputE:

typeListCleaned:"));

storeValue($typeIndex, ref($feature, "inputE:"), type);
}
else doNothing;

if ($classOfFeature == energize_M) then
@{

$labelStringM_IN << third($importedDataSet);
$labelStringM_OUT << fifth($importedDataSet);
$typeStringE_IN << fourth($importedDataSet);
$typeIndexE_IN << position($typeStringE_IN, ref($feature, "

inputE:typeListCleaned:"));

storeValue($labelStringM_IN, ref($feature, "inputM:"), label);

storeValue($labelStringM_OUT, ref($feature, "outputM:"), label)
;

storeValue($typeIndexE_IN, ref($feature, "inputE:"), type);
}
else doNothing;

if ($classOfFeature == deEnergize_M) then
@{

$labelStringM_IN << third($importedDataSet);
$labelStringM_OUT << fifth($importedDataSet);
$typeStringE_IN << fourth($importedDataSet);
$typeIndexE_IN << position($typeStringE_IN, ref($feature, "

inputE:typeListCleaned:"));

storeValue($labelStringM_IN, ref($feature, "inputM:"), label);

storeValue($labelStringM_OUT, ref($feature, "outputM:"), label)
;

storeValue($typeIndexE_IN, ref($feature, "inputE:"), type);
}
else doNothing;

true;
};
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#=========
(boolean method modifiable) connectDecomposedModel:(list

$decompFeatList)
@{

#========================
# apply topology grammar � sort distribute_E to the top of the list
#========================

$sortFeatures_distribute_E << loop
{

for $feature in $decompFeatList;
if (ug_askInstanceClass($feature) == distribute_E) collect

$feature;
};

$sortFeatures_allOthers << loop
{

for $feature in $decompFeatList;
if (ug_askInstanceClass($feature) != distribute_E) collect

$feature;
};

$sortedFeatures << $sortFeatures_distribute_E +
$sortFeatures_allOthers;

#===========
# forward chaining topology construction:
# scan the sorted list of features top to bottom
# for each function, scan the output flows
# look for matching input flow in all other functions, except self
# connect the flows
#===========

$forwardChaining << loop
{

for $feature in $sortedFeatures;

for $allOtherFeatures is setDifference($sortedFeatures, {
$feature});

for $allOutput is loop
{

for $child in allChildrenInModel:;
if (

(isKindOf?($child, flow)) &&
(ref($child, "tailEntity:") == $feature) &&
(ref($child, "headEntity:") == "") # exclude carried

flows
)

collect $child;
};
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for $allInput is loop
{

for $child in allChildrenInModel:;
if (

(isKindOf?($child, flow)) &&
(member(ref($child, "headEntity:"), $allOtherFeatures))

&&
(ref($child, "tailEntity:") == "")

)
collect $child;

};

do storeValue($allOutput, self:, allInput_TEMP);
do storeValue($allInput, self:, allOutput_TEMP);

for $connect is loop
{
for $output in allOutput_TEMP:;

for $viableInput is loop
{

for $input in allInput_TEMP:;

if (
(

(isKindOf?($output, energy)) &&
(ref($input, "type:") == ref($output, "type:"))

)
||
(

(isKindOf?($output, material)) &&
(ref($input, "label:") == ref($output, "

label:"))
)

)
return $input;

return is 0;
};

# do ug_printValues({$output, $viableInput});

for $connect is if ($viableInput != 0) then
@{

storeValue(setDifference(allInput_TEMP:, {$viableInput
}), self:, allInput_TEMP);

storeValue(setDifference(allOutput_TEMP:, {$output}),
self:, allOutput_TEMP);

storeValue($viableInput, $output, flowToConnect);
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ref($output, "connect:");
} else doNothing;

collect 0;
};

collect 0;
};

#===== return TRUE ====

true;
};

#=========
(integer modifiable) envQuantity: 0;
(list modifiable) envCenterLocations: {};

(child list) envFeatures:
{

class, environment;
quantity, envQuantity:;
centerSelected, nth(child:index:, envCenterLocations:);

};

#=========
(integer parameter modifiable) nodeToMoveIndex: 1;
(list modifiable) nodeToMoveIndex_LIST: flatten({decompFeatures:,

envFeatures:});
(instance modifiable) nodeToMove: nth(nodeToMoveIndex:,

nodeToMoveIndex_LIST:);

(point parameter modifiable) destinationPoint: point(0,0,0);

(boolean parameter modifiable) moveSelectedNode:
@{

storeValue(destinationPoint:, nodeToMove:, centerSelected);
ug_updateKFObjects({});
true;

};

DefClass: material (flow);

#=========
(integer parameter modifiable) lineColor: ug_askClosestColor(black);
(name parameter modifiable) lineWidth: thick;

#=========
(integer parameter modifiable) id:
@{
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$refchain << ref(self:, "refchain:");
$idString << last(splitstring(last(splitstring(last(splitString(

$refchain, ":")), "_")), "material"));
floor(MakeNumber($idString));

};

(integer parameter modifiable) type: 1;

(list modifiable) type_LIST: {"Material",
" Solid",
" Liquid",
" Gaseous"};

(string parameter modifiable) typeString: subString(last(splitString(
nth(type:, type_LIST:), " ")), 1,3);

(list modifiable) typeListCleaned: loop
{

for $typeStr in type_LIST:;
collect (last(splitString($typeStr, " ")));

};

DefClass: node (entity);

#=========
(point parameter modifiable) centerSelected: point(0,0,0);

#=========
(point modifiable) center: alignToGrid:(centerSelected:);
(integer modifiable) gridSize: 5;

(name parameter modifiable) lineFont:
@{

$allFlows << loop
{

for $child in root:FunctionModel:allChildrenInModel:;
if (isKindOf?($child, flow) == true) collect $child;

};

$connected? << loop
{

for $flow in $allFlows;
if ((ref($flow, "tailEntity:") == self:) || (ref($flow, "

headEntity:") == self:)) return true;
return is false;

};

$font << if ($connected? == true) then (solid) else (dashed);
};
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#=========
(point method modifiable) alignToGrid:(point $p)
@{

$x << localX($p);
$y << localY($p);

$xRounded << (round($x / gridSize:) * gridSize:);
$yRounded << (round($y / gridSize:) * gridSize:);

point($xRounded, $yRounded, 0);
};

DefClass: signal (flow);

#=========
(integer parameter modifiable) lineColor: 108; # ug_askClosestColor(

emerald);
(name parameter modifiable) lineWidth: thin;
(name parameter modifiable) lineFont: dashed;

(integer modifiable) id:
@{

$refchain << ref(self:, "refchain:");
$idString << last(splitstring(last(splitstring(last(splitString(

$refchain, ":")), "_")), "signal"));
floor(MakeNumber($idString));

};

(integer parameter modifiable) type: 1;
(list modifiable) type_LIST: { "Signal",

" Digital",
" Analog"

};
(string modifiable) typeString: subString(last(splitString(nth(type:,

type_LIST:), " ")), 1, 3);
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Appendix B

Code for Qualitative Physics
Reasoning Tool

This appendix contains the Python code for the Qualitative Physics Reasoning Tool.

# import modules for
import pandas as pd
import math
# import tkinter modules (GUI)
import tkinter as tk
from tkinter import ttk
import textwrap
from tkinter import scrolledtext
from tkinter import Menu
from tkinter import Spinbox
from tkinter import messagebox as mBox
from itertools import product
from itertools import combinations
import itertools
from tkinter.font import Font
from functools import partial

# Read excel file "Data" � Qualitative Physics Law Tables
���������������������������������������������

excelFile = r'Data.xlsx'
CompF = pd.DataFrame(pd.read_excel(excelFile, sheet_name=0, index_col

=0)) # Compressible fluid closed system
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InComF = pd.DataFrame(pd.read_excel(excelFile, sheet_name=1, index_col
=0)) # Incompressible fluid open system

OhmL = pd.DataFrame(pd.read_excel(excelFile, sheet_name=2, index_col=0)
) # Ohm's law

JouleHL = pd.DataFrame(pd.read_excel(excelFile, sheet_name=3, index_col
=0)) # Joule Heating

PowerHeatTime = pd.DataFrame(pd.read_excel(excelFile, sheet_name=4,
index_col=0)) # Power, heat and time

HeatingMass = pd.DataFrame(pd.read_excel(excelFile, sheet_name=5,
index_col=0)) # Heating mass

# Replace Symbols to words���������������������������
CompF = CompF.rename(index={'Qi': 'Heat Input', 'Wi': 'Work Input', 'Qo

': 'Heat Output', 'Wo': 'Work Output'},\
columns={'\Delta p': 'Pressure', '\Delta V': '

Volume', '\Delta T': 'Temperature',\
'Qi': 'Heat Input', 'Wi': 'Work Input', 'Qo': 'Heat

Output', 'Wo': 'Work Output'})
InComF = InComF.rename(index={'\Delta p': 'Pressure', '\Delta z': '

Height', 'Qi': 'Heat Input', 'Wi': 'Work Input',\
'Qo': 'Heat Output', 'Wo': 'Work Output'},\

columns={'\Delta v': 'Velocity', '\Delta T': '
Temperature', '\Delta p': 'Pressure', '\Delta z
': 'Height',\

'Qi': 'Heat Input', 'Wi': 'Work Input', 'Qo': 'Heat
Output', 'Wo': 'Work Output'})

OhmL = OhmL.rename(index={'\Delta U': 'Voltage', '\Delta I': 'Current',
'\Delta R': 'Resistance'}, columns={'\Delta U': 'Voltage', '\Delta

I': 'Current'})
JouleHL = JouleHL.rename(index={'\Delta R': 'Resistance', '\Delta I': '

Current'}, columns={'\Delta I': 'Current', '\Delta P': 'Power'})
PowerHeatTime = PowerHeatTime.rename(index={'\Delta P': 'Power', '\

Delta t': 'Time'}, columns={'\Delta Q': 'Heat', '\Delta t': 'Time'})
HeatingMass = HeatingMass.rename(index={'\Delta Q': 'Heat', '\Delta m':

'Mass', '\Delta c': 'Heat transfer coefficient'},\
columns={'\Delta Q': 'Heat', '\Delta m

': 'Mass', '\Delta T': 'Temperature
'})

# �������������������������������������������������
z = [] # list for storing result combinations
g = [] # list for storing final result
reasoningType = 0
# =========================
class ToolTip(object):

def __init__(self, widget):
self.widget = widget
self.tipwindow = None
self.id = None
self.x = self.y = 0

def showtip(self, text):
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"Display text in tooltip window"
self.text = text
if self.tipwindow or not self.text:

return
x, y, _cx, cy = self.widget.bbox("insert")
x = x + self.widget.winfo_rootx() + 27
y = y + cy + self.widget.winfo_rooty() + 27
self.tipwindow = tw = tk.Toplevel(self.widget)
tw.wm_overrideredirect(1)
tw.wm_geometry("+\%d+\%d" \% (x, y))

label = tk.Label(tw, text=self.text, justify=tk.LEFT,
background="#ffffe0", relief=tk.SOLID,

borderwidth=1,
font=("tahoma", "8", "normal"))

label.pack(ipadx=1)

def hidetip(self):
tw = self.tipwindow
self.tipwindow = None
if tw:

tw.destroy()

# =============================
def createTooTip(widget, text):

toolTip = ToolTip(widget)
def enter(event):

toolTip.showtip(text)
def leave(event):

toolTip.hidetip()
widget.bind('<Enter>', enter)
widget.bind('<Leave>', enter)

# define dir change function ����������������
def changeDir(dir=[]):

for i in range(len(dir)):
if dir[i] == +1:

dir[i] = �1
elif dir[i] == �1:

dir[i] = +1
else:

pass
return dir

# ���������������������������������������������������

def reName(list, type=''):
for i in range(len(list)):

list[i] = type, list[i]
return (list)
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# Define function to get results in term of words ��������������
def combIandV(varName=[], varValue=[]):

for i in range(len(varValue)):
if varValue[i] == +1:

varName[i] = 'Increase ' + varName[i]
elif varValue[i] == �1:

varName[i] = 'Decrease ' + varName[i]
else:

pass
return (varName)

# define list off all possible results combination����������������
def resultList1(list1):

q = []
for i1 in range(len(list1)):

x1 = list1[i1]
q = [x1]
z.append(q)

def resultList2(list1, list2):
q = []
for i1 in range(len(list1)):

x1 = list1[i1]
for i2 in range(len(list2)):

x2 = list2[i2]
q = [x1, x2]
z.append(q)

def resultList3(list1, list2, list3):
q = []
for i1 in range(len(list1)):

x1 = list1[i1]
for i2 in range(len(list2)):

x2 = list2[i2]
for i3 in range(len(list3)):

x3 = list3[i3]
q = [x1, x2, x3]
z.append(q)

def resultList4(list1, list2, list3, list4):
q = []
for i1 in range(len(list1)):

x1 = list1[i1]
for i2 in range(len(list2)):

x2 = list2[i2]
for i3 in range(len(list3)):

x3 = list3[i3]
for i4 in range(len(list4)):
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x4 = list4[i4]
q = [x1, x2, x3, x4]
z.append(q)

def resultList5(list1, list2, list3, list4, list5):
q = []
for i1 in range(len(list1)):

x1 = list1[i1]
for i2 in range(len(list2)):

x2 = list2[i2]
for i3 in range(len(list3)):

x3 = list3[i3]
for i4 in range(len(list4)):

x4 = list4[i4]
for i5 in range(len(list5)):

x5 = list5[i5]
q = [x1, x2, x3, x4, x5]
z.append(q)

def resultList6(list1, list2, list3, list4, list5, list6):
q = []
for i1 in range(len(list1)):

x1 = list1[i1]
for i2 in range(len(list2)):

x2 = list2[i2]
for i3 in range(len(list3)):

x3 = list3[i3]
for i4 in range(len(list4)):

x4 = list4[i4]
for i5 in range(len(list5)):

x5 = list5[i5]
for i6 in range(len(list6)):

x6 = list6[i6]
q = [x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6]
z.append(q)

def resultList7(list1, list2, list3, list4, list5, list6, list7):
q = []
for i1 in range(len(list1)):

x1 = list1[i1]
for i2 in range(len(list2)):

x2 = list2[i2]
for i3 in range(len(list3)):

x3 = list3[i3]
for i4 in range(len(list4)):

x4 = list4[i4]
for i5 in range(len(list5)):

x5 = list5[i5]
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for i6 in range(len(list6)):
x6 = list6[i6]
for i7 in range(len(list7)):

x7 = list7[i7]
q = [x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7]
z.append(q)

def resultList8(list1, list2, list3, list4, list5, list6, list7, list8)
:
q = []
for i1 in range(len(list1)):

x1 = list1[i1]
for i2 in range(len(list2)):

x2 = list2[i2]
for i3 in range(len(list3)):

x3 = list3[i3]
for i4 in range(len(list4)):

x4 = list4[i4]
for i5 in range(len(list5)):

x5 = list5[i5]
for i6 in range(len(list6)):

x6 = list6[i6]
for i7 in range(len(list7)):

x7 = list7[i7]
for i8 in range(len(list8)):

x8 = list8[i8]
q = [x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8

]
z.append(q)

# ���������������������������

# Define decide final result list�������������������
def decResultList(list1, list2, list3, list4, list5, list6, list7,

list8):
if list1 != '':

if list2 != '':
if list3 != '':

if list4 != '':
if list5 != '':

if list6 != '':
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList8(list1, list2, list3,

list4, list5, list6, list7,
list8)

else:
resultList7(list1, list2, list3,

list4, list5, list6, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
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resultList7(list1, list2, list3,
list4, list5, list6, list8)

else:
resultList6(list1, list2, list3,

list4, list5, list6)
else:

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList7(list1, list2, list3,
list4, list5, list7, list8)

else:
resultList6(list1, list2, list3,

list4, list5, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList6(list1, list2, list3,

list4, list5, list8)
else:

resultList5(list1, list2, list3,
list4, list5)

else:
if list6 != '':

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList7(list1, list2, list3,
list4, list6, list7, list8)

else:
resultList6(list1, list2, list3,

list4, list6, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList6(list1, list2, list3,

list4, list6, list8)
else:

resultList5(list1, list2, list3,
list4, list6)

else:
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList6(list1, list2, list3,

list4, list7, list8)
else:

resultList5(list1, list2, list3,
list4, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList5(list1, list2, list3,
list4, list8)

else:
resultList4(list1, list2, list3,

list4)
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else:
if list5 != '':

if list6 != '':
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList7(list1, list2, list3,

list5, list6, list7, list8)
else:

resultList6(list1, list2, list3,
list5, list6, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList6(list1, list2, list3,
list5, list6, list8)

else:
resultList5(list1, list2, list3,

list5, list6)
else:

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList6(list1, list2, list3,
list5, list7, list8)

else:
resultList5(list1, list2, list3,

list5, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList5(list1, list2, list3,

list5, list8)
else:

resultList4(list1, list2, list3,
list5)

else:
if list6 != '':

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList6(list1, list2, list3,
list6, list7, list8)

else:
resultList5(list1, list2, list3,

list6, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList5(list1, list2, list3,

list6, list8)
else:

resultList4(list1, list2, list3,
list6)

else:
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
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resultList5(list1, list2, list3,
list7, list8)

else:
resultList4(list1, list2, list3,

list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList4(list1, list2, list3,

list8)
else:

resultList3(list1, list2, list3)
else:

if list4 !='':
if list5 != '':

if list6 != '':
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList7(list1, list2, list4,

list5, list6, list7, list8)
else:

resultList6(list1, list2, list4,
list5, list6, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList6(list1, list2, list4,
list5, list6, list8)

else:
resultList5(list1, list2, list4,

list5, list6)
else:

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList6(list1, list2, list4,
list5, list7, list8)

else:
resultList5(list1, list2, list4,

list5, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList5(list1, list2, list4,

list5, list8)
else:

resultList4(list1, list2, list4,
list5)

else:
if list6 != '':

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList6(list1, list2, list4,
list6, list7, list8)

else:
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resultList5(list1, list2, list4,
list6, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList5(list1, list2, list4,
list6, list8)

else:
resultList4(list1, list2, list4,

list6)
else:

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList5(list1, list2, list4,
list7, list8)

else:
resultList4(list1, list2, list4,

list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList4(list1, list2, list4,

list8)
else:

resultList3(list1, list2, list4)
else:

if list5 != '':
if list6 != '':

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList6(list1, list2, list5,
list6, list7, list8)

else:
resultList5(list1, list2, list5,

list6, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList5(list1, list2, list5,

list6, list8)
else:

resultList4(list1, list2, list5,
list6)

else:
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList5(list1, list2, list5,

list7, list8)
else:

resultList4(list1, list2, list5,
list7)

else:
if list8 != '':
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resultList4(list1, list2, list5,
list8)

else:
resultList3(list1, list2, list5)

else:
if list6 != '':

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList5(list1, list2, list6,
list7, list8)

else:
resultList4(list1, list2, list6,

list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList4(list1, list2, list6,

list8)
else:

resultList3(list1, list2, list6)
else:

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList4(list1, list2, list7,
list8)

else:
resultList3(list1, list2, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList3(list1, list2, list8)
else:

resultList2(list1, list2)
else:

if list3 !='':
if list4 !='':

if list5 != '':
if list6 != '':

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList7(list1, list3, list4,
list5, list6, list7, list8)

else:
resultList6(list1, list3, list4,

list5, list6, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList6(list1, list3, list4,

list5, list6, list8)
else:

resultList5(list1, list3, list4,
list5, list6)

else:
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if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList6(list1, list3, list4,
list5, list7, list8)

else:
resultList5(list1, list3, list4,

list5, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList5(list1, list3, list4,

list5, list8)
else:

resultList4(list1, list3, list4,
list5)

else:
if list6 != '':

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList6(list1, list3, list4,
list6, list7, list8)

else:
resultList5(list1, list3, list4,

list6, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList5(list1, list3, list4,

list6, list8)
else:

resultList4(list1, list3, list4,
list6)

else:
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList5(list1, list3, list4,

list7, list8)
else:

resultList4(list1, list3, list4,
list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList4(list1, list3, list4,
list8)

else:
resultList3(list1, list3, list4)

else:
if list5 != '':

if list6 != '':
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList6(list1, list3, list5,

list6, list7, list8)
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else:
resultList5(list1, list3, list5,

list6, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList5(list1, list3, list5,

list6, list8)
else:

resultList4(list1, list3, list5,
list6)

else:
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList5(list1, list3, list5,

list7, list8)
else:

resultList4(list1, list3, list5,
list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList4(list1, list3, list5,
list8)

else:
resultList3(list1, list3, list5)

else:
if list6 != '':

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList5(list1, list3, list6,
list7, list8)

else:
resultList4(list1, list3, list6,

list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList4(list1, list3, list6,

list8)
else:

resultList3(list1, list3, list6)
else:

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList4(list1, list3, list7,
list8)

else:
resultList3(list1, list3, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList3(list1, list3, list8)
else:

resultList2(list1, list3)
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else:
if list4 !='':

if list5 != '':
if list6 != '':

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList6(list1, list4, list5,
list6, list7, list8)

else:
resultList5(list1, list4, list5,

list6, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList5(list1, list4, list5,

list6, list8)
else:

resultList4(list1, list4, list5,
list6)

else:
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList4(list1, list4, list5,

list7, list8)
else:

resultList4(list1, list4, list5,
list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList4(list1, list4, list5,
list8)

else:
resultList3(list1, list4, list5)

else:
if list6 != '':

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList5(list1, list4, list6,
list7, list8)

else:
resultList4(list1, list4, list6,

list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList4(list1, list4, list6,

list8)
else:

resultList3(list1, list4, list6)
else:

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':
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resultList4(list1, list4, list7,
list8)

else:
resultList3(list1, list4, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList3(list1, list4, list8)
else:

resultList2(list1, list4)
else:

if list5 != '':
if list6 != '':

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList5(list1, list5, list6,
list7, list8)

else:
resultList4(list1, list5, list6,

list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList4(list1, list5, list6,

list8)
else:

resultList3(list1, list5, list6)
else:

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList4(list1, list5, list7,
list8)

else:
resultList3(list1, list5, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList3(list1, list5, list8)
else:

resultList2(list1, list5)
else:

if list6 != '':
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList4(list1, list6, list7,

list8)
else:

resultList3(list1, list6, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList3(list1, list6, list8)

else:
resultList2(list1, list6)

else:
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if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList3(list1, list7, list8)
else:

resultList2(list1, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList2(list1, list8)

else:
resultList1(list1)

else:
if list2 !='':

if list3 !='':
if list4 !='':

if list5 != '':
if list6 != '':

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList7(list2, list3, list4,
list5, list6, list7, list8)

else:
resultList6(list2, list3, list4,

list5, list6, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList6(list2, list3, list4,

list5, list6, list8)
else:

resultList5(list2, list3, list4,
list5, list6)

else:
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList6(list2, list3, list4,

list5, list7, list8)
else:

resultList5(list2, list3, list4,
list5, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList5(list2, list3, list4,
list5, list8)

else:
resultList4(list2, list3, list4,

list5)
else:

if list6 != '':
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList6(list2, list3, list4,

list6, list7, list8)
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else:
resultList5(list2, list3, list4,

list6, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList5(list2, list3, list4,

list6, list8)
else:

resultList4(list2, list3, list4,
list6)

else:
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList5(list2, list3, list4,

list7, list8)
else:

resultList4(list2, list3, list4,
list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList4(list2, list3, list4,
list8)

else:
resultList3(list2, list3, list4)

else:
if list5 != '':

if list6 != '':
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList6(list2, list3, list5,

list6, list7, list8)
else:

resultList5(list2, list3, list5,
list6, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList5(list2, list3, list5,
list6, list8)

else:
resultList4(list2, list3, list5,

list6)
else:

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList5(list2, list3, list5,
list7, list8)

else:
resultList4(list2, list3, list5,

list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
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resultList4(list2, list3, list5,
list8)

else:
resultList3(list2, list3, list5)

else:
if list6 != '':

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList5(list2, list3, list6,
list7, list8)

else:
resultList4(list2, list3, list6,

list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList4(list2, list3, list6,

list8)
else:

resultList3(list2, list3, list6)
else:

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList4(list2, list3, list7,
list8)

else:
resultList3(list2, list3, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList3(list2, list3, list8)
else:

resultList2(list2, list3)
else:

if list4 !='':
if list5 != '':

if list6 != '':
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList6(list2, list4, list5,

list6, list7, list8)
else:

resultList4(list2, list4, list5,
list6, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList5(list2, list4, list5,
list6, list8)

else:
resultList4(list2, list4, list5,

list6)
else:

if list7 != '':
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if list8 != '':
resultList5(list2, list4, list5,

list7, list8)
else:

resultList4(list2, list4, list5,
list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList4(list2, list4, list5,
list8)

else:
resultList3(list2, list4, list5)

else:
if list6 != '':

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList5(list2, list4, list6,
list7, list8)

else:
resultList4(list2, list4, list6,

list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList4(list2, list4, list6,

list8)
else:

resultList3(list2, list4, list6)
else:

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList4(list2, list4, list7,
list8)

else:
resultList3(list2, list4, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList3(list2, list4, list8)
else:

resultList2(list2, list4)
else:

if list5 != '':
if list6 != '':

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList5(list2, list5, list6,
list7, list8)

else:
resultList4(list2, list5, list6,

list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
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resultList4(list2, list5, list6,
list8)

else:
resultList3(list2, list5, list6)

else:
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList4(list2, list5, list7,

list8)
else:

resultList3(list2, list5, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList3(list2, list5, list8)

else:
resultList2(list2, list5)

else:
if list6 != '':

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList4(list2, list6, list7,
list8)

else:
resultList3(list2, list6, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList3(list2, list6, list8)
else:

resultList2(list2, list6)
else:

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList3(list2, list7, list8)
else:

resultList2(list2, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList2(list2, list8)

else:
resultList1(list2)

else:
if list3 !='':

if list4 !='':
if list5 != '':

if list6 != '':
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList6(list3, list4, list5,

list6, list7, list8)
else:
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resultList5(list3, list4, list5,
list6, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList5(list3, list4, list5,
list6, list8)

else:
resultList4(list3, list4, list5,

list6)
else:

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList5(list3, list4, list5,
list7, list8)

else:
resultList4(list3, list4, list5,

list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList4(list3, list4, list5,

list8)
else:

resultList3(list3, list4, list5)
else:

if list6 != '':
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList5(list3, list4, list6,

list7, list8)
else:

resultList4(list3, list4, list6,
list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList4(list3, list4, list6,
list8)

else:
resultList3(list3, list4, list6)

else:
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList4(list3, list4, list7,

list8)
else:

resultList3(list3, list4, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList3(list3, list4, list8)

else:
resultList2(list3, list4)

else:
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if list5 != '':
if list6 != '':

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList5(list3, list5, list6,
list7, list8)

else:
resultList4(list3, list5, list6,

list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList4(list3, list5, list6,

list8)
else:

resultList3(list3, list5, list6)
else:

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList4(list3, list5, list7,
list8)

else:
resultList3(list3, list5, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList3(list3, list5, list8)
else:

resultList2(list3, list5)
else:

if list6 != '':
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList4(list3, list6, list7,

list8)
else:

resultList3(list3, list6, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList3(list3, list6, list8)

else:
resultList2(list3, list6)

else:
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList3(list3, list7, list8)

else:
resultList2(list3, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList2(list3, list8)
else:

resultList1(list3)
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else:
if list4 !='':

if list5 != '':
if list6 != '':

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList5(list4, list5, list6,
list7, list8)

else:
resultList4(list4, list5, list6,

list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList4(list4, list5, list6,

list8)
else:

resultList3(list4, list5, list6)
else:

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList4(list4, list5, list7,
list8)

else:
resultList3(list4, list5, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList3(list4, list5, list8)
else:

resultList2(list4, list5)
else:

if list6 != '':
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList4(list4, list6, list7,

list8)
else:

resultList3(list4, list6, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList3(list4, list6, list8)

else:
resultList2(list4, list6)

else:
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList3(list4, list7, list8)

else:
resultList2(list4, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList2(list4, list8)
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else:
resultList1(list4)

else:
if list5 != '':

if list6 != '':
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList4(list5, list6, list7,

list8)
else:

resultList3(list5, list6, list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList3(list5, list6, list8)

else:
resultList2(list5, list6)

else:
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList3(list5, list7, list8)

else:
resultList2(list5, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList2( list5, list8)
else:

resultList1(list5)
else:

if list6 != '':
if list7 != '':

if list8 != '':
resultList3(list6, list7, list8)

else:
resultList2(list6, list7)

else:
if list8 != '':

resultList2(list6, list8)
else:

resultList1(list6)
else:

if list7 != '':
if list8 != '':

resultList2(list7, list8)
else:

resultList1(list7)
else:

if list8 != '':
resultList1(list8)

else:
pass

# �����������������������������������
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# Define function to clear tree���������
def clearTree(treeRoot):

for i in treeRoot.tree.get_children():
treeRoot.tree.delete(i)

# ��������������������������������������
# text wrap ��������������������������
def wrap(string, lenght=8):

return '\n'.join(textwrap.wrap(string, lenght))
# �����������������������������������

# Select variables����������������������
# def select(*variable):

j=0
# Final results perm��������������������
def compFperm(n, begin, end): # n = list

# f = open("./
global j
if begin >= end:

j = j + 1
CompFluid.tree.insert("", 'end', text="L1", values=(j, n))

else:
i = begin
for num in range(begin, end):

n[num], n[i]=n[i], n[num]
compFperm(n, begin+1, end)
n[num], n[i], n[num]

def inCompFperm(n, begin, end): # n = list
# f = open("./
global j
if begin >= end:

j = j + 1
InCompFluid.tree.insert("", 'end', text="L1", values=(j, n))

else:
i = begin
for num in range(begin, end):

n[num], n[i]=n[i], n[num]
inCompFperm(n, begin+1, end)
n[num], n[i], n[num]

def ohmaLaw(n, begin, end): # n = list
# f = open("./
global j
if begin >= end:

j = j + 1
CompFluid.tree.insert("", 'end', text="L1", values=(j, n))

else:
i = begin
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for num in range(begin, end):
n[num], n[i]=n[i], n[num]
ohmaLaw(n, begin+1, end)
n[num], n[i], n[num]

def jouleHL(n, begin, end): # n = list
# f = open("./
global j
if begin >= end:

j = j + 1
CompFluid.tree.insert("", 'end', text="L1", values=(j, n))

else:
i = begin
for num in range(begin, end):

n[num], n[i]=n[i], n[num]
jouleHL(n, begin+1, end)
n[num], n[i], n[num]

def powerHeatTime(n, begin, end): # n = list
# f = open("./
global j
if begin >= end:

j = j + 1
CompFluid.tree.insert("", 'end', text="L1", values=(j, n))

else:
i = begin
for num in range(begin, end):

n[num], n[i]=n[i], n[num]
powerHeatTime(n, begin+1, end)
n[num], n[i], n[num]

def heatingMass(n, begin, end): # n = list
# f = open("./
global j
if begin >= end:

j = j + 1
CompFluid.tree.insert("", 'end', text="L1", values=(j, n))

else:
i = begin
for num in range(begin, end):

n[num], n[i]=n[i], n[num]
heatingMass(n, begin+1, end)
n[num], n[i], n[num]

# Create instance
PhyR = tk.Tk()

# Add a title
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PhyR.title("Qualitative Physics Reasoning Tool")

# Disable resizing the GUI
PhyR.resizable(0, 0)

# Tab Control introduced here ������������������
tabControl = ttk.Notebook(PhyR) # Create Tab Control
tab1 = ttk.Frame(tabControl) # Create a Tab
tabControl.add(tab1, text='Compressible Fluid (Closed system)') #

Add the tab visible
tab2 = ttk.Frame(tabControl) # Create a Tab
tabControl.add(tab2, text='Incompressible Fluid (Open system)') #

Add the tab visible
tab3 = ttk.Frame(tabControl) # Create a Tab
tabControl.add(tab3, text='Ohm\'s Law') # Add the tab visible
tab4 = ttk.Frame(tabControl) # Create a Tab
tabControl.add(tab4, text='Joule Heating Law') # Add the tab

visible
tab5 = ttk.Frame(tabControl) # Create a Tab
tabControl.add(tab5, text='Power, heat, and time') # Add the tab

visible
tab6 = ttk.Frame(tabControl) # Create a Tab
tabControl.add(tab6, text='Mass Heating') # Add the tab visible
tabControl.pack(expand=1, fill="both") # Pack to make visible

# popupWindow ��������������������

# Tab introduce �������������������
class CompFluid:
# Modified Button Click Function

def doReasoning():
clearTree(CompFluid) # clear results (

tree)
global z
if reasoningType == 0:

# pressure��������������������������
if CompFluid.pres.get() != '':

pres = CompF['Pressure'] # get pressure
data

if '/' in pres.values:
pres = pres[~pres.str.contains('/')] # remove '/'
pres = pres.astype('int64')

else:
pass

presI = pres.index.tolist() # convert index
to list

presV = pres.tolist() # convert value
to list

# get the final result ����������������������������
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if CompFluid.pres.get() == 'Increase':
result = combIandV(presI, presV)

elif CompFluid.pres.get() == 'Decrease':
changeDir(presV)
result = combIandV(presI, presV)

else:
pass

if CompFluid.pres.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

presResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Pre]')
elif CompFluid.pres.get() == 'Decrease':

presResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Pre]')
else:

pass
else:

presResult = ''
# ������������������������������
# volume���������������������
if CompFluid.vol.get() != '':

volume = CompF['Volume'] # get pressure
data

if '/' in volume.values:
volume = volume[~volume.str.contains('/')] #

remove '/'
volume = volume.astype('int64')

else:
pass

volumeI = volume.index.tolist() # convert
index to list

volumeV = volume.tolist() # convert
value to list

# get the final result ����������������������������
if CompFluid.vol.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(volumeI, volumeV)
elif CompFluid.vol.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(volumeV)
result = combIandV(volumeI, volumeV)

else:
pass

if CompFluid.vol.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

volumeResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Vol]')
elif CompFluid.vol.get() == 'Decrease':

volumeResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Vol]')
else:

pass
else:

volumeResult = ''
# ����������������������������
# Temperature ������������
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temperature = CompF['Temperature'] # get
pressure data

if '/' in temperature.values:
temperature = temperature[~temperature.str.contains

('/')] # remove '/'
temperature = temperature.astype('int64')

else:
pass

temperatureI = temperature.index.tolist() #
convert index to list

temperatureV = temperature.tolist() #
convert value to list

# get the final result �����������
if CompFluid.temp.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(temperatureI, temperatureV)
elif CompFluid.temp.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(temperatureV)
result = combIandV(temperatureI, temperatureV)

else:
pass

if CompFluid.temp.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

tempResult = reName(result, '[INCR:T]')
elif CompFluid.temp.get() == 'Decrease':

tempResult = reName(result, '[DECR:T]')
else:

pass
else:

tempResult = ''
# �������������������������
# Heat Input �������������
if CompFluid.inHeat.get() != '':

heatIn = CompF['Heat Input'] # get
pressure data

if '/' in heatIn.values:
heatIn = heatIn[~heatIn.str.contains('/')] #

remove '/'
heatIn = heatIn.astype('int64')

else:
pass

heatInI = heatIn.index.tolist() # convert
index to list

heatInV = heatIn.tolist() # convert
value to list

# get the final result ����������
if CompFluid.inHeat.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(heatInI, heatInV)
elif CompFluid.inHeat.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(heatInV)
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result = combIandV(heatInI, heatInV)
else:

pass
if CompFluid.inHeat.get() == 'Increase':

# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:
heatInResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Qi]')

elif CompFluid.inHeat.get() == 'Decrease':
heatInResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Qi]')

else:
pass

else:
heatInResult = ''

# ������������������������
# Work Input �����������
if CompFluid.inWork.get() != '':

workIn = CompF['Work Input'] # get
pressure data

if '/' in workIn.values:
workIn = workIn[~workIn.str.contains('/')] #

remove '/'
workIn = workIn.astype('int64')

else:
pass

workInI = workIn.index.tolist() # convert
index to list

workInV = workIn.tolist() # convert
value to list

# get the final result �����������
if CompFluid.inWork.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(workInI, workInV)
elif CompFluid.inWork.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(workInV)
result = combIandV(workInI, workInV)

else:
pass

if CompFluid.inWork.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

workInResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Wi]')
elif CompFluid.inWork.get() == 'Decrease':

workInResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Wi]')
else:

pass
else:

workInResult = ''
# �����������������������
# Heat Output �������
if CompFluid.oHeat.get() != '':

heatO = CompF['Heat Output'] # get
pressure data

if '/' in heatO.values:
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heatO = heatO[~heatO.str.contains('/')] # remove
'/'

heatO = heatO.astype('int64')
else:

pass
heatOI = heatO.index.tolist() # convert

index to list
heatOV = heatO.tolist() # convert

value to list

# get the final result ����������������������������
if CompFluid.oHeat.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(heatOI, heatOV)
elif CompFluid.oHeat.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(heatOV)
result = combIandV(heatOI, heatOV)

else:
pass

if CompFluid.oHeat.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

heatOResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Qo]')
elif CompFluid.oHeat.get() == 'Decrease':

heatOResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Qo]')
else:

pass
else:

heatOResult = ''
# ����������������������
# Work Output�������
if CompFluid.oWork.get() != '':

workO = CompF['Work Output'] # get
pressure data

if '/' in workO.values:
workO = workO[~workO.str.contains('/')] # remove

'/'
workO = workO.astype('int64')

else:
pass

workOI = workO.index.tolist() # convert
index to list

workOV = workO.tolist() # convert
value to list

# get the final result ����������������������������
if CompFluid.oWork.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(workOI, workOV)
elif CompFluid.oWork.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(workOV)
result = combIandV(workOI, workOV)

else:
pass
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if CompFluid.oWork.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

workOResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Wo]')
elif CompFluid.oWork.get() == 'Decrease':

workOResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Wo]')
else:

pass
else:

workOResult = ''
# ���������������������
# presResult, volumeResult, tempResult, heatInResult,

workInResult, heatOResult, workOResult
decResultList(presResult, volumeResult, tempResult,

heatInResult, workInResult, heatOResult, workOResult, ''
)

elif reasoningType == 1:
# Heat Input ���������
if CompFluid.inHeat.get() != '':

heatIn = CompF.loc['Heat Input'] # get pressure data
if '/' in heatIn.values:

heatIn = heatIn[heatIn != '/'] # remove '/'
heatIn = heatIn.astype('int64')

else:
pass

heatInI = heatIn.index.tolist() # convert index to
list

heatInV = heatIn.tolist() # convert value to list

# get the final result ����������������������������
if CompFluid.inHeat.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(heatInI, heatInV)
elif CompFluid.inHeat.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(heatInV)
result = combIandV(heatInI, heatInV)

else:
pass

if CompFluid.inHeat.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

heatInResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Qi]')
elif CompFluid.inHeat.get() == 'Decrease':

heatInResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Qi]')
else:

pass
else:

heatInResult = ''
# �����������������������������
# Work Input ���������������
if CompFluid.inWork.get() != '':

workIn = CompF.loc['Work Input'] # get pressure data
if '/' in workIn.values:

workIn = workIn[workIn != '/'] # remove '/'
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workIn = workIn.astype('int64')
else:

pass
workInI = workIn.index.tolist() # convert index to

list
workInV = workIn.tolist() # convert value to list

# get the final result ����������������������������
if CompFluid.inWork.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(workInI, workInV)
elif CompFluid.inWork.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(workInV)
result = combIandV(workInI, workInV)

else:
pass

if CompFluid.inWork.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

workInResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Wi]')
elif CompFluid.inWork.get() == 'Decrease':

workInResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Wi]')
else:

pass
else:

workInResult = ''
# �������������������������
# Heat Output ���������������
if CompFluid.oHeat.get() != '':

heatO = CompF.loc['Heat Output'] # get pressure data
if '/' in heatO.values:

heatO = heatO[heatO != '/'] # remove '/'
heatO = heatO.astype('int64')

else:
pass

heatOI = heatO.index.tolist() # convert index to list
heatOV = heatO.tolist() # convert value to list

# get the final result ����������������������������
if CompFluid.oHeat.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(heatOI, heatOV)
elif CompFluid.oHeat.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(heatOV)
result = combIandV(heatOI, heatOV)

else:
pass

if CompFluid.oHeat.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

heatOResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Qo]')
elif CompFluid.oHeat.get() == 'Decrease':

heatOResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Qo]')
else:

pass
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else:
heatOResult = ''

# ��������������������
# Work Output��������������
if CompFluid.oWork.get() != '':

workO = CompF.loc['Work Output'] # get pressure data
if '/' in workO.values:

workO = workO[workO != '/'] # remove '/'
workO = workO.astype('int64')

else:
pass

workOI = workO.index.tolist() # convert index to list
workOV = workO.tolist() # convert value to list

# get the final result ����������������������������
if CompFluid.oWork.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(workOI, workOV)
elif CompFluid.oWork.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(workOV)
result = combIandV(workOI, workOV)

else:
pass

if CompFluid.oWork.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

workOResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Wo]')
elif CompFluid.oWork.get() == 'Decrease':

workOResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Wo]')
else:

pass
else:

workOResult = ''
# �������������������������
# get final results ���������
# presResult, volumeResult, tempResult, heatInResult,

workInResult, heatOResult, workOResult
decResultList(heatInResult, workInResult, heatOResult,

workOResult, '', '', '', '')

for i in range(0, len(z)):
compFperm(z[i], 0, len(z[i]))

global j
j=0
z=[]

# Create a container tab to hold all other widgets�����������������
selection = ttk.LabelFrame(tab1, text='Selection')
selection.grid(column=0, row=0, padx=8, pady=4)

# Create selections �������������
# Pressure
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# Changing our Label
ttk.Label(selection, text='Pressure').grid(column=0, row=0, sticky=

'W')

# Adding a Combobox
pres = tk.StringVar()
presChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=pres)
presChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
presChange.grid(column=1, row=0, padx=4, pady=2)
presChange.current(0) # set default value
presChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Volume
ttk.Label(selection, text='Volume').grid(column=0, row=1, sticky='W

')
# Adding a Combobox

vol = tk.StringVar()
volChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=vol)
volChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
volChange.grid(column=1, row=1, padx=4, pady=2)
volChange.current(0) # set default value
volChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Temperature
ttk.Label(selection, text='Temperature').grid(column=0, row=2,

sticky='W')
# Adding a Combobox

temp = tk.StringVar()
tempChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=temp)
tempChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
tempChange.grid(column=1, row=2, padx=4, pady=2)
tempChange.current(0) # set default value
tempChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Input Heat
ttk.Label(selection, text='Heat Input').grid(column=0, row=3,

sticky='W')
# Adding a Combobox

inHeat = tk.StringVar()
inHeatChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=

inHeat)
inHeatChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
inHeatChange.grid(column=1, row=3, padx=4, pady=2)
inHeatChange.current(0) # set default value
inHeatChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Input Work
ttk.Label(selection, text='Work Input').grid(column=0, row=4,

sticky='W')
# Adding a Combobox

inWork = tk.StringVar()
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inWorkChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=
inWork)

inWorkChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
inWorkChange.grid(column=1, row=4, padx=4, pady=2)
inWorkChange.current(0) # set default value
inWorkChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Output Heat
ttk.Label(selection, text='Heat Output').grid(column=0, row=5,

sticky='W')
# Adding a Combobox

oHeat = tk.StringVar()
oHeatChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=oHeat)
oHeatChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
oHeatChange.grid(column=1, row=5, padx=4, pady=2)
oHeatChange.current(0) # set default value
oHeatChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Output Work
ttk.Label(selection, text='Work Output').grid(column=0, row=6,

sticky='W')
# Adding a Combobox

oWork = tk.StringVar()
oWorkChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=oWork)
oWorkChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
oWorkChange.grid(column=1, row=6, padx=4, pady=2)
oWorkChange.current(0) # set default value
oWorkChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Adding a Button������������
action = ttk.Button(tab1, text="Solve", width=10, command=

doReasoning)
action.grid(column=0, row=1)

# container 2�����������������
# Create a container tab to hold all other widgets

results = ttk.LabelFrame(tab1, text='Results', width=580)
results.grid(column=1, row=0, stick='WENS', padx=8, pady=4, rowspan

=2)
# results.grid_propagate(0)

# Tree view
ttk.Style(results).configure('Treeview', rowheight=40)
tree = ttk.Treeview(results, selectmode='browse', height=5)
tree.grid(column=0, row=0, padx=2, pady=2)
vsb = tk.Scrollbar(results, orient="vertical", command=tree.yview)
tree.configure(yscrollcommand=vsb.set)
vsb.grid(column=1, row=0, sticky='NS')
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hsb = tk.Scrollbar(results, orient="horizontal", command=tree.xview
)

tree.configure(xscrollcommand=hsb.set)
hsb.grid(column=0, row=1, sticky='WE')

tree["columns"] = ("1", "2")
tree['show'] = 'headings'
tree.column("1", width=40, anchor='c', stretch=tk.NO)
tree.column("2", width=500, anchor='w', stretch=tk.NO)

tree.heading("1", text="No.", anchor='c')
tree.heading("2", text="Solution", anchor='c')

tree.grid(column=0, row=0)

# ��������������������������

class InCompFluid:
# Modified Button Click Function

def doReasoning():
clearTree(InCompFluid) # clear results (tree)
global z
if reasoningType == 0:

# pressure���������������������
if InCompFluid.pres.get() != '':

pres = InComF['Pressure'] # get pressure data
if '/' in pres.values:

pres = pres[~pres.str.contains('/')] # remove '/'
pres = pres.astype('int64')

else:
pass

presI = pres.index.tolist() # convert index to list
presV = pres.tolist() # convert value to list

# get the final result �������������
if InCompFluid.pres.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(presI, presV)
elif InCompFluid.pres.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(presV)
result = combIandV(presI, presV)

else:
pass

if InCompFluid.pres.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

presResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Pre]')
elif InCompFluid.oHeat.get() == 'Decrease':

presResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Pre]')
else:

pass
else:
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presResult = ''
# ����������������������
# velocity�������������
if InCompFluid.vel.get() != '':

velocity = InComF['Velocity'] # get pressure data
if '/' in velocity.values:

velocity = velocity[~velocity.str.contains('/')] #
remove '/'

velocity = velocity.astype('int64')
else:

pass
velocityI = velocity.index.tolist() # convert index to

list
velocityV = velocity.tolist() # convert value to list

# get the final result ������������������
if InCompFluid.vel.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(velocityI, velocityV)
elif InCompFluid.vel.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(velocityV)
result = combIandV(velocityI, velocityV)

else:
pass

if InCompFluid.vel.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

velocityResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Vel]')
elif InCompFluid.vel.get() == 'Decrease':

velocityResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Vel]')
else:

pass
else:

velocityResult = ''
# ������������������������
# Temperature �����������
if InCompFluid.temp.get() != '':

temperature = InComF['Temperature'] # get pressure
data

if '/' in temperature.values:
temperature = temperature[~temperature.str.contains

('/')] # remove '/'
temperature = temperature.astype('int64')

else:
pass

temperatureI = temperature.index.tolist() # convert
index to list

temperatureV = temperature.tolist() # convert value to
list

# get the final result ����������������������������
if InCompFluid.temp.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(temperatureI, temperatureV)
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elif InCompFluid.temp.get() == 'Decrease':
changeDir(temperatureV)
result = combIandV(temperatureI, temperatureV)

else:
pass

if InCompFluid.temp.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

tempResult = reName(result, '[INCR:T]')
elif InCompFluid.temp.get() == 'Decrease':

tempResult = reName(result, '[DECR:T]')
else:

pass
else:

tempResult = ''
# ������������������������������
# Height ���������������������
if InCompFluid.height.get() != '':

height = InComF['Height'] # get pressure data
if '/' in height.values:

height = height[~height.str.contains('/')] #
remove '/'

height = height.astype('int64')
else:

pass
heightI = height.index.tolist() # convert index to

list
heightV = height.tolist() # convert value to list

# get the final result ������������
if InCompFluid.height.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(heightI, heightV)
elif InCompFluid.height.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(heightV)
result = combIandV(heightI, heightV)

else:
pass

if InCompFluid.height.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

heightResult = reName(result, '[INCR:H]')
elif InCompFluid.height.get() == 'Decrease':

heightResult = reName(result, '[DECR:H]')
else:

pass
else:

heightResult = ''
# ���������������������������������
# Heat Input ��������������������
if InCompFluid.inHeat.get() != '':

heatIn = InComF['Heat Input'] # get pressure data
if '/' in heatIn.values:
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heatIn = heatIn[~heatIn.str.contains('/')] #
remove '/'

heatIn = heatIn.astype('int64')
else:

pass
heatInI = heatIn.index.tolist() # convert index to

list
heatInV = heatIn.tolist() # convert value to list

# get the final result ����������������������������
if InCompFluid.inHeat.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(heatInI, heatInV)
elif InCompFluid.inHeat.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(heatInV)
result = combIandV(heatInI, heatInV)

else:
pass

if InCompFluid.inHeat.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

heatInResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Qi]')
elif InCompFluid.inHeat.get() == 'Decrease':

heatInResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Qi]')
else:

pass
else:

heatInResult = ''
# �������������������������������
# Work Input �����������������
if InCompFluid.inWork.get() != '':

workIn = InComF['Work Input'] # get pressure data

if '/' in workIn.values:
workIn = workIn[~workIn.str.contains('/')] #

remove '/'
workIn = workIn.astype('int64')

else:
pass

workInI = workIn.index.tolist() # convert index to
list

workInV = workIn.tolist() # convert value to list

# get the final result ��������������
if InCompFluid.inWork.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(workInI, workInV)
elif InCompFluid.inWork.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(workInV)
result = combIandV(workInI, workInV)

else:
pass

if InCompFluid.inWork.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:
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workInResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Wi]')
elif InCompFluid.inWork.get() == 'Decrease':

workInResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Wi]')
else:

pass
else:

workInResult = ''
# �������������������������������
# Heat Output ����������������
if InCompFluid.oHeat.get() != '':

heatO = InComF['Heat Output'] # get pressure data
if '/' in heatO.values:

heatO = heatO[~heatO.str.contains('/')] # remove
'/'

heatO = heatO.astype('int64')
else:

pass
heatOI = heatO.index.tolist() # convert index to list
heatOV = heatO.tolist() # convert value to list

# get the final result �������������
if InCompFluid.oHeat.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(heatOI, heatOV)
elif InCompFluid.oHeat.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(heatOV)
result = combIandV(heatOI, heatOV)

else:
pass

if InCompFluid.oHeat.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

heatOResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Qo]')
elif InCompFluid.oHeat.get() == 'Decrease':

heatOResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Qo]')
else:

pass
else:

heatOResult = ''
# ������������������������������
# Work Output����������������
if InCompFluid.oWork.get() != '':

workO = InComF['Work Output'] # get pressure data
if '/' in workO.values:

workO = workO[~workO.str.contains('/')] # remove
'/'

workO = workO.astype('int64')
else:

pass
workOI = workO.index.tolist() # convert index to list
workOV = workO.tolist() # convert value to list

# get the final result ���������
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if InCompFluid.oWork.get() == 'Increase':
result = combIandV(workOI, workOV)

elif InCompFluid.oWork.get() == 'Decrease':
changeDir(workOV)
result = combIandV(workOI, workOV)

else:
pass

if InCompFluid.inHeat.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

workOResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Wo]')
elif InCompFluid.inHeat.get() == 'Decrease':

workOResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Wo]')
else:

pass
else:

workOResult = ''
# �������������������������������
# get final results ������������
# presResult, volumeResult, tempResult, heatInResult,

workInResult, heatOResult, workOResult
decResultList(presResult, heightResult, velocityResult,

tempResult, heatInResult, workInResult, heatOResult,
workOResult)

elif reasoningType == 1:
# pressure�����������������
if InCompFluid.pres.get() != '':

pres = InComF.loc['Pressure'] # get pressure data
if '/' in pres.values:

pres = pres[pres != '/'] # remove '/'
pres = pres.astype('int64')

else:
pass

presI = pres.index.tolist() # convert index to list
presV = pres.tolist() # convert value to list

# get the final result �����������
if InCompFluid.pres.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(presI, presV)
elif InCompFluid.pres.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(presV)
result = combIandV(presI, presV)

else:
pass

if InCompFluid.pres.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

presResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Pre]')
elif InCompFluid.pres.get() == 'Decrease':

presResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Pre]')
else:

pass
else:
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presResult = ''
# �������������������������������
# velocity������������������������
if InCompFluid.vel.get() != '':

velocity = InComF.loc['Velocity'] # get pressure data
if '/' in velocity.values:

velocity = velocity[velocity != '/'] # remove '/'
velocity = velocity.astype('int64')

else:
pass

velocityI = velocity.index.tolist() # convert index to
list

velocityV = velocity.tolist() # convert value to list

# get the final result �������������
if InCompFluid.vel.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(velocityI, velocityV)
elif InCompFluid.vel.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(velocityV)
result = combIandV(velocityI, velocityV)

else:
pass

if InCompFluid.vel.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

velocityResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Vel]')
elif InCompFluid.vel.get() == 'Decrease':

velocityResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Vel]')
else:

pass
else:

velocityResult = ''
# ����������������������������
# Temperature �������������
if InCompFluid.temp.get() != '':

temperature = InComF.loc['Temperature'] # get pressure
data

if '/' in temperature.values:
temperature = temperature[temperature != '/'] #

remove '/'
temperature = temperature.astype('int64')

else:
pass

temperatureI = temperature.index.tolist() # convert
index to list

temperatureV = temperature.tolist() # convert value to
list

# get the final result �����������
if InCompFluid.temp.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(temperatureI, temperatureV)
elif InCompFluid.temp.get() == 'Decrease':
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changeDir(temperatureV)
result = combIandV(temperatureI, temperatureV)

else:
pass

if InCompFluid.temp.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

tempResult = reName(result, '[INCR:T]')
elif InCompFluid.temp.get() == 'Decrease':

tempResult = reName(result, '[DECR:T]')
else:

pass
else:

tempResult = ''
# ������������������������������
# Height ����������������������
if InCompFluid.height.get() != '':

height = InComF.loc['Height'] # get pressure data
if '/' in height.values:

height = height[height != '/'] # remove '/'
height = height.astype('int64')

else:
pass

heightI = height.index.tolist() # convert index to
list

heightV = height.tolist() # convert value to list

# get the final result ������������
if InCompFluid.height.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(heightI, heightV)
elif InCompFluid.height.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(heightV)
result = combIandV(heightI, heightV)

else:
pass

if InCompFluid.height.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

heightResult = reName(result, '[INCR:H]')
elif InCompFluid.height.get() == 'Decrease':

heightResult = reName(result, '[DECR:H]')
else:

pass
else:

heightResult = ''
# ����������������������������
# Heat Input ��������������
if InCompFluid.inHeat.get() != '':

heatIn = InComF.loc['Heat Input'] # get pressure data
if '/' in heatIn.values:

heatIn = heatIn[heatIn != '/'] # remove '/'
heatIn = heatIn.astype('int64')

else:
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pass
heatInI = heatIn.index.tolist() # convert index to

list
heatInV = heatIn.tolist() # convert value to list

# get the final result ��������
if InCompFluid.inHeat.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(heatInI, heatInV)
elif InCompFluid.inHeat.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(heatInV)
result = combIandV(heatInI, heatInV)

else:
pass

if InCompFluid.inHeat.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

heatInResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Qi]')
elif InCompFluid.inHeat.get() == 'Decrease':

heatInResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Qi]')
else:

pass
else:

heatInResult = ''
# �������������������������������
# Work Input ������������������
if InCompFluid.inWork.get() != '':

workIn = InComF.loc['Work Input'] # get pressure data

if '/' in workIn.values:
workIn = workIn[workIn != '/'] # remove '/'
workIn = workIn.astype('int64')

else:
pass

workInI = workIn.index.tolist() # convert index to
list

workInV = workIn.tolist() # convert value to list

# get the final result ����������
if InCompFluid.inWork.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(workInI, workInV)
elif InCompFluid.inWork.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(workInV)
result = combIandV(workInI, workInV)

else:
pass

if InCompFluid.inWork.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

workOResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Wi]')
elif InCompFluid.inWork.get() == 'Decrease':

workOResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Wi]')
else:

pass
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else:
workInResult = ''

# �����������������������������������
# Heat Output ��������������������
if InCompFluid.oHeat.get() != '':

heatO = InComF.loc['Heat Output'] # get pressure data
if '/' in heatO.values:

heatO = heatO[heatO != '/'] # remove '/'
heatO = heatO.astype('int64')

else:
pass

heatOI = heatO.index.tolist() # convert index to list
heatOV = heatO.tolist() # convert value to list

# get the final result ����������
if InCompFluid.oHeat.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(heatOI, heatOV)
elif InCompFluid.oHeat.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(heatOV)
result = combIandV(heatOI, heatOV)

else:
pass

if InCompFluid.oHeat.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

heatOResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Qo]')
elif InCompFluid.oHeat.get() == 'Decrease':

heatOResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Qo]')
else:

pass
else:

heatOResult = ''
# ����������������������������������
# Work Output�����������������������
if InCompFluid.oWork.get() != '':

workO = InComF.loc['Work Output'] # get pressure data
if '/' in workO.values:

workO = workO[workO != '/'] # remove '/'
workO = workO.astype('int64')

else:
pass

workOI = workO.index.tolist() # convert index to list
workOV = workO.tolist() # convert value to list

# get the final result �����������
if InCompFluid.oWork.get() == 'Increase':

result = combIandV(workOI, workOV)
elif InCompFluid.oWork.get() == 'Decrease':

changeDir(workOV)
result = combIandV(workOI, workOV)

else:
pass
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if InCompFluid.oWork.get() == 'Increase':
# all possible combination INCR:, DECR:

workOResult = reName(result, '[INCR:Wo]')
elif InCompFluid.oWork.get() == 'Decrease':

workOResult = reName(result, '[DECR:Wo]')
else:

pass
workOResult = reName(result, '[Wo]') # all possible

combination
else:

workOResult = ''
# ���������������������������������
# get final results ��������������
# presResult, volumeResult, tempResult, heatInResult,

workInResult, heatOResult, workOResult
decResultList(presResult, heightResult, heatInResult,

workInResult, heatOResult, workOResult, '','')

for i in range(0, len(z)):
inCompFperm(z[i], 0, len(z[i]))

global j
j = 0
z = []

# Create a container tab to hold all other widgets
selection = ttk.LabelFrame(tab2, text='Selection')
selection.grid(column=0, row=0, padx=8, pady=4)

# Create selections �������
# Velocity

ttk.Label(selection, text='Velocity').grid(column=0, row=0, sticky=
'W')

# Adding a Combobox
vel = tk.StringVar()
velChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=vel)
velChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
velChange.grid(column=1, row=0, padx=4, pady=2)
velChange.current(0) # set default value
velChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Temperature
ttk.Label(selection, text='Temperature').grid(column=0, row=1,

sticky='W')
# Adding a Combobox

temp = tk.StringVar()
tempChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=temp)
tempChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
tempChange.grid(column=1, row=1, padx=4, pady=2)
tempChange.current(0) # set default value
tempChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only
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# Pressure
# Changing our Label
ttk.Label(selection, text='Pressure').grid(column=0, row=2, sticky=

'W')
# Adding a Combobox
pres = tk.StringVar()
presChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=pres)
presChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
presChange.grid(column=1, row=2, padx=4, pady=2)
presChange.current(0) # set default value
presChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Height
ttk.Label(selection, text='Height').grid(column=0, row=3, sticky='W

')
# Adding a Combobox

height = tk.StringVar()
heightChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=

height)
heightChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
heightChange.grid(column=1, row=3, padx=4, pady=2)
heightChange.current(0) # set default value
heightChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Input Heat
ttk.Label(selection, text='Heat Input').grid(column=0, row=4,

sticky='W')
# Adding a Combobox

inHeat = tk.StringVar()
inHeatChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=

inHeat)
inHeatChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
inHeatChange.grid(column=1, row=4, padx=4, pady=2)
inHeatChange.current(0) # set default value
inHeatChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Input Work
ttk.Label(selection, text='Work Input').grid(column=0, row=5,

sticky='W')
# Adding a Combobox

inWork = tk.StringVar()
inWorkChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=

inWork)
inWorkChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
inWorkChange.grid(column=1, row=5, padx=4, pady=2)
inWorkChange.current(0) # set default value
inWorkChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Output Heat
ttk.Label(selection, text='Heat Output').grid(column=0, row=6,

sticky='W')
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# Adding a Combobox
oHeat = tk.StringVar()
oHeatChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=oHeat)
oHeatChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
oHeatChange.grid(column=1, row=6, padx=4, pady=2)
oHeatChange.current(0) # set default value
oHeatChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Output Work
ttk.Label(selection, text='Work Output').grid(column=0, row=7,

sticky='W')
# Adding a Combobox

oWork = tk.StringVar()
oWorkChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=oWork)
oWorkChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
oWorkChange.grid(column=1, row=7, padx=4, pady=2)
oWorkChange.current(0) # set default value
oWorkChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Adding a Button������������
action = ttk.Button(tab2, text="Solve", width=10, command=

doReasoning)
action.grid(column=0, row=1)

# container 2�����������������������
# Create a container tab to hold all other widgets

results = ttk.LabelFrame(tab2, text='Results', width=580)
results.grid(column=1, row=0, stick='WENS', padx=8, pady=4, rowspan

=2)
# results.grid_propagate(0)

# Tree view
ttk.Style(results).configure('Treeview', rowheight=40)
tree = ttk.Treeview(results, selectmode='browse', height=5)
tree.grid(column=0, row=0, padx=2, pady=2)
vsb = tk.Scrollbar(results, orient="vertical", command=tree.yview)
tree.configure(yscrollcommand=vsb.set)
vsb.grid(column=1, row=0, sticky='NS')

hsb = tk.Scrollbar(results, orient="horizontal", command=tree.xview
)

tree.configure(xscrollcommand=hsb.set)
hsb.grid(column=0, row=1, sticky='WE')

tree["columns"] = ("1", "2")
tree['show'] = 'headings'
tree.column("1", width=40, anchor='c', stretch=tk.NO)
tree.column("2", width=500, anchor='w', stretch=tk.NO)

tree.heading("1", text="No.", anchor='c')
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tree.heading("2", text="Solution", anchor='c')
tree.grid(column=0, row=0)

class OhmsLaw:
# Modified Button Click Function

def clickMe():
action.configure(text='Hello\n' + name.get())
action.configure(state='disabled') # Disable the Button Widget

# Create a container tab to hold all other widgets
selection = ttk.LabelFrame(tab3, text='Selection')
selection.grid(column=0, row=0, padx=8, pady=4)

# Create selections ���������������
# Voltage

ttk.Label(selection, text='Voltage ').grid(column=0, row=0,
sticky='W')

# Adding a Combobox
volt = tk.StringVar()
voltChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=volt)
voltChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
voltChange.grid(column=1, row=0, padx=4, pady=2)
voltChange.current(0) # set default value
voltChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Current
ttk.Label(selection, text='Current ').grid(column=0, row=1,

sticky='W')
# Adding a Combobox

current = tk.StringVar()
currentChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=

current)
currentChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
currentChange.grid(column=1, row=1, padx=5, pady=2)
currentChange.current(0) # set default value
currentChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Resistance
ttk.Label(selection, text='Resistance ').grid(column=0, row=2,

sticky='W')
# Adding a Combobox

res = tk.StringVar()
restChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=res)
restChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
restChange.grid(column=1, row=2, padx=5, pady=2)
restChange.current(0) # set default value
restChange.configure(state='disable') # set read only
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# Adding a Button������������
action = ttk.Button(tab3, text="Solve", width=10, command=clickMe)
action.grid(column=0, row=1)

# container 2���������������������
# Create a container tab to hold all other widgets

results = ttk.LabelFrame(tab3, text='Results', width=580)
results.grid(column=1, row=0, stick='WENS', padx=8, pady=4, rowspan

=2)
# results.grid_propagate(0)

# Tree view
ttk.Style(results).configure('Treeview', rowheight=40)
tree = ttk.Treeview(results, selectmode='browse', height=5)
tree.grid(column=0, row=0, padx=2, pady=2)
vsb = tk.Scrollbar(results, orient="vertical", command=tree.yview)
tree.configure(yscrollcommand=vsb.set)
vsb.grid(column=1, row=0, sticky='NS')

hsb = tk.Scrollbar(results, orient="horizontal", command=tree.xview
)

tree.configure(xscrollcommand=hsb.set)
hsb.grid(column=0, row=1, sticky='WE')

tree["columns"] = ("1", "2")
tree['show'] = 'headings'
tree.column("1", width=40, anchor='c', stretch=tk.NO)
tree.column("2", width=500, anchor='w', stretch=tk.NO)

tree.heading("1", text="No.", anchor='c')
tree.heading("2", text="Solution", anchor='c')

class JouleLaw:
# Modified Button Click Function

def clickMe():
action.configure(text='Hello\n' + name.get())
action.configure(state='disabled') # Disable the Button Widget

# Create a container tab to hold all other widgets
selection = ttk.LabelFrame(tab4, text='Selection')
selection.grid(column=0, row=0, padx=8, pady=4)

# Create selections ������������
# Power

ttk.Label(selection, text='Power ').grid(column=0, row=0, sticky
='W')

# Adding a Combobox
pow = tk.StringVar()
powChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=pow)
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powChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
powChange.grid(column=1, row=0, padx=4, pady=2)
powChange.current(0) # set default value
powChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Current
ttk.Label(selection, text='Current ').grid(column=0, row=1,

sticky='W')
# Adding a Combobox

current = tk.StringVar()
currentChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=

current)
currentChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
currentChange.grid(column=1, row=1, padx=5, pady=2)
currentChange.current(0) # set default value
currentChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Resistance
ttk.Label(selection, text='Resistance ').grid(column=0, row=2,

sticky='W')
# Adding a Combobox

res = tk.StringVar()
restChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=res)
restChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
restChange.grid(column=1, row=2, padx=5, pady=2)
restChange.current(0) # set default value
restChange.configure(state='disable') # set read only

# Adding a Button������������
action = ttk.Button(tab4, text="Solve", width=10, command=clickMe)
action.grid(column=0, row=1)

# container 2��������������������
# Create a container tab to hold all other widgets

results = ttk.LabelFrame(tab4, text='Results', width=580)
results.grid(column=1, row=0, stick='WENS', padx=8, pady=4, rowspan

=2)
# results.grid_propagate(0)

# Tree view
ttk.Style(results).configure('Treeview', rowheight=40)
tree = ttk.Treeview(results, selectmode='browse', height=5)
tree.grid(column=0, row=0, padx=2, pady=2)
vsb = tk.Scrollbar(results, orient="vertical", command=tree.yview)
tree.configure(yscrollcommand=vsb.set)
vsb.grid(column=1, row=0, sticky='NS')

hsb = tk.Scrollbar(results, orient="horizontal", command=tree.xview
)
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tree.configure(xscrollcommand=hsb.set)
hsb.grid(column=0, row=1, sticky='WE')

tree["columns"] = ("1", "2")
tree['show'] = 'headings'
tree.column("1", width=40, anchor='c', stretch=tk.NO)
tree.column("2", width=500, anchor='w', stretch=tk.NO)

tree.heading("1", text="No.", anchor='c')
tree.heading("2", text="Solution", anchor='c')

class PowHeatTime:
# Modified Button Click Function

def clickMe():
action.configure(text='Hello\n' + name.get())
action.configure(state='disabled') # Disable the Button Widget

# Create a container tab to hold all other widgets
selection = ttk.LabelFrame(tab5, text='Selection')
selection.grid(column=0, row=0, padx=8, pady=4)

# Create selections �������������
# Heat

ttk.Label(selection, text='Heat ').grid(column=0, row
=0, sticky='W')

# Adding a Combobox
heat = tk.StringVar()
heatChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=heat)
heatChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
heatChange.grid(column=1, row=0, padx=5, pady=2)
heatChange.current(0) # set default value
heatChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Time
ttk.Label(selection, text='Time ').grid(column=0, row=1,

sticky='W')
# Adding a Combobox

time = tk.StringVar()
timeChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=time)
timeChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
timeChange.grid(column=1, row=1, padx=5, pady=2)
timeChange.current(0) # set default value
timeChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Power
ttk.Label(selection, text='Power ').grid(column=0, row=2,

sticky='W')
# Adding a Combobox

pow = tk.StringVar()
powChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=pow)
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powChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
powChange.grid(column=1, row=2, padx=5, pady=2)
powChange.current(0) # set default value
powChange.configure(state='disable') # set read only

# Adding a Button������������
action = ttk.Button(tab5, text="Solve", width=10, command=clickMe)
action.grid(column=0, row=1)

# container 2������������������
# Create a container tab to hold all other widgets

results = ttk.LabelFrame(tab5, text='Results', width=580)
results.grid(column=1, row=0, stick='WENS', padx=8, pady=4, rowspan

=2)
# results.grid_propagate(0)

# Tree view
ttk.Style(results).configure('Treeview', rowheight=40)
tree = ttk.Treeview(results, selectmode='browse', height=5)
tree.grid(column=0, row=0, padx=2, pady=2)
vsb = tk.Scrollbar(results, orient="vertical", command=tree.yview)
tree.configure(yscrollcommand=vsb.set)
vsb.grid(column=1, row=0, sticky='NS')

hsb = tk.Scrollbar(results, orient="horizontal", command=tree.xview
)

tree.configure(xscrollcommand=hsb.set)
hsb.grid(column=0, row=1, sticky='WE')

tree["columns"] = ("1", "2")
tree['show'] = 'headings'
tree.column("1", width=40, anchor='c', stretch=tk.NO)
tree.column("2", width=500, anchor='w', stretch=tk.NO)

tree.heading("1", text="No.", anchor='c')
tree.heading("2", text="Solution", anchor='c')

class MassHeating:
# Modified Button Click Function

def clickMe():
action.configure(text='Hello\n' + name.get())
action.configure(state='disabled') # Disable the Button Widget

# Create a container tab to hold all other widgets
selection = ttk.LabelFrame(tab6, text='Selection')
selection.grid(column=0, row=0, padx=8, pady=4)

# Create selections ������������
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# Heat
ttk.Label(selection, text='Heat ').grid(column=0, row

=0, sticky='W')
# Adding a Combobox

heat = tk.StringVar()
heatChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=heat)
heatChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
heatChange.grid(column=1, row=0, padx=4, pady=2)
heatChange.current(0) # set default value
heatChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Mass
ttk.Label(selection, text='Mass ').grid(column=0, row=1,

sticky='W')
# Adding a Combobox

mass = tk.StringVar()
massChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=mass)
massChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
massChange.grid(column=1, row=1, padx=4, pady=2)
massChange.current(0) # set default value
massChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Temperature
ttk.Label(selection, text='Temperature').grid(column=0, row=2,

sticky='W')
# Adding a Combobox

temp = tk.StringVar()
tempChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=temp)
tempChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
tempChange.grid(column=1, row=2, padx=4, pady=2)
tempChange.current(0) # set default value
tempChange.configure(state='readonly') # set read only

# Specific heat
ttk.Label(selection, text='Specific Heat').grid(column=0, row=3,

sticky='W')
# Adding a Combobox

cp = tk.StringVar()
cpChange = ttk.Combobox(selection, width=12, textvariable=cp)
cpChange['values'] = ('', 'Increase', 'Decrease')
cpChange.grid(column=1, row=3, padx=4, pady=2)
cpChange.current(0) # set default value
cpChange.configure(state='disable') # set read only

# Adding a Button������������
action = ttk.Button(tab6, text="Solve", width=10, command=clickMe)
action.grid(column=0, row=1)

# container 2��������������
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# Create a container tab to hold all other widgets
results = ttk.LabelFrame(tab6, text='Results', width=580)
results.grid(column=1, row=0, stick='WENS', padx=8, pady=4, rowspan

=2)
# results.grid_propagate(0)

# Tree view
ttk.Style(results).configure('Treeview', rowheight=40)
tree = ttk.Treeview(results, selectmode='browse', height=5)
tree.grid(column=0, row=0, padx=2, pady=2)
vsb = tk.Scrollbar(results, orient="vertical", command=tree.yview)
tree.configure(yscrollcommand=vsb.set)
vsb.grid(column=1, row=0, sticky='NS')

hsb = tk.Scrollbar(results, orient="horizontal", command=tree.xview
)

tree.configure(xscrollcommand=hsb.set)
hsb.grid(column=0, row=1, sticky='WE')

tree["columns"] = ("1", "2")
tree['show'] = 'headings'
tree.column("1", width=40, anchor='c', stretch=tk.NO)
tree.column("2", width=500, anchor='w', stretch=tk.NO)

tree.heading("1", text="No.", anchor='c')
tree.heading("2", text="Solution", anchor='c')

# Menu ��������������������������
# Exit GUI cleanly
class Menubar:

# def. quit
def _quit():

PhyR.quit()
PhyR.destory()
exit()

def deductive():
# reset combobox ������������
CompFluid.presChange.current(0)
CompFluid.volChange.current(0)
CompFluid.tempChange.current(0)
CompFluid.inHeatChange.current(0)
CompFluid.inWorkChange.current(0)
CompFluid.oHeatChange.current(0)
CompFluid.oWorkChange.current(0)

InCompFluid.velChange.current(0)
InCompFluid.tempChange.current(0)
InCompFluid.presChange.current(0)
InCompFluid.heightChange.current(0)
InCompFluid.inHeatChange.current(0)
InCompFluid.inWorkChange.current(0)
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InCompFluid.oHeatChange.current(0)
InCompFluid.oWorkChange.current(0)

# disable combobox ��������������
CompFluid.presChange.configure(state='disable')
CompFluid.volChange.configure(state='disable')
CompFluid.tempChange.configure(state='disable')
InCompFluid.velChange.configure(state='disable')
InCompFluid.tempChange.configure(state='disable')
JouleLaw.powChange.configure(state='disable')
PowHeatTime.heatChange.configure(state='disable')
MassHeating.tempChange.configure(state='disable')
OhmsLaw.restChange.configure(state='enable')
JouleLaw.restChange.configure(state='enable')
PowHeatTime.powChange.configure(state='enable')
MassHeating.cpChange.configure(state='enable')
global reasoningType
reasoningType = 1

def abductive():
# reset combobox ���������
CompFluid.presChange.current(0)
CompFluid.volChange.current(0)
CompFluid.tempChange.current(0)
CompFluid.inHeatChange.current(0)
CompFluid.inWorkChange.current(0)
CompFluid.oHeatChange.current(0)
CompFluid.oWorkChange.current(0)

InCompFluid.velChange.current(0)
InCompFluid.tempChange.current(0)
InCompFluid.presChange.current(0)
InCompFluid.heightChange.current(0)
InCompFluid.inHeatChange.current(0)
InCompFluid.inWorkChange.current(0)
InCompFluid.oHeatChange.current(0)
InCompFluid.oWorkChange.current(0)
# disable combobox �������������������
CompFluid.presChange.configure(state='enable')
CompFluid.volChange.configure(state='enable')
CompFluid.tempChange.configure(state='enable')
InCompFluid.velChange.configure(state='enable')
InCompFluid.tempChange.configure(state='enable')
JouleLaw.powChange.configure(state='enable')
PowHeatTime.heatChange.configure(state='enable')
MassHeating.tempChange.configure(state='enable')
OhmsLaw.restChange.configure(state='disable')
JouleLaw.restChange.configure(state='disable')
PowHeatTime.powChange.configure(state='disable')
MassHeating.cpChange.configure(state='disable')
global reasoningType
reasoningType = 0
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# Create a Menu Bar
menuBar = Menu(PhyR)
PhyR.configure(menu=menuBar)

# Add Menu items
fileMenu = Menu(menuBar, tearoff=0)
fileMenu.add_command(label='Deductive Reasoning', command=deductive

)
fileMenu.add_separator()
fileMenu.add_command(label='Abductive Reasoning', command=abductive

)
fileMenu.add_separator()
fileMenu.add_command(label='Exit', command=_quit)
menuBar.add_cascade(label='Menu', menu=fileMenu)

PhyR.mainloop()
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Appendix C

Rough Draft of the Grammar Rules
Exploring Process

This appendix contains sketches and handwritings of the exploring process for

developing the grammar rules for the topological layer. Black-box models of the

fifteen products are decomposed manually using the method presented in this

dissertation. Required grammar rules are developed and summarized during this

process.
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C. 1  H ai r d r y e r
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C. 2  Ri c e  C o o k e r
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C.3 Room Heater
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C.4 Coffee Grinder
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C.5 Water Pump
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C.6 Palm Sander
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C.7 Electric Iron
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C.8 Coffee Maker

C.9 Popcorn Popper
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C.10 Jigsaw

C.11 Cordless Drill
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C.12 Fruit Peeler

C.13 Dremel Engraver
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C.14 Mixer
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C.15 Kenmore Dryer
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